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Abutilon x 'Mother of Pearl'
ID: 12613
Stock: UMB-E11

flowering maple

Fuchsia colored
$14

Malvaceae

Acacia pravissima
oven's wattle
A lovely mimosa, becoming a large shrub or small, multi-trunked tree to 15 ft with odd-looking soft,
evergreen foliage - actually small phyllodes or flattened leaf stalks - held close to the stems, and abundant,
fragrant yellow blooms in spring. Best in full sun and well-drained soil with little summer water needed once
established. Frost hardy for brief periods in the mid teens F, mid to upper USDA Zone 8.
$18
Fabaceae
Aciphylla glaucescens
Fabo member of the “carrotaceae”...from the chilly hinterlands of NZ looking ravishingly xeric. Clumps, 18”
x 3 ft, of evergreen, dagger-like leaves tinted a lively blue support umbelled, pale cream flowers in mid
summer. Prefers mineral soil, good drainage, bright light and cool feet - say on a north slope with gravel
cover for coolth and even moisture. Frost hardy to USDA zone 8 on the West Coast.
$16
Apiaceae
Acis autumnalis
autumn snowflake
Delicate lookung (but tough) bulb from the Mediterranean, to 6-8” with white flowers appearing before the
leaves from the end of August through October. Can be planted between stones or where it will emerge
through small ground covers. For full sun to dappled shade -- a dry summer spot is preferred. Frost hardy to
10F, USDA zone 8, possibly lower.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Acorus calamus varigata
Great addition to a water feature or moist spot in your garden. 1-2ft evergreen.
$11
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Acorus gramineus 'Masamune'
dwarf sweet flag
A very old Japanese cultivar, a true dwarf used mainly in bonsai work, but equally at home in the garden
where clumps of grassy foliage in variegations of green and white can reach 6" tall. Slowly spreads in part
shade to shade where moisture is consistent. Even tolerates shallow standing water. Also can be tucked here
and there to hide the cracks. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6.
$11
Acoraceae
Adiantum shastense
Maidenhair fern
Relatively new on the scene, this our collection from several years ago when surprised to see what was
thought to be A. jordanii, but remaining evergreen through summer. We are more then happy to put a name on
it now. Relatively slow spreader, to about 3' in 5 years and about a foot in height with airy fronds of spring
green foliage subtended by dark stems. This a great addition to the dry shade garden. USDA Zone 7.
$14
Pteridaceae
Aeonium 'Cyclops'
giant red aeonium
Reddish-bronze leaves with a green “eye” in the center are a standout on this large aeonium, to 4-5 ft tall and
3-4 ft wide. A cross between the darker A. ‘Zwartkop’ and the more wavy leaved A. undulatum, these
succulents are cold hardy to 25F, USDA zone 9b, so best in pots or a very! protected area. Well-drained soil
in sun or shade with little water for plants in the ground, a bit more in containers.
$12
Crassulaceae
Aeonium 'Kiwi Verde'
Open rosettes, to 3-4" wide, of bluish green leaves with red edges top this multi-branched shrub from the
Canary Islands. To up to 2 ft tall and wide, with late spring flowers of pale yellow to white that rise above the
foliage. Full sun to light shade on the coast or light to full shade inland. Prefers well-drained soil and little to
no summer water. Frost hardy to 20F, USDA zone 9 so, where winter temperatures are colder, best in a pot
with winter protection.
$12
Crassulaceae
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Aeonium 'Strybing Red'
Another sedum relative, this with 4" rosettes of slightly toothed leaves that turn deep red in winter or in bright
light. Forms clumps to 2ft tall 18" wide. Where temperatures don't drop below 25F and plants can be protected
from freezing, these are fine in the garden. Otherwise best in pots that winter indoors or in a very! protected
garden area. Well-drained soil in sun or shade with little water for plants in the ground, a bit more in
containers. Frost hardy to 25F, mid USDA zone 9.
$15
Crassulaceae
Aeonium 'Tom'
A Cistus introduction. This probable A. simsii hybrid grows to 18" tall, or so, with compact, 4" rosettes of
purple foliage with a bluish cast. Dappled shade to full sun for best coloring. Winter water is preferred so
allow to go a bit dormant where summer temperatures are a bit hot. These make particularly good container
specimens or garden plants where temperatures do not fall below 25F, USDA zone 9b.
$15
Crassulaceae
Aeonium 'Velour'
velour houseleek
A voluptuous red succulent forming large soft textured rosettes of glossy round ended leaves. Growing up to 2
ft tall and wide, does very well in the garden where temperatures don't drop below 25F, mid USDA zone 9b,
and plants are protected from freezing. Great in patio pots or grown indoors in winter. Does best in sun with
sheltering from hottest afternoon rays and a bit of summer water now and again.
$16
crassulaceae
Aeonium canariense
canary island aeonium
Another wonderful succulent for the gardener’s palette. Growing up to 3 ft tall and wide, this rosette-forming
plant does very well in the garden where temperatures don't drop below 25F, mid USDA zone 9, and plants
are protected from freezing. Otherwise, best in pots or as a temporary garden display. Does best in sun with
sheltering from hottest afternoon rays and a bit of summer water now and again. Too cool!
$12
Crassulaceae
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Aeonium canariense 'Derick'
derick house leek
Found by friend of Cistus Derick Pitman, this bronzy rosette former to 18" or more, with its origin in the
Canary Islands as the name would suggest. Is an easy cool growing coastal plant, or in container where temps
drop below 25 degrees for winter protection. Bright light, allow to dry in summer. USDA zone 9b.
$15
Aeonium haworthii
Open rosettes, to 3-4" wide, of bluish green leaves top this multi-branched shrub from the Canary Islands. To
up to 2 ft tall and wide, with late spring flowers of pale yellow to white that rise above the foliage. Full sun to
light shade on the coast or light to full shade inland. Prefers well-drained soil and little to no summer water.
Frost hardy to 20F, USDA zone 9 so, where winter temperatures are colder, best in a pot with winter
protection.
$9
Crassulaceae
Aeonium haworthii 'Pinwheel'
Open rosettes, to 3-4" wide, of bluish green leaves top this multi-branched shrub from the Canary Islands. To
up to 2 ft tall and wide, with late spring flowers of pale yellow to white that rise above the foliage. Full sun to
light shade on the coast or light to full shade inland. Prefers well-drained soil and little to no summer water.
Frost hardy to 20F, USDA zone 9 so, where winter temperatures are colder, best in a pot with winter
protection.
$12
Crassulaceae
Aeonium x 'Green Genes'
This seedling from our own collection is a hybrid between A. haworthii and A. canariense. Upright to about 2
feet, with spring green rosettes to about 6 inches across, making a handsome miniature tree. Does very well in
the garden where temperatures don't drop below 25F, mid USDA zone 9, and plants are protected from
freezing. Otherwise, best in pots or as a temporary garden display. Does best in sun with sheltering from
hottest afternoon rays and a bit of summer water now and again. Too cool!
$14
Crassulaceae
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Aeschynanthus aff. buxifolius
This shrubby/trailing gesneriad, a Steve Hootman collection from northern Vietnam, came to us by way of Far
Reaches Farm. Deep green evergreen glossy leaves reminiscent of boxwood, 2 inch coral red tubular flowers
however, look nothing like boxwood. An epiphyte in the wild this makes an excellent container plant or where
it can be protected from freezing. To about 2ftx 2ft. in moist well drained soil, Shade to dappled light, bright
indirect indoors. Cold hardy to 15 C. USDA Zone 9
$16
Gesneriaceae
Agapanthus 'Midnight Blue'
lily of the nile
Gorgeous globes of deep blue-violet flowers on 2.5 ft stalks appear in July and August above 18-24” clumps
of dark green, strap-like leaves, narrower than other forms. This Irish selection of a South African native loves
sun to part shade, plenty of fertilizer in summer, and well-drained soil. Needs water during the growing season
but resents too much water at any time. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$16
Amaryllidaceae
Agapanthus 'Midnight Son'
This from plantsman Luin Miller presents as one of the more nicely variegated of the selections. Cream white
and grey-green mix in stripes on leaves to about 18 inches. the plant producing inky blue flowers up to a
couple of feet in height. Excellent evergreen perennial zones 9 or above occasionally becoming deciduous but
re-sprouting in spring from lower zone 8. Excellent container plant in any case. Feed regularly to maintain
vigor, best in bright light with free draining soil.
$15
Amaryllidaceae
Agave chrysantha
goldenflower century plant
Sharp spines -- on the margins of long and stiff, green leaves with a strong, particularly pointed one on the
tapered leaf tip -- mark this striking agave that blooms in early summer with tall candelabras of yellow buds
opening to bright, golden-yellow flowers - very showy with a faint aroma of coconut. Found on dry, open
slopes in Arizona, these can reach 3 ft tall x 5 ft wide as solitary rosettes, growing in full sun and well-drained
soil with little or no summer water once established. Best grown away from high traffic areas where the spines
could be dangerous. Flowers only once before dying and regrowing from basal offsets. Frost hardy to 17F,
uppermost USDA zone 8.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
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Agave ferdinandi-regis
king ferdinand agave
This little century plant comes from one of the more exciting habitats in agaveland, a series of mountains
northeast of Saltillo in northwestern Mexico where the beautiful A. victoriae-reginae crosses with both A.
scabra and A. lechugilla. The form of this plant is particularly upright, its leaves marked white with a pinkish
gray cast and topped with black spines. Reaching 12-18" and offsetting freely, it is hardy to between 0 and
10F, USDA zone 7, with excellent drainage. Full sun. Excellent pot specimen.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Agave gentryi - La Encantada
Recently introduced, this high mountain century plant, rather large-growing, to 5 ft or more, has bold, deep
gray-green leaves forming large single rosettes before pupping. Eventually produces a red-stemmed flower
stalk approaching 20 ft tall!. Perfect windowsill plant – NOT! This form appears to have had some dealings
with nearby A. scabra as it has a bluish cast to the leaves not often found in the species. Quite capable of
enduring garden water and partial shade. Frost hardy at 10 to 15F, bottom of USDA zone 8. Otherwise a
wonderful large container specimen.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Agave havardiana
havard's century plant
One of the best and hardiest agaves, with olive-green or, often, dusty-blue, curving leaves in the classic agave
shape. Big, robust, and wickedly spined, usually as a solitary rosette though sometimes with pups. To 2 ft tall
and wide. Best with good drainage and full sun. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6, or lower. Found in Texas,
New Mexico, and Coahuila, Mexico.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Agave lophantha 'Splendida'
A brightly-colored, compact agave native to Mexico and south Texas that reaches no more than 12" tall and
18" wide. Dagger-like leaves are dark green with a light green interior stripe and possess serrated teeth along
its margins. This exceptionally good-looking cultivar is great in pots and can be planted in mass for great
effect. Can be planted in full or sun or light shade. Hardy to 0 degrees, USDA zone 7.
$16
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Agave montana [Monte Strain]
One of the most sculptural century plants from high elevations in Mexico, growing with pines and oaks. These
offspring of the famed "Monte" from Lance Wright's Portland OR. garden which bloomed summer 2020 to
much fanfare. 3-5 ft tall and wide, heavily toothed rosettes are deep olive-green brushed with blue. Accepts
average garden moisture provided excellent drainage. Sun; adapts to partial shade. USDA zone 8, possibly 7b.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Agave ovatifolia 'Frosty Blue'
whale's tongue agave
A Cistus introduction. This mega-century plant, first discovered by Lynn Lowrey in northeastern Mexico
some 30 years ago and just named recently by agaveist Greg Starr, might be the largest of the cold hardy
agaves, reaching eventually to 6-8 ft with beautifully formed, blue leaves. Our selection, made from a more
recent batch, has a distinct, pale aquamarine hue with the classically shaped leaves, cupped, upright, and
slightly outward bending. The species has taken the cold and wet of Dallas TX, for instance, so upper USDA
zone 7 for cold hardiness; possibly colder in gritty or dry soil.
$22
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Agave parryi 'J.C. Raulston'
JC Raulston Hardy Agave
One of the hardiest clones of Agave parryi tolerating cool wet winters better than others in the species. Big
rounded blue "artichoke-y" rosettes to 2ft tall and 3ft are slow to pup, for nice singular rosettes. For full sun to
part shade in excellent drainage. Occasional summer water speeds growth, with long dry spells in between.
Also great in containers sacrificing a little hardiness compared to in the ground. Adapts well to being indoors
in a bright area over winter if desired. USDA zone 7.
$18
asparagaceae
Agave parryi var. couesii
From Arizona, an extremely hardy century plant growing in colonies of giant (nearly 2 ft), blue, artichoke-like
rosettes. Good air circulation, bright light and good drainage. Native to cold climates of snow-covered and
frozen ground; should be frost hardy to well below -10ºF or USDA zone 6.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
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Agave parryi var. truncata
artichoke agave
Arguably the most beautiful form of the species with its rosette of wide, blue, truncated leaves -- think giant
pine cone. Good drainage and the brightest light is best to maintain shape. Sadly this is also the least hardy
form of the species, but possible in the ground in full sun with very sharp drainage in upper USDA zone 8 or
above. Otherwise makes a stunning container specimen.
$18
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Agave parryi var. truncata 'Lime Streak'
Strikingly handsome agave with blue-gray, sharp-spined leaves with light green variegation in streaks along
the leaf edges and a more open habit than the species. To 2 ft tall at maturity, these are best in full sun and soil
that is lean and very well-drained. Extra protection from winter moisture increases frost hardiness. Frost hardy
in USDA zone 8 with that excellent drainage. Good in containers as well, with extra protection in winter cold.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
royal flush century plant
Agave schidigera 'Royal Flush' PPAF
A sport from A.'Shira ito no Ohi', this compact century plant has an extra wide cream colored leaf margin and
grows to about a foot tall with an 18" spread. Makes an excellent container subject indoors or out or patio
plant for bright light with excellent drainage. Cold hardy in upper zone 8, protect from hard frosts.
$16
Asparagaceae
Agave schidigera 'Shira ito no Ohi'
queen of white thread century plant
The cultivar name (NOT translated as "Honey, I shrunk the kids") refers to the silky threads or filifers that
decorate these rosette-forming agaves. They are solitary plants, to 18" tall and wide, with the dark green
leaves, strikingly variegated with creamy margins, the quite symmetric filifers adding to the show. The
species, from the high country of Mexico's Durango State, shows a decent tolerance for moisture and frost in
USDA zone 8. But temperatures below 20F, bottom of USDA zone 9, can mark the beautiful variegations so
we recommend a moveable container.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
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Agave toumeyana var. bella Bernhardt Tr., AZ
A rare and unusual plant with particularly dense rosettes of narrow, dark green leaves with striking white
markings and decorative filifers, or threads, as an added attraction. Extremely compact, each rosette maturing
to around 8-9" in diameter. A colonizer from high elevations of central Arizona, this form makes a fine rock
garden specimen if excellent drainage and bright light can be maintained. Protect from excess winter moisture.
Cold hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6, or below in dry soil.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Agave xylonacantha 'Frostbite'
A variegated stunner with distinctively jagged, black marginal leaf spines. Long narrow glaucus green leaves
have distinctive edge variegation which transitions from yellow to white as the plant ages. This cultivar is a
slow grower, but it can eventually reach 2.5' wide and 1.5' tall. makes an excellent container specimen. Sun to
light shade and fast draining gritty soil. Winter dry with occasional water in summer to speed growth. USDA
zone 8a if kept dry.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Akebia trifoliata
chocolate vine
From China, this uncommon species of the chocolate vine has 5” or larger leaves with each of its 3 leaflets
appearing as butterfly wings. Evergreen, with new growth tinted red to orange. The early spring flowers, a
familiar pinkish to white, are followed by the unusual, unexpected, and even unearthly blue fruit, edible but
only in dire emergencies. A beautiful addition to the subtropical garden where a delicate evergreen vine is
desired. Afternoon shade and consistent summer moisture at least until established. Frost hardy to upper
USDA zone 5.
$14
Lardizabalaceae
Allium 'August Confection'
mountain garlic
Small, NON invasive allium, a selection by plantsman Mark McDonough that forms small, handsome clumps
of grassy foliage, to only 5" tall, and produces dark, ruddy pink flowers in mid to late summer. Sun to part
shade and fairly drought tolerant though accepting of summer water as well. Frost hardy to at least 0F, USDA
zone 7. Said to attract butterflies and repel deer. Full name Alium senescens spp. montanum 'August
Confection'.
$9
Amaryllidaceae
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Allium senescens 'Blue Twister'
An Excellent selection of Allium senescens with twisted blue-green leaves. Great for the rock or xeric garden.
Long display of lavender flowers starting in late spring to early summer. 12" tall. Full sun. scant summer
water. Zone 5
$11
Aloe 'Brass Hat'
A most wonderful Hummel hybrid with dark bronzy leaves and rosettes forming clumps of 6” to 1 ft adorned
throughout the year with brassy orange flowers. The cross, as follows -- A. (A. haworthioides x A. bakeri) x
((A. descoingsii x A. calcairophylla) x A. bakeri) -- seems algebraic and daunting. The plants are not. Alas,
frost hardy only to about 25F, mid USDA zone 9, so take precautions. Great container plant. Keep dry in
winter.
$12
Asparagaceae
Aloe 'Delta Lights'
This aloe variegata cross produces 8" rosettes of wide herringboned patterned leaves of light green and cream.
Quickly offsets to form large specimen, to 18" or more. Orange-red flowers produced primarily in late winter
or spring. Fine indoor on container plant. Keep reasonably dry in winter, Zone 9b or above.
$11
Asparagaceae
Aloe 'Fabio hybrid'
$14

Asparagaceae

Aloe 'Rooikappie'
A very attractive smaller clumping aloe that grows to less than 1 foot tall with many densely clustered 12"
wide rosettes of medium green, attractively spotted leaves that arch outward then slightly down near the tips
and produce 2 foot tall branched, flat-topped inflorescences of flowers that are orange in bud with pendant
flowers opening to show pale yellow interior and petals. Flowering has been noted year round but is especially
prolific in the fall. Plant in full sun to light shade. Give occasional to infrequent irrigation. A great accent plant
in a small garden or massed as a ground cover. USDA zone 9.
$14
Asphodelaceae
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Aloe 'Safari Sunrise'
This cheery, compact aloe is a great multiplier and reblooms readily. Blue-green leaves compliment the
peachy bicolor flowers. Fast growing and staying under 10in tall. Excellent hummingbird candy. Frost hardy
to bottom of USDA zone 9, so best treated as a container plant that can be moved inside if winter temperatures
get too chilly. Also, a great indoor plant for that bright, sunny windowsill.
$16
Aloe dorothaea
Sunset Aloe
Tanzaninan aloe whose leaves, like a chameleon, turn from bright green to vibrant orange in warm, sunny
conditions. Rosettes stay low, but clumps can grow to an impressive 2' across. This is one of the most
attractive aloes in a container or rock garden and sends up flower spikes in late winter. Protect from frost,
especially if temperatures last for more than a few hours. Water very occasionally, if at all. Zone 9b.
$12
Aloe JimmyTM
Gorgeous aloe hybrid, a Kelly Griffin and Proven Winners selection with rosettes of succulent leaves, white
edged with with lots of small white spots, eventually reaching 2-4" tall and wide. Best in well drained soil in
full to part sun. Both heat and drought tolerant in the ground. Frost hardy only to 25F, mid USDA zone 9, so
best kept in containers to be moved indoors in winter. Potted plants should dry a bit before watering. A nice
addition to the succulent collection outdoors or in.
$12
Asparagaceae
Aloe striata
coral aloe
A stemless aloe from South Africa with orange-red flowers on 3 ft stalks and soft, pink striped blue green
leaves that beg to be petted. Grows to about 1 foot high and 2 feet wide. Full sun to part shade. With excellent
drainage can withstand temperatures down to 20F or lower.
$16
Asparagaceae
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Aloe striatula
hardy aloe
Multi-trunked shrub from South Africa, the hardiest of the shrubby aloes. To over 3 ft tall and possibly up to 6
ft wide with dark green leaves, long, narrow, and pointed, and yellow flowers in spring and summer
continuing into fall. Plant in sun where drainage is good. Top hardy to 18 F, upper USDA zone 8; has
resprouted from 0F, zone 7, or below with mulch, good drainage, and protection from winter moisture.
$15
Asparagaceae
Alstroemeria 'Glory of the Andes'
peruvian lily
An unusual Peruvian lily in that the flowers, a lovely gold with maroon markings, are also slightly sweet and
the leaves are variegated, green edged in creamy yellow. Blooming from June through August, plants form
clumps to 3 ft tall x 30" wide. Best in rich soil in full sun to part shade with regular summer water. This
cultivar is well-behaved in the garden and doesn't spread. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$12
Alstroemeriaceae
Alstroemeria 'Indian Summer'
A most unusual Peruvian lily with particularly bronzed foliage that provides an excellent background for its
fairly relentless assault of cream and orange flowers that emerge in spring through summer. Height to 2.5' or
so, the clump slowly increasing in size over time. Full sun and decently drained soil best for bloom. Frost
hardy to USDA zone 7. Very long-lasting cut flower!
$12
Alstroemeriaceae
Alstroemeria 'Valley Red'
red peruvian lily
One of the finest Peruvian lily hybrids suitable for the garden, the warm, red-orange flowers looking exotic
and tropical through the summer. A vigorous plant -- though not enthusiastic enough to be a garden pest, this
form has been floating around northern California's Pajaro Valley for many years. To 2 ft tall, forming clumps
to 2 ft wide in bright light and well-drained soil with ample summer water for best bloom. Frost hardy to 0F,
USDA zone 7.
$12
Alstroemeriaceae
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Alstroemeria psittacina 'Variegata'
white edged princess lily
A plant with many common names including Peruvian parrot lily, for it's red flowers tipped in green and
white, and lily-of-the-Incas, referring to its origins in South America. This Japanese selection has variegated
foliage, grayish green with irregular white edges, on stems to 12-18" tall that form slowly widening clumps
(eventually enough to share...). Stems emerge in early autumn, flowering in spring and enjoying a period of
dormancy in summer. Best in sun to part shade with regular summer water. Frost hardy to at least the bottom
of USDA zone 7 with mulch.
$11
Alstroemeriaceae
Alstromeria 'Inca Bandit'
Medium-large, solid deep red flowers on compact plants. 24"-36" tall and wide. Full sun to part shade. Hardy
to USDA zone 7.
$9
Alstroemeriaceae
Amarine tubergenii 'Anastasia'
$12

Amaryllidaceae

Amarygia [hybrids]
Amaryllis belladonna X Brunsvigia josephinae crosses from plantsman Wayne Roderick with long, strappy
leaves to 2 ft that die back in summer. In late summer/early fall a 2 ft stem appears producing clusters of very
fragrant flowers in colors that vary from pure whites to dark pinks. These are best in a spot that receives bright
light and little summer water. Frost hardy to a bit below 20F, upper-upper USDA zone 8 and best in
containers in areas of prolonged periods below freezing.
$15
Amaryllidaceae
Amaryllis belladonna - typical West Coast clone
A choice and deliciously fragrant flowering bulb to perfume the late summer garden with abundant light to
dark pink trumpets on dark stems, to 18-24” tall -- “naked” since the strappy leaves that appeared in winter
have usually died back during the dry summer. Definitely a beautiful lady. Best in a Mediterranean climate
with summer heat, good drainage, and very little summer water. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8, and into
zone 7 with a bit of mulch.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
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Amomyrtus luma - Nahuel Huapi
Collection by plantsman Mike Remmick in a rich area on the border of Chile and Argentina, this luma
growing to small tree size to 12 ft or more with rounded leaves and beautiful patchy bark. The fruit is edible
and flowers most attractive in mid-spring. This has been a particularly frost tolerant clone having taken low to
mid-teens in stride, USDA zone 8b. Wonderful container or small garden tree. Can be trimmed as hedge or
Disney character. Sun to dappled shade. Tolerant of wet feet.
$14
Myrtaceae
Anacampseros rufescens
This is a sweet little succulent from South Africa, perfect for windowsill or mixed container or in the rock
garden. Small, 3" rosettes of chubby, triangular leaves of green and purple are topped with showy pink-purple
flowers in late spring. Give it bright light, well drained soil, and let it dry out between watering. Once
thought to be tender, they have proven frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$8
Portulacaceae
Anemone x lipsiensis
rock garden anemone
A natural hybrid, this cute little anemone has all the good qualities of the species and few of the bad. No ‘I
turned my back and it ate my Hellebores”; no ‘It lifted the sidewalk.’ Large pale yellow flowers on very finely
divided stems that carpet the ground in spring. Excellent knitter in the rock garden, rock wall or between
stepping stones. Frost hardy to USDA zone 4. Excellent.
$12
Ranunculaceae
Aquilegia chrysantha var. Alba
columbine
This perennial southwestern native is a natural for western gardens. Bright white flowers with long spurs from
late spring into summer, float up to 36" above an 18" clump of dusty blue leaves. We love it when a plant is
its own best background! Attractive to hummers and pretty much every other pollinator. Allow to seed to form
long lived colonies. Drought tolerant with good drainage, occasional summer water keeps foliage looking
fresh. Excellent naturalized with drought tolerant grasses. Sun to afternoon shade. USDA zone 4 hardy.
$9
Ranunculaceae
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Arbutus x 'Northwoods'
northwoods strawberry tree
A 2019 Cistus Nursery introduction, A beautiful hybrid A.'Marina' x A. unedo back crossed A. unedo,
retaining the red exfoliating bark of the former with the cold hardiness of the latter. Upright habit to 10 to 12'
with dense rounded leaves and those sensuous red trunks. Clusters of cream bell-shaped flowers in winter are
much loved by local hummers, orange-red fruit in fall. Full sun to light shade in well drained soil. Drought
tolerant accepting occasional irrigation. USDA zone 8
$18
Ericaceae
Arctostaphylos silvicola 'Ghostly'
Very gray, almost white, manzanita with deep red bark and small, white, bell-shaped, pendulous flowers.
Native to the Santa Cruz Mountains, in old sand dunes, this evergreen shrub will mature to 8' in height and 6
-8' in width. To grow as a specimen, trim lower branches after a few years to expose lower trunk. Avoid
watering in summer during the heat of the day. Established plants will need no summer water at all, so plan
accordingly. Plant against a blue building for a striking effect. Full sun. Frost hardy to USDA zone 8.
$16
Ericaceae
Arisaema consanguineum - silvered centered
Shared with us some years ago by our friends the O’Byrnes, these graceful jack-in-the-pulpits rise to nearly 3
ft in late spring with narrow graceful leaflets centered indeed silver. Flowers are deep cinnamon. Adds to its
beauty by clumping quickly. Dappled shade is best with consistent summer moisture and, of course, decent
drainage. A wonderful addition to the woodland garden or container. Frost hardy in the ground to 0F, USDA
zone 7 or below.
$15
Araceae
Arisaema ringens - UCBG form
jack-in-the-pulpit
A particularly robust form of an easy Jack-in-the-pulpit with an outstanding and dramatic flower resembling a
cobra's head, the purple stalks topped with spathes of green and purple stripes folded over and showing the
dark, purple-black interior. Herbaceious, emerging early in the spring with two, tripartite leaves from each
bulb, eventually offsetting and forming clumps to 12-24" tall and up to 3 ft wide. Stunning in bright light, part
sun or dappled shade, in moist, rich soil with regular water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 5. Benefits from winter
mulch.
$18
Araceae
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Aristea major
blue sceptre
Of this intriguing group of blue-flowered irids mostly from South Africa, we had thought this species too
tender for permanent planting in these parts, but they have thriven for many years now, giving us courage.
Easy in average garden conditions and luscious with summer water, with bright green, iris-like leaves to 2 ft
or a bit more, and clusters of sky-blue flowers from spring through fall -- all from the small inflorescence, so
don't cut them back. Bright light is best. Outstanding planted with yellow foliage nearby. Evergreen to the
upper teens F, upper USDA zone 8; regrowing, especially with mulch, from 10F or so. (Also known as
Aristea capitata.)
$14
Iridaceae
Aristolochia californica
california pipevine
This western native Dutchman's pipe, indigenous through western California and southwest Oregon, can be a
vine to 8 ft or so or a happily scrambling specimen. Either way, it is deciduous, with 3”, heart-shaped leaves
and olive green stems that are quite attractive in their winter leaflessness. In spring and sometimes beyond into
summer, light flowers appear -- the Dutchman's pipes of the common name -- often mottled or centered a
maroon brown. Sun to part shade with afternoon protection in the hottest climates. Happy with extreme
summer drought. Cold hardy to USDA zone 7. Host to the gorgeous blue Pipevine Swallowtail butterfly.
$12
Aristolochiaceae
Aristolochia fimbriata
dutchman’s pipe
Small Dutchman's pipe from Brazil to northern Argentina, a prostrate, deciduous ground cover to only 6" tall
and 2-3 ft wide, the leaves heart-shaped with prominent, pale, netting following the veins. The exotic flowers,
produced all summer, are striking, strong, curved green tubes, 1" across, with long hairs and interiors that are
purple-brown, veined yellow. Good for hanging baskets where the flowers can be seen. Average summer
water in gritty or sandy soil in sun to part shade in hottest climates. Evergreen where temperatures only dip
into the 20sF. Deciduous with good autumn color at lower temperatures. Root hardy in USDA zone 7.
$16
Aristolochiaceae
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Aristotelia fruticosa - UCSC 2008.34
mountain wineberry
Slow growing, evergreen shrub or small tree, with tiny, slightly toothed, oblong leaves of medium green on
wiry, dense branches. Inconspicuous flowers are followed by little purple fruits -- very decorative. This clone,
from the collection at the University of California at Santa Cruz, reaches 8-10 ft tall with a rounded shape.
Best in sun to part shade with good drainage and regular summer water, but tolerates brief periods of drought.
Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7. To maintain the juvenile foliage, it's lovely shape and dark color, cut back
frequently.
$16
Elaeocarpaceae
Armeria maritima 'Rubrifolia'
sea pink
Sea pinks have traveled the world enough to be thought of as native on coastal areas of both European and
Western North America. This selection has particularly burgundy leaves to only 8-10" and a tightly mounding
habit that is adorned by a long series of saturated purple-pink flowers. Prefers year round moisture with good
drainage and bright light. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7, or below. Great for rock gardens and the front of
perennial borders.
$11
Plumbaginaceae
Arthropodium cirratum
new zealand rock lily
This rock lily is grown mostly for its long, glaucous, evergreen leaves. The large, white, highly scented
flowers midsummer are just a bonus. Purple anthers! To 2 ft tall in sun to shade with little summer water once
established. Frost hardy to 15F, mid USDA zone 8.
$16
Asparagaceae
Asarum splendens
orifice ginger
A hardy evergreen ginger from China for a shaded nook. Cyclamen-like foliage, green mottled with with graysilver, to only 6" tall, spreads moderately by underground rhizomes making a good groundcover for shade.
The flowers are also wonderful, sometimes hidden but often upfacing, purple with white markings. One of the
best of the genus and worth kneeling for in spring. Shade is best in rich soil with regular summer water. Bait
for slugs. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6.
$14
Aristolochiaceae
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Asclepias fascicularis
whorled milkweed
Primo butterfly nectar source from the Central Coast range of California south. White to off white flowers
with a hint of lavender. Rich soil in the winter, but can go a very long time in summer with nary a drop of
water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6. A fine plant; a wild collection from our beloved Sean Hogan.
$11
Apocynaceae
Asclepias speciosa
showy milkweed
Fabulous west coast native perennial with large round clusters of rose and white fragrant star flowers on 3 foot
stems in mid summer. Large, soft silver-green leaves are pleasant on the eyes as well as the fingers. Attracts
and feeds butterflies, including our western Monarch. Full sun, summer drought, well-drained soil. Winter
deciduous. Reliable, easy and rewarding. Cold hardy to -20 F, USDA zone 5.
$9
Apocynaceae
Asparagus densiflorus 'Myersii'
foxtail fern
Low growing asparagus, with needle-like leaves on pointed stems to 2 ft tall, creating a pointy, fluffy, fernlike mound to 2 ft wide. (Smaller in pots.) Few, tiny pinkish white flowers become red berries. See it and
love it! Good as a houseplant or outdoors in a protected spot or patio pot plant with winter protection. In the
garden, sun to light shade. Somewhat drought tolerant but best with average summer water. Evergreen into
the low 20s F, root hardy in the upper teens F, upper USDA zone 8, in a warmish spot with mulch.
$14
Asparagaceae
Asparagus sp. S. Africa/SBH Collection
From the South African Drakensberg Mountains, our collection forming either a mounding perennial or a
climbing vine, depending on what is nearby. Soft needled foliage with small, white flowers smelling of
coconut and red berries following. Shade to full sun; summer moisture is best. Surprisingly frost hardy, to
10F, USDA zone 8, or lower.
$14
Asparagaceae
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Asphodeline lutea
king's spear
One of the best of the old fashioned garden standards for the modern landscape. Herbaceous perennial native
to the eastern Mediterranean. Narrow gray-green leaves form clumps to 12" tall and long-lasting, highly
scented yellow flowers rise above on leafy stalks in early summer. Full sun in rich, well-drained soil with
some summer moisture especially in the hottest climates. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 6, and even upper
zone 5 in protected locations with winter mulch.
$12
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Aspidistra 'Spek-tacular'
cast iron plant
Shared with us by Linda Guy, this wonderful cast iron plant, growing to over 3 ft tall with narrow dark green
leaves, has way spotted leaves held upright, almost glowing with the creamy speckles. Clumps to about 4 ft
wide in a reasonable time. Able to withstand dark shade to dappled light but bleaches in too much sun. Prefers
damp well drained soil. Excellent container or houseplant too. Frost hardy to 0F., USDA zone 7
$22
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra caespitosa 'Jade Ribbons'
cast iron plant
Shared with us years ago by Barry Yinger, this small, cast iron plant produces leaves, to only about 18" in
height, in dense clusters of deep green with a satiny blue finish. Intriguingly beautiful for gardens or
containers in medium shade to the deepest, darkest recesses of the garden. Fairly fast growing in the southeast
due to hot summer nights; on the West Coast, they are slower but worthwhile. Regular summer water in dryer
climates to push them along a bit, though they can go without for long periods. Undamaged at 10 to 12F,
USDA zone 8, if out of wind; can recover from 0F, zone 7.
$18
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra elatior 'Amanogawa'
cast iron plant
First introduced to the US, we believe, by Barry Yinger, this diminutive evergreen perennial, to about 1 ft or
so in height, has very shiny leaves in dense clumps, each leaf stripped and splashed various shades of gold.
Not the most stable creature in the world ... but then, neither are most of our friends ... and should be relieved
of the occasional rogue green sport that might appear. Slow growing but one of the more striking variegated
cast iron plants. Fine in even the very darkest shade with summer water to establish and for faster growth.
Excellent container plant for medium to very low light. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 6.
$18
Asparagaceae
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Aspidistra elatior 'Asahi'
striped cast iron plant
A gorgeous selection of a cast iron plant. Though this isn't the "biggest aspidistra in the world," it reaches
about 1/2 to 2/3 the size of typical at about 18" to 25" tall with 6" wide leaves brushed cream especially
towards the tips. A stunning garden or container plant that can thrive in the deepest of shade. Best if kept out
of direct sunlight especially in hot climates. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8; upper zone 7 with protection.
Protect from slugs and snails.
$18
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra elatior 'Chicory Asahi'
cast iron plant
Akin to a new and improved Aspidistra elatior 'Asahi', this plant, shared with us by Ted Stephens of Nurseries
Carolinianus, has a very white center variegation, broader than 'Asahi', covering most of the leaf except for a
distinct green band on the leaf edge. Gorgeous in the shade garden. Like its near relative, expected to reach 3
ft tall with leaves to 6" wide. Beautiful and slow, though nearly as vigorous as 'Asahi'. Best in good soil with
regular summer water to establish and at least occasional water thereafter. Mulch helps keep slugs and snails
away. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$18
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra elatior 'Gold Strike'
cast iron plant
Tall and vigorous aspidistra, reaching 3' or more, with deep green glossy leaves, rather narrow, with a reliable
light green-to-gold stripe through each leaf. Substantial clump in a few seasons, indeed striking for any place
with deep shade to dappled sun (avoiding afternoon sun). Drought tolerant, though much faster growing with
regular summer water. Frost hardy to USDA zone 7.
$16
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra elatior 'Seiun' ['Living Cloud']
cast iron plant
Small and hard-to-find aspidistra, the leaves only 2" wide by 12" tall and heavily spreckled with yellow spots
on both sides, forming a cheerful, multi-stemmed, clumping perennial for the woodland garden in bright shade
to the darkest part of the garden. Lovers of rich soil and even moisture, they are not supposed to be attractive
to deer. Evergreen in upper USDA zone 8; root hardy to 10F, the bottom of zone 8; and a bright, sturdy
houseplant where temperatures drop into zone 7.
$18
Asparagaceae
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Aspidistra elatior 'Variegata'
cast iron plant
The solution to your shadiest spot: a cast iron plant with lovely white stripes on dark green leaves, to 2+ ft
tall. Hardy outdoors in light to deep shade with normal summer water, they prefer good drainage. Regular
summer water for best appearance, though tolerant of long dry periods. Clumping plants, they are somewhat
slow growing, doubling their size in a few years. Also fab in a container. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$18
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra longiloba
cast iron plant
An unusual cast iron plant, slowly spreading to make 4 ft wide clumps in a reasonable amount of time, with
shiny spring-green leaves of only about 6" long, but pleasingly rounded at the base making them nearly oval.
Easy in cultivation, for addition to containers or repeating in the shade garden. A layer of mulch over existing
soil helps their little rhizomes spread a bit more quickly. Provide even summer moisture for more rapid
growth, especially along the West Coast. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8; zone 7 with reliable mulch and
protection.
$18
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra lurida 'Ginga'
cast iron plant
Often sold in the United States as 'Milky way", this one in no way resembles that one. The Japanese name
'Ginga' means "spotted and streaked" and this plant is that. Stunning purple flowers, often called "spider
eggs", appear in early spring but can only be appreciated by lying belly down in an accommodating gardener's
garden. Worth the trouble. Part shade to deep shade with little or no summer water necessary. Frost hardy in
USDA zone 7.
$16
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra minutiflora
cast iron plant
One of the more intriguing of the cast iron plants, a genus on which we have become rather fixated, this with
very narrow leaves, to 30” tall and only 1/2 to 1” wide, of deep green with a bit of silky blue overlay. Creates
graceful clumps reasonably quickly in the woodland garden or in container where the nearly black stem
sheaths can be easily observed for hours on end … or at least a second or two. Enjoys ample summer
moisture, though, as with other aspidistras, seems to accept being nearly moisture free in dark, cave-like
spaces. A perfect addition under shrubs where other plants are not likely to thrive, or in dark entry gardens for
instance. Frost hardy to the bottom of USDA zone 8. Has also been offered as Aspidistra linearifolia.
$16
Asparagaceae
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Aspidistra minutiflora 'Spangled Ribbons'
spangled cast iron plant
Introduced by Don Jacob this appears very much like A. caespitosa 'Jade Ribbons' with 18" leaves, about 1"
wide, tinted blue, and held very upright, but these have endearing yellow polka dots throughout. Slow growing
like all cast iron plants, but growth can be hastened with fertile soil and extra summer moisture, especially
where nights are cool. Like the others, capable of growing in very dark rooms (they like to hang out in bars)
and of course the shadiest nooks in the garden. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8; zone 7 with protection.
$18
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra retusa 'Nanjing Green'
nanjing cast iron plant
Smallish aspidistra with medium green, 3" wide leaves distinguished by prominent veins and forming clumps
to 2 ft tall and wide. Brought back from the Nanjing Botanic Garden in the 1990s and shared with us by Tony
Avent of Plant Delights Nursery, this handsome and unusual cast iron plant does best in part to full shade with
summer water. Evergreen and undamaged to 5F, USDA zone 7b, and expected to be root hardy below that.
$16
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra sp. [spotted and stripey]
$22

cast iron plant

Aspidistra tonkinensis - all green form
cast iron plant
An all green form of this aspidistra species from Southeast China, with graceful, narrow, arching leaves, to 3
ft or more, emerging with black sheaths. These are vigorous growers, appearing earlier in the spring and
seemingly more frost tolerant than the species. Best in shade to deep shade and, though accepting of drought,
prefers regular summer water and rich soil. Frost hardy to the bottom of USDA zone 7.
$16
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra tonkinensis 'Spotty'
cast iron plant
A Cistus introduction of a lovely species, this our seedling selection from Southeast China, with graceful, long
green leaves, to 3 ft or more, emerging with black sheaths, the leaves humorously spotted almost golden.
Tolerant of deep shade and drought, but more pleased with ample summer moisture and good soil. Thus far
frost hardy to upper USDA zone 7. We think this is one of the most graceful of all the aspidistras.
$22
Asparagaceae
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Aspidistra typica 'Old Glory'
cast iron plant
Small cast iron plant, selected in Sichuan Province in 2002 by Darrell Probst and named by Plant Delights
Nursery. To only 15" tall, the wide and shiny green leaves marked by a broad, greenish yellow band down the
middle and, especially with age, spreckles and spots adding texture. Slowly forms clumps. As with others of
the genus, does well in containers or in the garden in shade to very deep shade, bringing color to dark corners.
Tolerates some drought but prefers even moisture in rich soil. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8 to upper zone 7
with protection.
$19
Asparagaceae
Aspidistra yingjiangensis 'Singapore Sling'
cast iron plant
This lovely creature, found in a market in Singapore (we believe) both by Barry Yinger and Hayes Jackson,
grows to 3 ft or more with only 1-2" wide leaves of deep green, strikingly polka dotted cream yellow. Very
spiffy even in deepest darkest shade. Summer water to establish and regularly thereafter for fastest growth
though tolerates dry shade as well. As many others, this one is slow growing and we are happy to finally have
enough to share. Despite its origins has been frost hardy in the garden at least into USDA zone 8. Also makes
a lovely container specimen for medium to low light.
$18
Asparagaceae
Astelia 'Red Devil'
red mountain astelia
Found some years ago on NZ's south island after many quasi-successful endeavors in bringing this plant to
North America, our original collection is finally available from Christchurch's fabulous Texture Plants
Nursery. Similar in size to A. 'Red Gem' (to 2ft tall and wide) but with deeper burgundy tones in winter and
throughout summer in exposed locations. Often quite stunning. Despite its xeric appearance, it prefers
reliably damp conditions and a slight northerly aspect in hotter climates. Plants have survived to 0 F in others
gardens, but we will say upper zone 7 to be on the safe side. Woohoo!
$16
Asteliaceae
Astelia chathamica
silver spear
Dazzlingly silver rosettes, offsetting clumps 3-5 ft high & wide with 3-4" wide leaves. Best in light shade and
well-drained soil. Accepts continual moisture but not prolonged drought or excessive summer heat. Great
container plant. Cold hardy to the upper teens F, upper USDA zone 8, recovering from 10 to 12F.
$16
Asteliaceae
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Aucuba japonica 'Lisa White'
Given to us by Atlanta plantsman, Ozzie Johnson, and named for, well, Lisa, with 4-5'" vibrantly speckled
leaves on a compact shrub, a great addition to a shady garden with very pale fruit from autumn through winter
on this female plant. Evergreen. Hardy to USDA zone 7, if not 6. Shade to dappled sun. Extra summer water
to push new growth in dry climates.
$16
Garryaceae
Beesia deltophylla
Very nice small, evergreen groundcover from China with shiny, heart-shaped leaves and spikes of white
flowers in late summer. Lovely vein patterns add texture to the leathery foliage. Plants form clumps 18” wide
x 1 ft tall in dappled shade to full shade. Tolerant of many soils but best planted in areas that are consistently
moist and well-drained soil. Creates a good backdrop for other shade loving perennials. Frost hardy to -10F,
USDA zone 6.
$14
Ranunculaceae
Begonia 'Chandler's Hardy'
From plantsman Shayne Chandler, from a group trip several years ago this lovely creature, looking a bit like a
hefty form of B. hemsleyana grows to a vigorous 18" with leaves mottled silver-pink and white, with pink
flowers rising above. Tough in any woodland situation given adequate drainage and consistent summer water.
Deciduous, USDA Zone 7b.
$16
Begonia 'Ginny'
$14

Begoniaceae

Begonia dregei
Intriguing caudex forming species from summer rainfall South Africa. Grows only to about 18" but quickly
forms a caudex of up to 3" giving the appearance of a miniature baobab (Adansonia digitata). Makes us want
to create a tiny national park. Ruffled leaves, under 1", are pleasingly undulate and shaded in purples and
grays. Small, white flowers complement its stature. Frost hardy to only upper 20s F, upper USDA zone 9, but
fine for the protected garden or as a pot specimen. Faithful list perusers who wonder if this was previously
listed as B. richardsonii are right to notice a name correction.
$16
Begoniaceae
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Begonia hatacoa var. meisneri
Tender begonia with spectacular, silver leaves, the veins widely marked in dark green on top, the whole pale
underneath. The flowers are lovely as well, white with petals blushed pink. For pot culture outdoors and
wintering indoors. Rich soil in part to full shade with plenty of water. A good accent plant in mixed
containers or alone. To only 14" tall. Frost hardy in USDA zone 10.
$14
Begoniaceae
Begonia hemsleyana
helmsley's begonia
Very hardy begonia grown in gardens for many years. Dormant through winter, emerging in June with fuzzy
red stems carrying palmate leaves, dark green spreckled white. A very nice texture for the shady, woodland
garden, in moist conditions -- but not too moist. A bit of drying before watering is welcome. Requires good air
circulation as well. Found at 4-6,000 ft elevation in Yunnan, China, these are frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$14
Begoniaceae
Begonia heracleifolia var. nigricans
$14

hogweed-leaf begonia
Begoniaceae

Begonia U512
This rex type Begonia has beautiful green and silver leaves with a dark maroon star shaped center. It will do
well as a patio plant in a container, but will need to be protected during the winter months. Blooms are a soft
pink. While this beauty looks delicate, it's been easier to grow for us than other rex types. USDA zone 10.
$14
Begoniaceae
Bensoniella oregana
$9

Saxifragaceae

Bergeranthus jamesii - cl 2
yellow iceplant
Ice plant relative from South Africa, to only about 2” tall in clumps to 5-6” wide with succulent, triangular
leaves. In summer, bright yellow, daisy-like flowers cover the the plant. Requires very good drainage in lean
soil, sun in all but the very hottest climates, and an occasional watering in summer by hose or monsoon. Frost
hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$9
Aizoaceae
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Bergeranthus sp.
$8

Aizoaceae

Beschorneria stricta [dwarf blue]
$16

Asparagaceae

Beschorneria yuccoides ssp. dekosteriana - SBH
Another bold non-agave from northeastern Mexico, producing rosettes to 2 ft of deep green, 4" wide leaves,
the plant resembling a pile of hung-over starfish. The flowers, held on red stems, are a deep red edged with
green and produce red tinted seed pods. Hummingbirds love them! People too. Drought tolerant but loves a
little summer water along with excellent drainage and partial shade to full sun. Essentially a USDA zone 8
plant though success has been achieved in USDA zone 7 gardens with occasional protection.
$16
Agavaceae/Asparagaceae
Billbergia nutans
friendship plant
A hardy bromeliad from Paraguay, this old fashioned plant is rarely sold– most people get a piece from a
friend’s plant -- hence the common name.. Odd pink and blue flowers in late spring. Protect at 15-20F, mid to
upper USDA zone 8. Great indoor/outdoor houseplant. Sun to part shade.
$18
Bromeliaceae
Blechnum penna-marina
alpine water fern
Native to the southern hemisphere, Australia and New Zealand as well as South America, this is a dwarf,
evergreen fern, to only 12" tall, with dense fronds that emerge bronze and age to dark green. A lovely
groundcover for part to full shade, spreading slowly primarily by underground rhizomes to form clumps.
Doesn't actually grow in water -- in spite of the common name -- but often near water courses. Enjoys moist
conditions as long as drainage is good. Best if roots aren't planted too deep. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone
6.
$14
Blechnaceae
Bletilla 'Yokohama'
This delightful hardy ground orchid features beautiful ultra- violet pink blooms borne in clusters on 1-2'
stems, dancing above the deciduous foliage, from June through July. Spreads 2-3'. Part shade to shade, welldrained soil, USDA zone 6.
$14
Orchidaceae
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Bletilla ochracea 'Chinese Butterfly'
chinese butterfly hardy ground orchid
Wonderful ground orchid from a vigorous strain introduced by Linda Guy of Carolina Nurseries, with exotic
flowers of five petals, in pale creamy yellow and a darker yellow lip spreckled with purple -- 3-5 blossoms on
stem to 20" tall amongst iris-like foliage. Morning sun or light, dappled shade. Frost hardy at least into the
single digits, F., upper USDA zone 7.
$14
Orchidaceae
Bletilla striata 'Soryu'
A most lovely form of this hardy perennial orchid, to about 18" or so and clumping to a couple of feet. Leaves
and flowering shoots emerge in early spring this producing the white-throated pastel flowers to the blue side
of purple, over an extended period. Lovers of damp, free draining and preferably somewhat rich soils, happiest
in more sun that one might intuit as long as not subjected to severe drought, otherwise easy-peasy. USDA
zone 6
$16
Orchidaceae
Brachyglottis 'Leonard Cockayne'
Luxurious hybrid between Brachyglottis monroi and the much larger B. repanda, the 5” to even 6” leaves that
are covered with tawny to silver fur on shrubs reaching 4-5 ft give the feeling of a comfortable velour chair
with bold texture. Grown for the foliage, the light yellow, daisy-like flowers seem rather ho hum. Enjoys
bright light in all but the hottest afternoon sun and loves coolish and consistently damp soil. We have found it
frost hardy to about 20F, USDA zone 9, having seen it freeze to the ground at about 17F. Resprouts if
mulched.
$14
Asteraceae
Brodiaea laxa 'Corrina'
corrina fools onion
A particularly vigorous selection of an reliable western meadow dweller. Clusters of starry up-facing flowers
are borne on 12 to 14" stalks, a vibrant violet-blue with deeper blue midveins from late spring into summer.
Fine green foliage mixes well with other grassy textures where the long lasting flowers really shine. A natural
for western gardens, right at home with winter wet/summer dry conditions. Attractive to butterflies and other
pollinators. Full to part sun in well drained soil. USDA zone 7
$9
Asparagaceae
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Buddleja coriacea
$14

Scrophulariaceae

Buxus sempervirens 'Golden Swirl'
golden common box
A collection from a lone surviving shrub in the shade of an ancient pecan in a North Portland “garden”, this 8
ft boxwood has a tall, rather narrow habit, with upright branchlets and a pleasing creamy-gold variegation
throughout the leaves. Drought tolerant and vigorous. You should have one. We would like to see it used as
good garden furniture. Considering its “habitat” it must be very drought tolerant and, from the original plant’s
appearance, able to withstand occasional pruning with chainsaws. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6, at least.
$14
Buxaceae
Buxus sempervirens 'Rotundifolia'
Shared with us by Luen Miller, this statuesque boxwood reaches a narrow 6-8 ft with round, shiny leaves held
pleasingly outward from the branches and turning purple bronze in winter. A nice large texture and lovely
winter color. Part shade to full sun with regular summer water at least until established. Deer resistant. Frost
hardy at least into the upper reaches of USDA zone 6, possibly colder.
$14
Buxaceae
Callistemon viridiflorus
mountain bottlebrush
Small and compact evergreen bottlebrush, to 5 ft tall x 6 ft wide, this from cuttings of a specimen in Oregon's
Willamette Valley. Arching branches carry small, glossy leaves and, in mid summer, soft, greenish yellow,
"bottlebrush" flowers. Best in a hot, sunny position, well-drained with occasional summer water. Easily frost
hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8, and very likely into zone 7 in optimum conditions.
$16
Myrtaceae
Calycanthus occidentalis - Josephine Co. Oregon
western spice bush
This represents the northern-most distribution of a lovely Oregon native deciduous shrub with the only other
species residing in Florida and Asia. Growing along seasonally dry creeks, these plants can reach 6-8' height
with equal spread. Deep red flowers in spring then, with this strain, throughout summer smelling of a rich red
wine, sadly more like Elmer's glue with the afternoon heat... can't win them all! Attractive seed pods and
lemon yellow fall color. Sun or shade, any drainage, dry in summer USDA zone 7
$15
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Camassia leichtlinii
great camas
One of the most beautiful native bulbs of the Willamette and Umpqua valleys, very deep blue flowered. Plant
in winter wet areas that dry out for the summer. Think a bakey summer spot without sprinklers or garden
hoses...Parking strip? Grows to 2 feet or so in height and flowers in April and May. Frost hardy to well below
0F, into USDA zone 6. Very easy, colony-forming native wildflower for the garden border.
$12
Liliaceae
Camellia 'Night Rider'
The "black" camellia has dark red, semi-double flowers that are darker on the undersides -- very dark and
gorgeous in late winter, early spring. New foliage also has red overtones. An evergreen shrub, upright and
somewhat compact to only 4-5 ft tall and wide, this is a must have plant for any garden in part shade with
protection from the afternoon sun and rich soil with regular summer moisture. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
(For those who love nomenclature, the parentage is a follows: a hybrid of C. x williamsii 'Ruby Bells' (= C.
saluenensis x C. japonica 'Fuyajo') and C. japonica 'Kuro Tsubaki'.)
$22
Theaceae
Camellia japonica 'Unryu'
contorted japanese camellia
Stems twist and turn on this medium-sized Camellia, to 6 ft tall creating an interesting shape in the garden.
"Unryu" means "dragon in the clouds" suggesting the twisting of a dragon as it climbs to the sky. Spring
flowers are red-pink and single. Evergreen foliage is glossy in part to full shade with summer water. Frost
hardy in upper USDA zone 6.
$18
Theaceae
Camellia sasanqua 'Lil Rose'
$16

Theaceae

Cardamine trifolia
trifoliate bittercress
One of our favorite small-scale groundcovers, first given to us by Jane Platt. To only about 4" in height by
18" wide, the evergreen, fine textured leaves support (winter through spring) delicate white flowers. Slowly
spreading, in the light woodland or in container. Excellent for holding soil. Does not re-seed, we promise.
Cold hardy to USDA Zone 6, if not colder.
$14
Brassicaceae
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Carex gregii
$12

Cyperaceae

Carex lambertiana
Shiny bright green leaves and a vigorous clumping habit make this evergreen sedge a great addition to pair
with other moisture loving plants. 2 x 2' an a little larger, sun to shade in moist soil, tolerant of even periodic
standing water, so perfect near a pond edge or water feature. Lovely mixed with bold textures like Phormium
or large-leaved Mahonia. Cold hardy 5 to 10F. USDA zone 7b
$12
Cyperaceae
Carex pansa
dune sedge
Often seen under the name "dune sedge" this native of the immediate west coast of North America spreads via
short rhizomes eventually creating a carpet of lustrous green leaves. It'll withstand long periods of summer
drought. excellent for container, tussock forming ground cover, or an exceedingly rough-and-tumble, lowwater lawn substitute. USDA zone 7, even 6, but may not remain as winter green. Sun or Shade.
$12
Poaceae
Carex secta
makura grass
A large distinctive evergreen grass as it builds a trunk of dead roots which can raise the living tussock to 3 ft
above ground giving the whole plant a height of 5 feet. Leaves are bright green with attractive bronze tones
and 24" long, deeply grooved and strongly keeled. Will grow in wet ground as in its native habitat in New
Zealand. Blooms mid spring thru midsummer. Sun to part shade, with regular summer water. Cold hardy to
USDA zone 7.
$14
Cyperaceae
Cassinia fulvida
$16

Asteraceae
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Casuarina glauca
gray she-oak
A most attractive Australian "she-oak,” this from seed collected at some elevation. A medium tree, to 30 ft or
more, with wispy, blue foliage, the "leaves" expressed as tiny scales on small, multi-branched stems and
providing wispy blue foliage. Full sun is best for blueness. Very drought tolerant but accepts summer water as
well. Evergreen in USDA zone 8 and up; surprisingly perennial in zone 7. Impressive. Very good container
subject. Somewhat invasive in Florida and Hawaii.
$14
Casuarinaceae
Ceanothus gloriosus 'Mendo Matic'
$16

Rhamnaceae

Ceanothus gloriosus 'Sunshine'
sunshine wild lilac
A Cistus introduction our own collection of this slightly larger than the standard form of the species with inch
long holly-like leaves, an arching habit to 3 to 4 feet tall and spreading to about 5 to 6' with tons of violet-blue
flowers in March and April for us. More tolerant of at least some summer water than other ceanothus; still
enjoys bright light, sharp drainage and not too much love. USDA zone 7.
$14
Rhamnaceae
Ceanothus thyrsiflorus 'Oregon Missed'
A chance seedling in the Cistus Nursery garden. Arising from a cross between a Paul Bonine/Greg Sheperd
introduction, 'Oregon Mist', and the old selection 'Victoria', possessing full rounded leaves and rather dense
growth of Victoria, but the quick upright form of 'Oregon Mist'. The seedling was noticed at the base of our
original Oregon Mist specimen after it's untimely death at the age of over 10 years, at nearly 20' in height.
Excellent screening plant, with dry position, where horizontal space is precious. Pleasing light blue flowers,
early to midspring, sometimes repeated. USDA zone 7.
$15
Rhamnaceae
Cephalotaxus harringtonia 'Mary Fleming'
$18
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Cercis occidentalis
western redbud
Lovely small tree or large shrub from the Southwest, to 10-15 ft tall x 12 ft wide, with rounded leathery
leaves, green above and paler green below. Deciduous, they produce wonderful autumn colors in yellows and
reds. Pea-like red-pink flowers appear along the limbs in spring before the leaves appear. Full sun to part
shade with little summer water once established. Cold hardy in USDA zone 5-9.
$16
Fabaceae
Cercocarpus intricatus
desert mahogany
Dense form of the desert mahogany from the mountains of the southwest -- northwest Mexico into the Great
Basin. Dense shrubs, eventually to 10 ft or so of tufted, deep-green, rice-grain sized leaves angled to show the
pale undersides. Small spring flowers give way to clematis-like seed heads. Most attractive when backlit.
Sun and well-drained soil. Good drought tolerance. USDA zone 5. Can be pruned into the most delicate,
small evergreen tree for desert climates.
$16
Rosaceae
Chiastophyllum oppositifolia
Unusual sedum relative, a hardy succulent for the shady, woodland garden! Evergreen, with thick emerald
green, scalloped leaves on mounding/trailing plants 4 inches tall. In May and June chains of light yellow
flowers dangle from 8 inch upright stems. Likes rich, well-drained soil with occasional summer moisture.
Morning sun to dappled shade. Good in containers as well. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6.
$15
Chionochloa flavicans
broad-leaved snow tussock
Lovely and graceful New Zealand grass, arching with summer flowers in pale tassels that stand out against the
finely textured, bright evergreen leaves. Forms clumps to 30" tall x 40" wide in sun and well-drained soil.
Best with regular water in sun to part shade where soil is well-drained. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8.
$12
Poaceae
Chionochloa rubra
red tussock grass
Lovely, dense tussock grass from New Zealand, to 3-5 ft tall, with long, lax leaves and an over all reddish cast
making a fine textured presence. Best in sun with adequate summer water, but tolerates both wet and dry
conditions. Remains evergreen in winter. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8.
$14
Poaceae
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Chlorophytum 'Gold Nugget'
gold nugget spider plant
From the Drakensburgs of eastern South Africa and shared with us by plantsman Gary Hammer, this is
essentially a dwarf, variegated, ground-covery spider plant -- with no macramé hangers needed. (Does anyone
remember macramé?) Has been a wonderful addition to container plantings for us with its 6", light cream and
green striped leaves and has been hardy in the ground, frosting back only when temperatures drop to 20F,
USDA zone 9, though we would recommend a mulch with such temperatures. Even summer moisture; bright
light to fairly deep shade. Decent drainage best.
$9
Asparagaceae
Chrysanthemum x rubellum 'Clara Curtis'
Terrific perennial for ground cover, garden accent, or pot specimen in full sun to light shade with regular
summer water. Foliage is a very respectable blue-green that is completely covered in late summer/early
autumn by profuse daisy-like flowers, wonderfully warm pink with yellow centers -- a pink everyone can
love. Forms clumps 2-3 ft tall by 2 ft wide, spreading underground. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$11
Asteraceae
Chusquea gigantea
giant chilean clumping bamboo
A connoisseurs’ dream plant. Erect solid canes blushed claret red, purple, green and white maturing to
chartreuse yellow. Branches in whorls with pendulous dominant branch offering a weeping willow canopy.
Forms open groves requiring space for this Brobdingnagian clumper. Reaches 30 ft in time (typically 15-20
ft); full sun to partial shade; cold hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$16
Poaceae
Cistus 'Little Gem'
rockrose
A small rockrose, one of Eric Sammons hybrids, with narrow green foliage on reddish stems and, best of all,
spring flowers of pure white. Very striking. To 3 ft tall x 4 ft wide. Happy in sun and well-drained soil.
Drought tolerant once established but accepts occasional summer water. Cold hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8.
$14
Cistaceae
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Cistus laurifolius
laurel-leaved rockrose
The laurel-leaved rock rose, found naturally in southwestern Europe has lovely, leathery leaves, dark green
above, and gray to brown and furry beneath. A handsome, evergreen shrub, to 5 ft tall and wide. Spring
flowers have overlapping petals of white, suffused with yellow at base and dark yellow stamens. More frost
hardy that some Cistus, to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$14
Cistaceae
Clematis x cartmanii 'Joe'
Tough evergreen clematis, spectacularly floriferous with white, cup-shaped flowers that nearly hide the
foliage in early spring. This cross between New Zealand species C. marmoraria and C. paniculata is a nonclimber, to 5-6 ft tall, happy spilling its fern-like, cut foliage over walls or containers or tied upright to display
the gorgeous flowers. Full sun with good drainage, regular summer water, and protection to keep the roots
cool. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8.
$15
Ranunculaceae
Clivia miniata
kaffir lily
Patio or container plant with huge umbels of bright orange flowers. These are seedlings from a superior
flowering form and may take two years to flower. Evergreen leaves. Will take shade. Tender.
$28
Amaryllidaceae
Coniogramme emeiensis
This evergreen leathery fern native to western China makes a great addition to the woodland garden and also
does well as a house plant. To about 18" tall and spreading 2' wide, graceful dissected fronds add bold texture
planted with finer woodland dwellers like Oxalis or maiden hair fern. Evenly moist well drained soil(not
saturated) in bright indirect light. USDA zone 7.
$18
Pteridaceae
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Coniogramme gracilis
Japanese Bamboo Fern
A useful, narrow-leaved fern that deserves more attention. Unlike its cousin, Coniogramme japonica, this fern
(recently elevated to species level) remains smaller and tighter in formation, reaching about 3' in width and 15
-18" in height. Truthfully, it doesn't look much like a fern but closer to a dwarf bamboo. Excellent for hillsides
and thicket plantings beneath high-canopied trees where rich, moist soil is guaranteed. Part sun to light shade
best. Hardy to USDA zone 7.
$16
Convallaria majalis 'Albostriata'
Very cool pinstriped lily-of-the-valley that grows to 9" tall in colonies. One of the most useful groundcovers
for shade, this one adds a distinctive contrast to the green of shade gardens by its delicate, variegated
appearance. Spreads easily but will need to be divided over time to maintain flowering. Plant in a woodsy soil
in filtered sun or deep shade, underneath trees or among other woodland plants, such as ferns and crinums.
USDA zone 3-8.
$11
Coprosma acerosa ssp. brunnea
opal berry
Tangled, sprawling, ever-brown shrub from New Zealand, forming springy, weed-supressing shrub to 3 ft tall
and wide - one of those New Zealand plants that looks dead but isn't. A striking shrub with the best color in
full sun where soil is lean and the best growth in well-drained soil with occasional summer water.
Insignificant flower are followed by brilliant blue berries, nice with the brownish foliage. Expand your color
palette! Cold hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8. (Also known as Coprosma brunnea and C. acerosa.)
$14
Rubiaceae
Cornus wilsoniana
ghost dogwood
A small tree to about 30 ft in time with a rounded crown to 15 to 20 ft wide. Attractive grey-green semievergreen leaves with pale undersides and foamy clusters of small white flowers in abundance in spring
followed by small black fruit in fall. Smooth white bark (the ghostly source of the common name) develops as
trees mature. Sun to afternoon shade with consistent summer moisture. Stunning specimen year round for
irrigated street side or garden. USDA zone 6
$15
Cornaceae
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Corokia x virgata 'Frosted Chocolate'
New from New Zealand where a genus with only 4 species has produced amazing forms and colors, this
dazzling shrub, to about 6 ft tall x 4 ft wide, has chocolate-maroon leaves with silvery undersides on silvery
stems. Small, yellow flowers lead to fruit that is a light purple aging to nearly maroon. Sun or part shade in
hottest climates with even summer moisture. A good small-scale background plant or pot specimen planted
with contrasting colors. Frost hardy to the upper end of zone 8.
$16
Argophyllaceae
Corokia x virgata 'Orangerie'
A Cistus introduction. Though we would like to say this lovely plant is a result of years of careful
hybridization under tightly controlled circumstances, we actually found it growing on the floor of one of the
greenhouses as a tiny seedling. This grows as other C. x virgata forms, to a 6-8 ft shrub, but with a more
upright form and butter-yellow-aging-copper-orange leaves with reflective, nearly white, undersides. In the
garden, some summer water, the foliage showing warm yellow in light shade to deeper orange in sun. Very
good container specimen. Great when planted with burgundies or other dark foliage plants. Frost hardy to 10F,
USDA zone 8.
$16
Argophyllaceae
Corokia x virgata 'Sunsprite'
variegated wire netting bush
A Cistus introduction, this is one of two all-yellow seedlings that have occurred in our nursery -- we wish we
could say through great effort and hybridization, but no....we just found it in the pathway. For an all-golden
plant it is quite vigorous with nearly black stems and sunny yellow leaves that, with bright light, turn a bit
orange bronze at the base. Cheery yellow flowers in spring with reddish fruit late in the season if another
Corokia happens to be nearby. Might protect from the harshest light in hot summer areas. Wonderful
sculptural garden or container plant especially when paired with silver or tangerine colors. Bottom of USDA
zone 8 with leanish soil.
$16
Argophyllaceae
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Cotoneaster glaucophyllus
bright bead cotoneaster
Orange winter berries feed the birds while this small, evergreen shrub provides texture in the garden, the tiny
leaves, dark gray-green with lighter undersides, on upright stems that arch with age. To 4 ft tall and spreading
to 4-5 ft wide, but easily trimmed to any size. Pinkish-white flowers appear in early summer. Good as a small
hedge or ground cover in sun to part shade. Drought tolerant once established but accepts summer water.
Frost hardy in upper USDA zone 7.
$14
Rosaceae
Cotoneaster rhytidophyllus
$12

Rosaceae

Cupressus gigantea - silver select
From seed shared with us by the UCSC arboretum this beautiful form of a rare Himalayan giant grows to
some 30 to 50', eventually reaching much greater size. Deep rooted, durable, this should make a fine garden
or street tree where space is allowed, if given some summer water, especially in youth. USDA Zone 7.
$14
Cupressaceae
Cyclamen coum
Native to Bulgaria, Turkey and Iran this classic winter bloomer is an excellent performer in Mediterranean
climates. Low growing with rosettes of 1 in rounded leaves form a perfect back drop for the bright flowers
held on short stalks. A wonderful plant for dry shade where soil is well-drained, providing foliage pattern all
winter and pale pink to magenta flowers from fall to spring. Forms lovely colonies under shrubs and anywhere
color is wanted. To 5" tall forming small colonies. Frost hardy in USDA zone 5.
$12
Primulaceae
Cyclamen hederifolium - silver shades
Our seedlings of these fall flowering beauties, taken from isolated plants of entirely silver-leaved forms. The
same warm pink flowers appear early, at the end of August, and often continue into October and November
giving way to way to sheets of silver leaves. Wonderful when interplanted with black mondo grass
(Ophiopogon planiscarpus’Nigrescens’). Easy in USDA zone 6 or above in open areas of light shade and little
disturbance. Has been grown successfully as low as zone 4 with culms mulched or planted a bit deep.
$11
Primulaceae
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Cyclamen hederifolium [mix from John Weagle]
$11

Primulaceae

Cymbidium ensifolium 'Green Top'
$24

Orchidaceae

Cymbidium sinense - Yucca Do Clone
Native from Queensland, Australia to Japan, a slowly spreading perennial, to 12-18" tall, with green, strappy
leaves from a pseudo bulb. Yellow and green flowers often have a maroonish blush at the base and always the
intense fragrance of lemons in late winter to mid spring, occasionally in autumn. This vigorous garden clone
shared with us years ago by the great Yucca Do Nursery. For damp but well-drained light shade. Frost hardy
to brief periods in upper USDA zone 7. However, we recommend protection during long periods below 15 to
20 F, mid to upper zone 8. Superb pot plant to bring indoors while in flower.
$22
Orchidaceae
Cyrtanthus brachyscyphus
dobo lily
Orange-red, bell-shaped flowers rise above grass-like foliage for a long season in spring and summer. This
South African bulb, a tender amaryllis relation, was shared with us by Nevin Smith of Watsonville. Foliage is
semi-evergreen in mid USDA zone 9. Best in bright shade with well-drained soil and average summer water.
A great container plant for the patio or in a plunge bed where it can be put away for the hard winter. Frost
hardy in USDA zone 8.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Cyrtanthus breviflorus - bright yellow
A robust form from the Drakensburg Mountains of South Africa, collected by plantsman Panayoti Kelaidis,
with strap-like leaves emerging in spring followed by yellow trumpets that first look a bit like daffodils. Best
in bright conditions and well-drained but summer-damp soil. Frost hardy to at least 0 and 10F, USDA zone 7.
Have proven hardy in the ground in Colorada. Stunning pot specimen.
$14
Amaryllidaceae
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Cyrtanthus mackenii - yellow
ifafa lily
From a beautiful genus -- akin to a red agapanthus -- springing forth with leaves emerging in late spring and
dangly flowers, usually orange, but dazzlingly golden yellow in this form. To 12-18" for bright conditions and
well drained but summer damp soil. As its high, Drakensburg Mtn., South Africa, habitat suggests, hardy to
between 0 and 10F, USDA zone 7, if well mulched. Stunning pot specimen.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Cyrtanthus sanguineus
One of the boldest and brightest of this South African genus, but wouldn't you know, not the hardiest. Graygreen leaves from 12-18", with spikes of warm orange flowers to over 2" in length, at any time, but
particularly late summer and autumn. Fairly rapidly clumping to 18" or more, has been evergreen for us most
years in the garden, but temperatures in the low to mid-20's will "deciduify" it quickly, and we consider it
hardy to only a bit below, 20F. Superb in containers. Bright light and occasional summer monsoons for best
performance. USDA zone 9.
$14
Amaryllidaceae
Cyrtanthus sanguineus - large flowered form
$14

Fire lily
Amaryllidaceae

Cyrtomium fortunei
japanese holly fern
Leaves are dark green on this Japanese species, to 2 ft tall, forming 2-3 ft wide clumps of substantial dull
green evergreen fronds. Handsome in part to full shade planted in rich, well-drained soil that is watered
regularly in summer. Mulch to maintain consistent moisture. A beautiful addition to the woodland garden
Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6. A fine and frost hardy container specimen.
$18
Dryopteridaceae
Danae racemosa
poet's laurel
Out of the Middle East comes a slow-to-propagate and hard-to-find evergreen shrub for the shade garden.
Handsome AND drought tolerant, this 3 ft shrub has arching stems with waxy green leaves once used to
crown athelets and poets. A nobel history as well! White summer flowers are not showy but produce large
red-ornage berries that last through autumn and winter. Part shade to shade with water to establish. Frost
hardy to at least 0F, USDA zone 7.
$18
Marattiaceae
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Dasylirion leiophyllum
$16

sotol
Asparagaceae

Davallia trichomanoides
squirrel's foot fern
A fern just as cute as its name, fine glossy foliage springs from the top of creeping rhizomes covered in
petable tawny fur. Mature foliage can be up to about a foot tall and can spread to form 2 ft wide colonies in
time. An epiphyte, they are great in small containers hanging or mounted where the fuzzy feet can cascade
down. An easy attractive houseplant, it likes good drainage and to dry out a bit between waterings (do not
overwater) for bright indirect light. USDA zone 9.
$16
Davalliaceae
Delosperma 'Pizzink Dizzle-Izzle'
A Cistus introduction from our own ice-king, Tim Hanis. This 3-4" tall, 14-16" wide, densely-clumping little
ice plant with olive-green leaves that supports very cheery, purple-pink flowers over a very long season, from
early spring to late autumn in mild climates, somewhat shorter in cold. Particularly dizzling when viewed
spilling over walls or out of containers, but also useful as as a small-scale groundcover in any well-drained
soil with bright light. Responds well to summer watering, though dry in late season to increase hardiness.
Zone 5, at least.
$11
Aizoaceae
Delosperma napiforme
$8

Aizoaceae

Delosperma x 'Anzac' [x. 21.001]
$8

AIZoaceae

Dendrobium kingianum - cl. 2
Rock Orchid
Epiphytic orchid that handles cool temperatures and extended drought like a charm. A tough and variable
species from E. Australia with flowers from white-pink to magenta-red and leaves from spring-green to
winter-purple. Withstands temperatures down into the 20s F and sunny droughts for months at a time -Mediterranean coastal climate stuff. Outstanding container plant. Beginners (probably) won't kill it,
greenthumbs will make it thrive.
$16
Orchidaceae
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Dendrobium kingianum [cerise]
Epiphytic orchid that handles cool temperatures and extended drought like a charm. A tough and variable
species from E. Australia with magenta-red flowers and leaves from spring-green to winter-purple. Withstands
temperatures down into the 20s F and sunny droughts for months at a time -- Mediterranean coastal climate
stuff. Outstanding container plant. Beginners (probably) won't kill it, greenthumbs will make it thrive.
$16
Orchidaceae
Dianella tasmanica 'Ellen Smart'
From friend and superb gardener Ellen Smart, grown in her Ridgefield WA garden for decades, this Australian
native forms spreading clumps of strappy green leaves 2 to 3' tall by a similar width in a about 5 years. With
clusters of small nodding flowers robbins-egg blue with yellow stamens, but wait there's more! Cobalt blue
fruit forms on long stalks held near the top of the leaves in summer and autumn for much added interest. Has
remained evergreen to 10 degrees or so. For 3/4 sun to dappled shade USDA zone 7b/8a How about that?
$14
Asphodelaceae
Dichelostemma congestum
fork toothed ookow
One of our most ubiquitous and beautiful interior western Oregon and California native bulbs -- related to
Brodiaea pulchella but flowering later, often as late as May and June -- found in varied habitats from open
grasslands to cliffs. Fully spreading colonies of chive-like leaves emerging in winter and deepest blue flowers
bunched closely together that nod in the lightest breeze. One of the most garden tolerant of our native
borodias. Full sun to light shade, prefer little if any summer water. USDA zone 6.
$12
Asparagaceae
Dichelostemma ida-maia
california firecracker plant
Clusters of green-tipped, dark red flowers in early summer on 18-24” long stems brighten any garden. Grassy
foliage sprouts in late winter and goes dormant just as late spring flowers are opening. This West Coast native
hybrid prefers sun to part shade and dry summers, accepting moisture only when actively growing. Frost
hardy in USDA zone 5.
$12
Asparagaceae
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Dichroa febrifuga 'UBC'
evergreen chinese hydrangea
Possibly the most exquisite form yet of this delightful genus, shared with us by the University of British
Columbia Botanical Garden, one of the best public gardens in North America. This southern Chinese
collection grows only to about 3 ft with 3-4" leaves lightly encased by silver hairs. The generous clusters of
fertile blue flowers produce pea sized clusters of cobalt colored fruit in fall through spring, held exquisitely
above the foliage. Another plant for shade - or at least protection from hot afternoon sun - with even moisture.
It has withstood aboot 0F, USDA zone 7, at UBC in their protected woodlands.
$16
Hydrangeaceae
Dierama x 'Tomato Red'
$14

IRidaceae

Disporopsis fuscopicta
soloman deal
Wonderful small group of evergreen Solomon seals, this one spreading to small patches of 1 ft tall,
unbranched stalks with shiny rounded leaflets and chartreuse flowers in mid spring. A terrific evergreen
element for the woodland or subtropical garden and appreciative of even summer moisture and shade in dry
places. Has been root hardy, recovering in the spring especially with snow cover in areas as far north as
USDA zone 4. Who'da thunk it of this plant from far southern China?
$16
Asparagaceae
Disporopsis pernyi
Another of the increasingly abundant evergreen Solomon seals from southern China, this 1 ft tall - or a little
more -- dark green leaved perennial spreads slowly to clumps of 3-4 ft and produces green tipped chartreuse to
cream flowers in mid spring. Similar in habit to A. fuscopicta but with much narrower leaflets. Prefers
summer moisture and capable of growing in amazingly dark places. Frost hardy and evergreen to USDA zone
7; colder with protection.
$14
Liliaceae
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Disporopsis pernyi 'Bill Baker'
evergreen solomon's seal
Neatly compact, evergreen solomon's seal, spreading into clusters of dark green stems to only 18" tall with
shiny green, 5" leaves and, in late spring to early summer, tiny white, sweetly aromatic bell-flowers hanging
from the leaf undersides. A perfect size to fit under larger shrubs or small trees in the shaded garden or set
amongst ferns. Drought tolerant once established but enjoys summer water especially in very dry periods.
Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6.
$12
Liliaceae
Disporum cantoniense 'Shina-No-Buki'
fairy bells
We thought we had a wonderful form of evergreen fairy bells ‘til plantsman Ted Stephens shared this lovely
creature with its branching stems and leaves centered light gold. Having arrived here from Japan only a couple
of years ago, ours has been a “doer” in our shade garden and has led to the retiring of other variegated clones.
Gorgeous underplanted with black mondo grass. Dappled sun is best with even summer moisture. Stems that
look tattered in spring can be easily cut to the ground. Evergreen to the mid teens F and root hardy in USDA
zone 7, possibly into zone 6.
$22
Liliaceae
Dorycnium hirsutum
This grey-leaved, pea shrub is a workhorse in the garden. The leaves gleam in the sun; the flowers, pink and
white, are subtle and attractive; and the red seeds in star-shaped pods provide a long season of interest. To 3 ft
tall x 2.5 ft. wide in full to part sun, they need lean, well-drained soil and little supplemental summer water
once established. Easy. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$14
Fabaceae
Dryopteris labordei
Golden Mist Fern
Great for the shady or woodland garden, the wonderful golden yellow new fronds of this fern stand out in the
shade, maturing to a deep glossy green. To about 2' tall by 15” wide, and even larger in time. Prefers part to
full shade, with regular moisture. Frost hardy in USDA zone 5 and evergreen through most winters in the
Pacific Northwest.
$15
Dryopteridaceae
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Dryopteris pseudofilix-mas
mexican male fern
Handsome, vase-shaped fern found in Mexico's high, alpine forests, in clumps to 4 ft tall and wide that
produce sturdy, upright fronds throughout the growing season, an unusual habit in this genus. Prefers a
sheltered location in part to full shade, and rich, hummusy soil with consistent moisture for best appearance.
Cutting back old fronds in late winter allows for a fresh new appearance in spring. Evergreen in warmer zones
and frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$11
Dryopteridaceae
Dudleya cymosa - Bowland Lake Road
canyon live forever
One of the more attractive "live-forevers," this genus is a winter rainfall loving echeveria from west of the
mountains from Baja to Oregon from 500 to 8000 ft. Rosettes to 5" of purple-gray leaves cling to shady
boulders and produce spring flowers of coral-orange atop tall, red stems. Wonderful rock garden plant or pot
specimen for VERY well-drained soil, a bit of summer water, and dry winters. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8
lower if kept winter dry, e.g. in a moveable pot.
$14
Crassulaceae
Echeveria 'Aquarius'
Graceful evergreen succulent with large 8" rosettes of delicately ruffled soft blue leaves, adorned with pink
edges. Loves hot sunny spots in the garden, excellent in containers. Sun to light dappled shade and well
drained soil. USDA Zone 9.
$12
Crassulaceae
Echeveria 'Black Prince'
Lovely and attractive succulent, the small rosettes, to 3" wide, having chocolatey, triangular leaves with the
sharp tips edged in yellow. Leaves emerge green and darken with age, a nice contrast to the red flowers on
short stalks that appear in late fall to early winter. Best in full sun to light shade for good color. Well-drained
soil suits with occasional summer water for plants in the ground, a bit more for plants in pots. Frost hardy to
20F, USDA zone 9 so best in pots with winter protection.
$14
Crassulaceae
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Echeveria 'Lipstick'
lipstick echeveria
Ready for a night on the town with their favorite lipstick! Larger than normal rosettes of pointed, fleshy
leaves, waxy green marked dark red on the tips and edges, accentuated by drought stress. 1 ft tall x up to 10"
wide, larger than most. Summer flowers are pink on nodding stems. Sun is best with occasional water,
allowing pots to dry out some before adding moisture. Frost hardy to 20F, USDA zone 9, so best in container
where temperatures drop below.
$12
Crassulaceae
Echeveria 'Scarlett'
scarlet echeveria
Large 10 - 12 inch rosettes of pointed, fleshy leaves, waxy green centered and blushed with red, the whole
rosette turning red with more light and drought stress. Summer flowers are pink on nodding stems. Sun is best
with occasional water, allowing pots to dry out some before adding moisture. Frost hardy to 20F, USDA zone
9, so best in container where temperatures drop below.
$9
Crassulaceae
Echeveria agavoides 'Red Tip'
carpet echeveria
Sweet and very cold hardy echeveria with fleshy leaves, light green blushed red on the tips and edges. Round
rosettes can reach 6" tall x 1 ft side, topped by red flowers with a yellow tip in spring through early summer.
Tolerant of sun or shade preferring lean, well-drained soil and only occasional summer water. Frost hardy to
15F, or so, mid USDA zone 8 so possible in the ground. Also fine in containers.
$9
Crassulaceae
Echeveria runyonii 'Topsy Turvy'
A plant with a sense of humor, this fasciated sport has cupped and undulated blue leaves on small rosettes,
under about 6", with pink to salmon flowers in spring and summer. Prefers mineral soil. A great plant for dish
gardens, containers, or planting out where temperatures fall to 20F, USDA zone 9. Fun for the whole family.
$9
Crassulaceae
Echeveria setosa
This clumping echeveria features fuzzy green foliage with pointed red tips. Prefers full to part sun in welldrained soil with occasional summer water. In spring through early summer, this lovely gem rewards you
with red and yellow flowers held above the rosettes. Great trough or container plant. Hardy to USDA zone 9.
$8
Crassulaceae
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Echinopsis oxygona
easter lily cactus
Fast-growing, round little cactus, quickly offsetting to form large, handsome clumps that produce beautiful,
trumpet-shaped, fragrant flowers on long, tubular stems: flowers that open at night and last only one day.
Blooms from late spring through summer in colors from white tinted pink to lavender-pink. Thrives in sun to
half-shade in porous and lean, well-drained soil with judicious summer water. Frost hardy to 15F, mid USDA
zone 8 if kept dry in winter. Otherwise a successful indoor plant in good light.
$14
Cactaceae
Echium russicum
This extremely hardy European echium is smaller than most of its kin, to only 2 ft tall with tall spikes of
saturated dark red flowers. To 2 ft tall in clumps to 18" wide. Though considered biennial, these are perennial
in well-drained soil that is very lean. Also seeds itself in undisturbed gravel mulch. Sun is best. Tolerant of
drought but intolerant of transplanting. Frost hardy and perennial in USDA zone 7.
$14
Boraginaceae
Echium tuberculatum
Prickly leaves with polka dots and little hairs -- yea! --on this bushy plant to 18” in compact clumps. Lilac to
purple red flowers all summer. Full sun and well-drained, humusy soil are best. Frost hardy in zone 8.
$12
Boraginaceae
Echium wildpretii
tower of jewels
An extraordinary addition to the dry garden, one of the plants in our garden that receives the most comment
when in bloom with its huge column of dark red-pink flowers, to 4-8 ft tall, rising out of the low-growing
rosette of narrow, silvery leaves. This native of the Canary Islands is a biennial, forming a handsome, 2 ft
rosette in the first year and blooming spectacularly beginning in spring of the second year. Produces abundant
seed to perpetuate itself, especially if surrounding soil is loose and undisturbed. Best in full sun, very welldrained soil, and little or no summer water once established. Frost hardy in USDA zone 9.
$16
Boraginaceae
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Embothrium coccineum
chilean flametree
The Chilean flametree is stunning in late spring/early summer when it covers itself with bright scarlet flowers,
tiny red ribbons. This protea relation is an excellent garden plant, evergreen in mild winters, deciduous when
the temperature spends any time in the teens F. A slender tree, to 25 ft eventually in full to part sun, with
regular water. Loves cool ground so best in a north aspect and/or with ground covering plants to protect the
roots. No phosphorous fertilizer! Cold hardy to USDA zone 7b.
$18
Proteaceae
Epimedium pinnatum 'Thunderbolt'
The cheeriest of the evergreen epimediums, this with 18" clumps of glossy green, streaked purple and bronzy
orange in the winter produces early to mid-Spring creamy yellow and white flowers in some abundance. A
very good year-round plant for shade or morning sun, somewhat drought tolerant, though regular summer
water boosts growth. We cut ours back every couple of years in mid-Winter to renew foliage. USDA Zone 5
or 6.
$16
Berberidaceae
Epimedium sagittatum
horny goat weed
A deciduous epimedium from China reputed to have aphrodisiac effects -- only if ingested, we assume but we
don't know for sure. To 20" tall in clumps of upright stems topped with heart-shaped leaves of pale green that
turn yellow, bronze and red in autumn before winter dormancy. Pale pink flowers stand above the foliage in
spring. Good groundcover for shady areas in rich soil with consistent moisture, though willing to accept
periods of drought. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$18
Berberidaceae
Erigeron glaucus 'Blanco Blanc'
beach daisy
A wonderful native coastal fleabane to 6" high by 2'. Full sun, scant summer water and well drained soil.
Great for pollinators. Flower is blanco! USDA zone 8 to (hardy to 10F).
$11
Asteraceae
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Eryngium pandanifolium
false screw pine
From Brazil into northern Argentina and the largest Eryngium we offer, this is literally a carrot-on-a-stick.
Fast growing, evergreen perennial creating stunning rosettes of long, strap-shaped, blue-gray leaves -- to 8 ft
or more by only a couple of inches wide. The single rosettes clump after the first year, making an impressive
statement. We divide ours every couple of years as single or few rosettes are the most striking. The flowers
spikes can reach 3-4 ft above the rosette with sputnik-like florets of cream tinted red. The bees love 'em. Best
in bright light and happiest with dense soil and poor drainage -- See, told ya -- though free draining soil is
satisfactory if provided even moisture. A great candidate for continuing the dry or rosette look into damper
places. USDA zone 8, 7 with mulch.
$14
Apiaceae
Eryngium paniculatum
sea holly
Yet another graceful evergreen sea holly, this from south central Chile and growing to about 18” with arching,
shiny, spring green leaves, often faintly marked silver. The flowers in spring and summer are decorated with
sputnik florets, small white flowers, and are particularly attractive at a distance. Drought tolerant, though
summer water is appreciated. Sun to light dappled shade and tolerant of poorly drained soil. Frost hardy to 10
to 12F – USDA zone 8, or even a bit lower.
$12
Apiaceae
Eryngium sp.
$12

Apiaceae

Eucalyptus perriniana [tall form]
spinning gum
This is the eucalyptus most often seen as cut foliage at the florist, with the juvenile leaves that encircle the
stem. This from a high elevation collection that is upright and stately, quickly reaching 30 ft, with flaking bark
and long, narrow adult leaves to 6" with juvenile foliage showing as well. Requires full sun, lean and welldrained soil, and little summer water once established. Easy and very frost hardy, to 0F, USDA zone 7, or
lower.
$18
Myrtaceae
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Eucomis pallidiflora ssp. pole-evansii
giant pineapple lily
From South Africa, a wonderful and hard-to-find perennial with rosettes of bright, pale-green leaves, to 3 ft
tall and 4-5" wide, appearing in late spring and topped in late summer by creamy, green-center florets in a
long cone with tufts of green leaves at the top. An impressive presence in sun to partial light shade. Tolerates
poor drainage but prefers well-drained soil, especially in winter wet, and performs best with average summer
water. Mulch and drainage improve winter cold hardiness to 0F, USDA zone 7. A fine container plant.
$14
Asparagaceae
Eucomis vandermerwei
dwarf spotted pineapple lily
A rare pineapple lily and one of the most graceful, this form has prolific rosettes, to 6" tall in clumps to 15"
wide, of ruffled leaves tinted purple with darker polka dots and a pinkish flower spike of only 6-8" in height.
Native to the Drakensberg Mtns in rocky crevices, they need very good drainage for winter survival. A lovely
perennial bulb and easy with summer water anywhere the ground does not freeze deeply, e.g., mid to upper
USDA zone 7. Otherwise a very nice container specimen.
$11
Liliaceae
Euonymus japonica 'Rykujo'
Tiny, tiny, tiny dwarf version of this evergreen shrublet, rising to only 6". The rounded dark leaves are tightly
arranged into a pagoda-like effect. Need I say bonsai? Sun to shade with regular summer water. USDA zone
8.
$17
Celastraceae
Euphorbia mauritanica
pencil milkbush
The common name, pencil milkbush, describes the round, green branches that exude white sap when injured.
A many branched shrub from South Africa, to 3-4 ft tall, with tiny evergreen leaves, silver-gray and succulent,
appearing only on young stems. Midwinter flowers are yellow on stem ends. Drought tolerant. Sun and good
drainage. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8 with protection.
$16
Euphorbiaceae
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Farfugium japonicum 'Argenteum'
An evergreen form in cultivation for many years though never common, this slow grower for dappled shade
and moist soil produces 6-8" delicately rounded leaves streaked dark green and white. Great plant for
containers or to add brightness to a shady spot. Frost hardy and evergreen to mid USDA zone 8; regrows in
spring with mulch in zone 7.
$18
Asteraceae
Fatsia japonica 'Shiny Happy'
Bold foliage for a shady spot. This garden workhorse is perfect for the hard to maintain area. Evergreen,
multi-stemmed shrub to 10 ft with glossy green, palmate leaves, often over 10” across. Whitish flowers are
clustered in spherical globes held above the leaves and attractive to pollinators, followed by black berries. A
staple of area dentist office landscapes that can be transformed and transforming in the garden. Regular
summer water. Fully frost hardy in USDA zone 8.
$18
Araliaceae
Ferula communis 'Gigantea'
giant carrot
A giant carrot from the Mediterranean that reaches 4-6 ft tall in its early years, displaying its lacy, fern-like
leaves, silvery blue on white stems. When mature, in 2 or several years, plants bloom and reach further
upward, producing stunning yellow flowers in umbels 1 ft or more across on branched stems that rise above
the foliage to 10-12 ft! Ooo... Then, being monocarpic, the mother plant dies, having produced seeds for more
giants and more fun. Requires well-drained soil and summer sun. Goes dormant in summer dryness and
reappears with the rain. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$14
Apiaceae
Ferula communis ssp. glauca
giant black-leaf fennel
A giant fennel from the Mediterranean that reaches 4-6 ft tall in its early years, displaying its lacy, fern-like
leaves, silvery blue on white stems. When mature, in 2 or several years, plants bloom and reach further
upward, producing stunning yellow flowers in umbels 1 ft or more across on branched stems that rise above
the foliage to 10-12 ft! Ooo... Then, being monocarpic, the mother plant dies, having produced seeds for more
giants and more fun. Requires well-drained soil and summer sun. Goes dormant in summer dryness and
reappears with the rain. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$12
Apiaceae
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Festuca californica - Hull Mountain
California fescue
A Cistus introduction, one of our fav western native grasses, this northern CA collection has particularly dense
18x18 in. clumps of upright wide bluish leaves and abundant upheld flowering stems to about 4 ft. Particularly
striking are the stems, aging flaxen gold in contrast to the blue leaves. excellent for gardens with summer
drought and especially good under large shrubs or trees, their evergreen leaves maintaining a presence in the
winter. Sun to dappled shade fairly good drainage, USDA zone 6
$14
Poaceae
Festuca californica 'Blue Meadow'
A Cistus Nursery introduction, widespread and beautiful clumping evergreen grass native throughout the oak
woodlands of California and western Oregon. This with particularly wide bicolor green and light blue leaves,
inhabits a high meadow in Oregon's Siskiyous mountains. This selection, to 18 to 24in height is happy in sun
or shade and particularly happy under oh-say...Manzanitas. 4' flowering stalks mid to late season. Low water,
but can take some garden watering. USDA zone 6
$14
Poaceae
Festuca californica SBH 13187.1 C
A Cistus Nursery introduction, widespread and beautiful clumping evergreen grass native throughout the oak
woodlands of California and western Oregon. This inhabits a high meadow in Oregon's Siskiyous mountains.
This selection, to 18 to 24in height is happy in sun or shade and particularly happy under oh-say...Manzanitas.
4' flowering stalks mid to late season. Low water, but can take some garden watering. USDA zone 6
$14
Poaceae
Festuca glauca 'Beyond Blue'
beyond blue fescue
A selection of the classic blue fescue that retains its intense powder blue color throughout the summer.
Compact mounds to 9 to 12 inches high and 18 inches wide are topped in summer by upright flower stalks
aging in late summer to an attractive buff tan. Drought tolerant once established but occasional summer water
is beneficial. Full sun to light or afternoon shade in well drained soil. Great planted with other summer
drought plants and in containers. Divide periodically to maintain vigor. USDA zone 4
$12
Poaceae
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Festuca roemeri
This west coast bunch grass is a native of upland prairie and oak savanna A particularly blue selection from
Oregon's Willamette valley. A cool season grower forming tufts of fine textured leaves to 8" tall, it is well
adapted to our mediterranean climate of dry summers and wetter winters. One foot spikes of loose buff-tan
flowers appear in late spring. Cold hardy to USDA zone 6 possibly 5.
$12
Poaceae
Ficus tikoua 'Tony Reznicek'
Shared with us by the superb plantsman of the same name (not Ficus but Tony), from his collection from the
mountains of Yunnan nearly 3000' higher than the plant generally grows. A pleasant surprise to see this as a
foundation planting in his Michigan garden. Spreading groundcover to only 6" in height covering boulders
wall (slow moving pets) but actually only a moderate growth rate to 4' across in a few years. Three inch leaves
and small reddish "figs" more for the birds than for consumption. Evergreen into the mid 20's F, wood hardy
as low as USDA zone 6. Sun to dappled shade, summer water in dry climates.
$16
Moraceae
Filipendula ulmaria 'Aurea'
queen of the meadows
Interesting rose relation with bright chartreuse foliage and plumes of creamy flowers from June through
August. An herbaceous perennial that forms a clump to about 2 ft wide and high, dying back in the fall and
returning in the spring. Best with at least afternoon shade or dappled shade in rich, well-drained soil with
some summer water. Easy, tough and frost hardy to -40F, USDA zone 3.
$14
Rosaceae
Fragaria sp. - yellow fruit from Afghanistan
yellow afghan strawberry
From a wild collection in the mountains of Afghanistan, this drought tolerant ground covering strawberry
produces small, pleasing berries colored an ochre yellow. The flavor is almost like...Hmmmm...Bananas!
Treat like other strawberries and grow in part shade to full sun with occasional summer water where dry.
Frost hardy to USDA zone 7, possibly lower.
$11
Rosaceae
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Fraxinus anomala - Mountain Pass, CA
desert ash
This indeed un-ash like little tree comes from the rough and tumble mountains of the Southwest, this
collection from the eastern Mojave at about 7000 feet. To only 15 to 20 feet tall, rounded form with round
blue green leaves turning yellow in late autumn before falling. Actually an easy garden plant if given well
drained soil and bright exposure. Enjoys an occasional monsoon from the garden hose during summer,
otherwise exceedingly drough tolerant. USDA zone 5.
$16
Oleaceae
Fuchsia lycioides
$16

Onagraceae

Galanthus nivalis f. pleniflorus 'Blewbury Tart'
Double Snowdrop
Rare and quite beautiful small bulb selection from a plant found in Blewbury, Oxfordshire. Height to 10".
This double Snowdrop has small green and white, streaked, outward-facing flowers with the lightest pinkpurple edges. Leaves are narrow and grass-like, growing in tufts. Best in part-sun or light shade and planted in
rich, organic soil. Excellent in the woodland garden. Spreads slowly. Frost hardy to USDA zone 6.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Galanthus reginae-olgae ssp. reginae-olgae
queen olga's snowdrop
This old favorite and one of the earlier flowering for us often December in to January. An easy doer; greygreen leaves 4-5" in height and typical (sorry snowdrop people), delicate white nodding flowers a green
chevron within. With effort these can be "naturalized" into attractive winter patches in the garden. Place in
bright winter light and not too soggy soil. USDA zone 4.
$9
hardy double gardenia
Gardenia jasminoides 'Chuck Hayes' PP8755
Tough, hardy, and lovely gardenia for USDA zone 7, down to 0F, really! Wonderfully fragrant, double white
flowers in June and July, and occasionally in autumn when temperatures cool down. Compact evergreen
shrub, to 3 ft, blooms in full to half sun with normal garden water. Developed by the late Chuck Hayes and
Dan Milbocker at the Virginia Beach Research Station, VA.
$18
Rubiaceae
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Gasteraloe - hybrid
As the name might suggest, these intergeneric hybrids have intriguing characteristics of both. This producing
rosettes to 8" of blunted leaves of deep emerald green, of course adorned with white polka dots. Believe it.
Light orange flowers produced throughout summer. Slowly spreads via rhizomes and can fill a container quite
handily in well-drained soil. Keep dryish in winter. Can take some frost. Alas, only hardy to USDA zone 9a.
A most striking container specimen.
$14
Aloeaceae
Gasteria baylissiana 'Variegata'
Very small (and adorable) component of the South African Aloe family, this the variegated sport of the
species. Each rosette to only 4 inches silvery green streaked and dotted with deep green markings spreading to
form tight colonies. Orange and green flowers shaped, indeed, like cute little stomachs held on upright stems.
Frost hardy to low to mid 20’s, mid USDA zone 9. Otherwise, a fabulous container plant.
$11
Gasteria glomerata
This long time favorite South African succulent rapidly grows into a clumping umm... glom of chubby gray
leaves in multiple rosettes. One of the more rewarding of the genus, it's topped by orange, globular flowers
rising up to 1' in height, for which it's named. Excellent small container plant, well drained soil, bright light,
USDA zone 9.
$12
Liliaceae
Gasteria sp. - variegated
Given to us long ago by a Japanese collector, this beautiful member of the South Arican genus grows to 6”
with gray-green leaves brushed pearly white. Slow growing but special. Frost hardy to the low 20s of upper
teens, but best as a protected pot plant. For sun, greety soil and winter dry.
$11
Liliaceae
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Genista aetnensis
mt. etna broom
Graceful and elegant, small tree with sparse, silky leaves and stems that act like leaves. Nearly invisible to the
eye until it covers itself in yellow, fragrant pea flowers in mid summer to early fall. Can reach 12-15 ft tall or
so with a narrow, weeping habit. This native of Sicily takes full sun, lean soil that drains well, and little
summer water once established. Does not reseed! Frost hardy to 5F, USDA zone 7b.
$16
Fabaceae
Genista lydia
$12

Fabaceae

Gladiolus flanaganii
Stunning, red gladiola, one of many species of South African bulbs, these seductive creatures found growing
on cliffs in the Drakensberg mountains in places with extremely difficult access, hence the common name,
suicide lily. Not dangerous in the garden, needing well-drained soil in sun to produce spikes of red flowers in
summer before becoming dormant. Grassy leaves return in late fall and winter. Somewhat drought tolerant
but accepting of moderate summer water. Frost hardy to 15F, mid USDA zone 8.
$12
Liliaceae
Graptopetalum paraguayense
mother of pearl plant
Surprisingly tough, silvery purple succulent from the state of Tamaulipas in NE Mexico (not Paraguay as one
might guess), with rosettes to 6" across. Very attractive spilling over pots or planters. Quite drought tolerant,
but grows quickly with summer moisture. Full sun to part shade. This clone has been hardy for many years in
Portland and can be planted out where temperatures seldom drop below 15F, mid USDA zone 8.
$12
Crassulaceae
Grindelia stricta ssp. platyphylla 'Mendocino'
$12

Gumweed
Asteraceae

Gunnera perpensa
river pumpkin
A "dinosaur" plant for the smaller lizards, this South African native perennial growing up to 2 ft tall with
rounded 6" wavy, green leaves and conical spikes of green flowers to 18-24 inches in summer. They love
moisture, swampy moisture, in sun to part shade, dying back in the colder months to reappear in spring.
Perfect at the edge of a pond or water feature. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8.
$14
Gunneraceae
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Habranthus brachyandrus
Our collection of a particularly large-flowered form from Northeastern Brazil, where it is sometimes
inundated with summer pools and can go very dry in winter. These flowers, over 2" across, and of a cheery
pink color respond very well to periodic moisture, letting dry between waterings. They will quickly grow to
lose clumps of 6" tall gray-green leaves. Bright light, excellent for containers, border fronts, rock gardens, you
get the picture. USDA zone 8, 7 with mulch.
$14
Amaryllidaceae
Hakea lissosperma
needle bush
Very hardy Protea relation from eastern Australia, a great garden plant. 5 to 8 ft or more tall & covered with
clusters of eyelash shaped white fragrant flowers in summer. Needle-like leaves are aromatic & handsomely
arching. Tolerates a bit of summer irrigation. Our cuttings from an old plant at the University of British
Columbia. As with all proteas, avoid fertilizer with phosphorous. Frost hardy to USDA zone 8.
$16
Proteaceae
Hebe 'Blue Mist'
Lovely gray green narrow leaves cover this sprawling hebe. Light lavender cone shaped flowers. Full sun.
Good drainage. Summer water. 1.5ft x 2.5ft. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8.
$14
Plantaginaceae
Hebe 'Icing Sugar'
An older selection, this proven garden plant grows to about 12 to 18" in height by a couple feet in width, small
rounded bright green leaves and dense form with a long season of flowers opening a blue violet and fading to
nearly white. Even moisture, bright light, excellent container plant. USDA Zone 7b.
$14
Plantaginaceae
Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'
A low growing evergreen subshrub that forms a matt of attractive grey-blue leaves 10 inches tall spreading to
about 3ft.Sprays of small white flower in late spring are attractive to pollinators. Great for filling the front of
boarders or between ornamental grasses in a modern landscape. Also useful spilling over low walls or the
edges of containers. Sun to part shade with regular water and good drainage. USDA zone 7
$15
Plantaginaceae
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Hebe repens
Our collection of this particularly useful shrubby veronica. To only 4 to 6" in height, spreading eventually to
3' and given enough time most of the planet. Round leaves, very dark stems and lavender flowers. Summer
water, decent drainage, sun. USDA Zone 7b.
$14
plantaginaceae
Hebe venustula 'Sky Blue'
Shared with us by one of North America's great centers of "hebeosity", the University of Southern California
Arboretum at Santa Cruz, this is one of the most often remarked upon plants in our New Zealand border where
3 ft, nearly orbicular mounds of glossy round leaves set in geometric patterns make a stunning sight! All this
with dark stems and the prettiest of blue flowers, usually late spring to early summer. Sun to part sun, good
drainage and normal water. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8.
$12
Plantaginaceae
Hedychium greenii
red ginger
Rare and spectacular ginger, to 3-5 ft tall x 3-5 ft wide, with red stems, dark green leaves with red undersides,
and stunning, orange-red flowers from early summer to fall. After flowers fade, little plantlets are produced
for even more of these lovelies. Light shade in hot areas, full sun on the coast. Regular summer water. Frost
hardy, resprouting from temperatures as low as 0F, USDA zone 7 with mulch for winter protection.
$16
Zingiberaceae
Helichrysum italicum 'Miel et Curry'
miel et curry plant
A fine selection of the "curry plant' this from Olivier Filippi's fabulous la Pépinière Filippi, shared with us by
plantsman Neil Bell. A Med native to 18 x 18" or a bit larger with a handsome mounding form, narrow silvery
leaves and early summer golden-yellow flowers standing above. Excellent for the summer dry garden in well
drained soil. Keep on the lean/dry side in full sun for best appearance. Can be shorn in late winter or or after
flowering to shape. USDA zone 7
$14
Asteraceae
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Hemerocallis 'Secured Borders'
daylily
A stunning, variegated daylily, the grassy leaves appearing in spring with a narrow, green center on a white
field, the result of careful breeding over many years by Sybil and Walter Przypek of Virginia. Plants are small,
to 12" tall in clumps growing to 18" wide. Into summer yellow flowers appear above the foliage which has
turned to green in the warm weather. A lovely plant and a collector's dream. For full to part sun with regular
summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 3.
$16
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Hesperaloe parviflora - red
Extremely frost hardy succulent with dense clumps of leathery, deeply grooved, blue-green leaves, to 3 ft tall
and spreading slowly to 5 ft wide, and upright blooming, salmon-pink, fragrant flowers on 10 ft + stalks in
late summer. Great for hummingbirds! Evergreen and suited to a difficult situation in sun (or light shade in
hottest climates) with no summer irrigation once established. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$16
Liliaceae
Hesperaloe parviflora - yellow flowered
A selection from Ron Gass at Mountain States Nursery in Glendale, Arizona, this form is typical of H.
parviflora in its 3-4 ft rosettes and 5-6 ft flower stalks but with canary yellow flowers. A very pretty and
unusual selection and most attractive when combined in single plantings with the coral-orange flowered
forms. Full sun to part shade with little summer water. An easy grower, frost hardy in USDA zone 6.
$16
Liliaceae
Heuchera 'Pink Wave'
A neat cross of the SW H. sanguineum and H. elegans, forming mounding evergreen clumps to about 12" by
18" wide. Densely held, rather dark green leaves and cheery, bright pink flecked white flowers, held upright
in spring and occasionally later. Somewhat drought tolerant. Additional summer water will push flushes of
flowerers. USDA zone 5. Full sun, great for rock gardens.
$14
Saxifragaceae
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Holodiscus dumosus
mountain spray
An attractive if underused western native, this our collection from southern Oregon's Siskiyou Mountains.
Multi-branched deciduous shrubs 4-6ft. with a similar spread. July flowers are creamy-white aging to soft
orange in dense sprays, nearly cover the plant, much loved by native pollinators. New stems are a warm
orange complimenting small grey-green leaves. Aromatic leaves have a spicy sweet scent. Native to summerdry, rocky soils, these are good performers in the low/no water native or Mediterranean garden. Sun to part
shade and at least decent drainage, scant summer water once established. Cold hardy to USDA zone 3.
$14
Rosaceae
Hosta 'Blue Mouse Ears'
This super-cute hosta is a mutation of H. ‘Blue Cadet’, proving that sometimes a little mutation is good. In
this form small silver-blue leaves, slightly rolled at the edges, form rounded clumps, to 8" tall x 1 ft wide,
topped in early summer with short, sweet spikes of lavender flowers. Best in light shade to shade where the
soil is rich and summer water is regularly supplied. Frost hardy to -40F, USDA zone 3.
$16
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Hosta 'Praying Hands'
“Like a multitude of hands folded in prayer” according to Tony Avent, this ”un-hosta” grows to an 18" wide
clump of folded and crinkled dark green leaves, with a narrow cream border. Sends up 18" spikes of light
lavender flowers in late summer. For light shade in USDA zones 3-8.
$18
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Hydrangea macrophylla 'Halo'
$14

Hydrangeaceae

Hydrangea macrophylla 'New Wave'
big-leaf hydrangea
A Cistus introduction, a fabulous sport of H. macrophylla ‘Lemon Wave’ that we have been perfecting for
some years, selected for its green leaves with wide, gold-yellow margins and, sometimes thin, silver centers.
Lacecap flowers are pale blue (in acid soil), blooming in July and lasting into autumn. A large-leaf hydrangea,
to 3-6 ft tall and wide, and definitely as robust as ‘Lemon Wave’. Has not sunburned in our experience but
best in part shade with reliable summer water. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6.
$16
Hydrangeaceae
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Hypericum olympicum var. citrinum
citrinum st. john's wort
Interesting and textural St. John's Wort, ours from the beautiful gardens of Cold Springs Nursery in Duvall,
WA. A low growing, perennial or shrublet, to 15" tall in wide clumps of single, nearly erect stems with small,
blue-green leaves and, in midsummer, pale, lemon-yellow flowers sitting atop the stems. Very showy but
subtle. Prefers sun, well-drained soil and summer water to establish. Very drought tolerant thereafter.
Evergreen into USDA zone 7 and expected root hardy in zon
$14
Hypericaceae
Ilex aquifolium 'Crassifolia'
leatherleaf holly
Cultivated since the 1700s, this oddly handsome, small holly reaches 6 - 8 ft tall but very slowly, its curved
leaves, shiny and dark with their distinctive, soft spines standing out on dark purple stems in the new growth.
Spring flowers are white but inconspicuous, producing no fruit on this male cultivar. Sun to part shade with
average summer moisture, though these can tolerate some drought once established. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA
zone 7.
$14
Aquifoliaceae
Ilex cornuta x aquifolium
$14

chinese holly
Aquifoliaceae

Ilex cornuta x aquifolium 'Nellie R. Stevens'
holly
Deep green glossy evergreen leaves and a dense pyramidal habit recommend this classic cultivar. Small
greenish-white flowers are sweetly scented in April followed by showy coral-red fruit that form in fall and
remain well into winter. Named for the teacher who collected seed from the U.S. National Arboretum which
resulted in this plant, introduced from her garden in Oxford, Maryland by grower van Lennep in 1954. An
upright shrub or small tree to 15-25 ft. tall by 8-10 ft. Excellent screen or hedge or large pot specimen. Long
lasting cut stems are lovely in holiday decor. Sun to part shade and regular summer moisture. USDA zone 6
$16
Aquifoliaceae
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Impatiens aff. omeiana DJHC 98415
pink unknown impatiens
Another lovely impatiens from South China, collected and shared with us by Dan Hinkley. Growing in deep
shade with velvety green leaves, to 2", on succulent stems and soft, shell-pink flowers beginning midsummer
and continuing into fall. Provide shade and consistent moisture. Dormant in our garden from December until
the end of February. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$12
Balsaminaceae
Impatiens omeiana 'Ice Storm'
mt. omei impatiens
A diminutive, wide-leaved form of this somewhat uncommon species from China’s Mt. Omei with leaves
dusted silver-pink and golden flowers beginning late summer and lasting to fall. Named by Mr. Impatience,
Derick Pitman, of Sacramento, CA. Easy to grow in light to heavy shade if kept moist - the deeper the shade
the more silver the leaves. Perennial and frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$12
Balsaminaceae
Ipheion uniflorum 'Froyle Mill'
starflower
This native of Uruguay was selected for its deep, uniform blue-purple color and its large flower size. A hardy
bulb, its foliage appears with the flowers in early spring, then fades in summer heat, returning in September.
Best in Sun to light shade in rich, light soil with regular summer water. Extremely easy to naturalize. Frost
hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Ipheion uniflorum 'Rolf Fiedler'
spring starflower
One of the prettiest of the numerous cultivars now available, ‘Rolf’ forms a moderately expanding clump of
blue-green leaves rising to only 4-5“ with fragrant, deep purple-blue streaked flowers fading to violet from fall
here to early spring. Likes sun to part shade and appreciates summer water though doesn't depend on it.
Particularly useful under the bright edges of shrubs where there is much root competition. Frost hardy in
USDA zone 5.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
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Iris - copper [Pacific Coast Hybrid]
Another in the group of wonderfully useful irises, especially loved for their rich, saturated flower colors -- this
one is copper colored, just as the name suggests -- with evergreen, upright leaves that look good all year.
Grows 9-12" tall or so, slowly spreading into handsome clumps; easy to tuck in the garden, in sun or part
shade where the soil is reasonably well-drained. Very drought tolerant once established and frost hardy to 0F,
USDA zone 7.
$16
Iridaceae
Iris 'Violetta' [Pacific Coast Hybrid]
Another prolific bloomer from the Pacific Coast Hybrids, this with royal purple flowers, one of the darkest
cultivars, standing above the tidy clumps of grass-like, iris foliage in late April and May. Stunning with
flowers and handsome without. Best with good drainage, perhaps on a slope, in sun to part shade with
occasional summer water to establish and none in following years. Small clumps become large in just a few
years and can be easily divided in the fall. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$15
Iridaceae
Iris douglasiana 20.0051
$14

douglas iris
Iridaceae

Jasminum nudiflorum
winter jasmine
Shrubby vine, to 4-8 ft tall, with arching branches that can trail along the ground, rooting as they go,
especially in rich soil. Can be trained as an upright growing vine, to 10-15 ft tall or cut back to 18" or so to
refresh after flowering. Either way the naked stems remain green through the winter and produce barely
fragrant, bright yellow flowers in late winter to early spring. Full to part sun with normal summer water for
best flowering. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 6. Great for winter cheer and hummingbird food.
$14
Oleaceae
Juncus patens
common rush
Handsome and very useful clumping reed to 18" tall. Stiff blue- green evergreen leaves add texture throughout
the year. A versatile accent plant doing well in a wide range of conditions from wet clay soil to full sun to dry
shade. Occasional summer water will keep it looking its best although it’s drought tolerant. Frost hardy to
15F, mid USDA zone 8.
$12
Juncaceae
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Kniphofia galpinii
Dainty grass like foliage with 2' spikes of pure orange plumes mid summer. Needs excellent drainage in
winter to thrive. Much smaller in all respects than other Kniphofia.
$14
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Kniphofia hirsuta
The name says it all: hairy stiff leaves. As handsome out of as in bloom. Orange-red flowers on 2 foot stalks.
Best in well drained soil. A CDN seed collection from Lesotho. Tolerates full sun, lean soil and dry
conditions. Frost hardy to -10F - USDA zone 6.
$14
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Kniphofia pauciflora
dwarf torch lily
Thought to be extinct in its native South African habitat, this charming, small kniphofia, to only 18" tall in
clumps to 15" wide, has grassy, green foliage and tall stems of butter yellow flowers over a long season
beginning with the first blooms in spring and continuing occasionally into September. Originally found in
marshy grasslands, these enjoy moist soil -- so summer water in full sun. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7
with winter mulch for extra protection.
$12
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Lampranthus deltoides 'Compacta'
Tiny Ice Crumbles
This compact form of the seriously cute ice plant from South Africa is a great succulent. Light blue-green
succulent leaves are somewhat 3-sided with toothed edges -- on dark stems! What’s not to love? Add the
fragrant, deep pink, daisy-like flowers with yellow centers for more fun in spring and summer. Full sun to a
bit of shade and good drainage. Drought tolerant but fatter and fuller with regular water. Frost hardy to 15
-20F, upper USDA zone 8.
$9
Aizoaceae
Laurus nobilis 'Sicillian Sunshine'
New to us, this very golden selection of the culinary bay, reaches a densely pyramidal 20-25 feet with age.
Easily kept smaller. Leaves are an intense gold winter to mid summer, then greening with heat - the new
growth remaining gold. Beautiful for accent or container. Dry summer, sunny location, well drained soil. We
suspect this is a bit more tender than some. USDA zone 8b.
$18
Lauraceae
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Lavandula stoechas 'Silver Anouk'
butterfly lavender
Butterfly lavender is a perfect name for the flowers of Spanish lavender with the large (for lavender), showy
heads of dark purple flowers with petal-like, purple wings on top. Blooms throughout the growing season.
This is an upright and compact form, to 2 ft tall x 18" wide, with lovely, narrow, blue-silver, aromatic foliage,
a perfect backdrop for the purple flowers. Best in full sun and well-drained soil with little to no summer water
once established. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6.
$12
Lamiaceae
Ledebouria cooperi
cooper's false scilla
Sweet and easy bulb from South Africa with 4", narrow, olive-green leaves, upright and marked with purple
stripes and spots. Decorative in themselves, and more so in spring when adorned with racemes of pink, scillalike flowers. Spreads slowly to form a 1 ft wide clump. Easy in the garden in sun or part shade where good
drainage can protect from too much winter wet. Tolerates some summer drought but accepts summer water as
well. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$12
Asparagaceae
Ledebouria socialis
silver squill
Small, South African plant, to 6” x 8” with fancy, strappy leaves of silver-gray “leopard spotted” with green
rising from red bulbs just above the soil. Greeny white flowers are a winter addition. Loves well-drained soil
in sun or, in hottest climates, a bit of shade. Needs to dry out between waterings and tolerates some drought.
Frost hardy in the ground into the upper teens F, USDA zone 8b. Easily grown in pots or indoors on the
windowsill.
$11
Liliaceae
Leptospermum grandifolium
mountain tea tree
Our clone from good friend Kevin Hughes, most recently of Hampshire's Spinner's Nursery. A shrubby tree to
10 ft or so with thick, gray-green leaves with a silver shimmer. In midsummer, the foliage is absolutely
smothered with 3/4" whitish pink flowers, lasting a very long time. A must have for the proper garden. Frost
hardy through the single digits F, USDA zone 7.
$16
Myrtaceae
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Leptospermum lanigerum - purple leaf form
wooly tea tree
Spring flowering tea tree with handsome, darkish blue leaves infused with purple, rather than the silver blue of
the straight species. Similarly small and fragrant when crushed or brushed, and is a perfect backdrop for the
1", single, white, fragrant flowers in early summer. Evergreen, reaching 5-10 ft tall x 3-5 ft wide in full sun to
light shade where soil is well-drained. Needs little summer water once established. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA
zone 8.
$16
Myrtaceae
Leptospermum namadgiensis
alpine tea tree
One of the nicest tea trees to come to us in a long time, this shared with us by Paul Bonine of Xera Plants and
named after Namadgi National Park on the Australian Capital Territory/ New South Wales border. Only found
in the late 80s growing on thin soils at high elevations and introduced to us recently. To 8 ft tall and 4' wide
with small, shiny, evergreen leaves and spring flowers, white ever so slightly tinted pink, for sun to dappled
shade. To us the most striking feature is the bark, peeling in sheets to a light orange. Plants in the garden
should be lifted to expose this lovely feature. Good hedging or container plant and rather drought tolerant in
the ground. Has been tested so far in this country to as low as 5F with no damage, therefore a confidant USDA
zone 7b.
$16
Myrtaceae
Leptospermum rupestre
tasmanian tea tree
This usually low-growing Tasmanian tea tree outshines itself on a wall where its thick, glossy, aromatic,
evergreen leaves are a delight to brush past. Typically less than 2-3 ft and covered with white, star-shaped
flowers in early spring. Full sun to part shade where soil is well-drained. Once established, needs little
summer water. In addition, a few leaves in a cup of just boiled water, a squeeze of lemon and all your ills will
go away -- or so we hear. Frost hardy to USDA zone 8.
$14
Myrtaceae
Lewisia 'Best of Sunset Seedlings'
Seedlings of Northern California and Southern Oregon’s most beautiful native wildflowers. These have been
hybridized into an eye popping range of colors in bright sunset shades. Nice evergreen rosettes as well. Give
these plants sun and excellent drainage and enjoy the show. May go deciduous in too much heat or cold, but
they are hardy in USDA zone 4.
$12
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Libertia - Pale Green Sport of 'Taupo Blaze'
$14

Iridaceae

Libertia cranwelliae
cramwell's iris
A rarely offered iris, endemic to New Zealand's north Island and threatened in its natural habitat. Cranwell's
iris resembles Libertia ixioides, with fans of slightly wider, somewhat stiff, grass-like leaves, to 20" tall.
Turning a bit more yellow in bright sunlight, and short sprays of white flowers nestled among the leaves in
spring followed by decorative, orange seed pods that hold on for months. Best in full to part sun with regular
summer water for best appearance. Frost hardiness is known reliably to 20F, USDA zone 9, but colder
tolerances haven't been tested. Let us know.
$14
Iridaceae
Libertia ixioides 'Goldfinger'
golden new zealand iris
One of the brightest, with cascading, gold-orange foliage on a clumping, garden accent, to about 18” x 18”.
White star-like flowers appear in clusters mid-spring, producing large yellow berries for fall. These New
Zealand natives prefer sun to part shade and rich, moist, well-drained soil but tolerate some summer drought
once established. Easily frost hardy in USDA zone 8 and reported to tolerate temperatures as low as 0F.
$16
Iridaceae
Libertia ixioides 'Taupo After Dark'
A Cistus introduction. This sport, from a green seedling of the cultivar, 'Taupo Blaze', has been eye-catching
from the start, its dark, olive-green leaves with, indeed, violet hues make it a standout in any container or
garden. Stiff leaves, to 18" tall or so, form clumps to 1-2 ft wide showing off clusters of 3-petaled, white
flowers in spring followed by yellow-orange seed pods. To for best color but dappled shade is fine with even
summer water for best growth. Frost hardy, with summer water and protection especially from freezing winds,
to the mid teens F, USDA zone 8b.
$14
Iridaceae
Libertia ixoides [dark sport of 'Taupo Blaze']
$14
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Libertia peregrinans
orange flag
Odd iris relative from New Zealand with flaming orange foliage to 1 ft tall and handsome, flattened, upwardfacing white flowers. Slowly spreads to fill its space. Full to half sun with summer moisture and decent
drainage. Excellent in containers. Frost hardy to mid USDA zone 8.
$16
Iridaceae
Ligustrom japonicum 'Ogon'
Shared with us by Pat McCracken, this 5 ft, compact shrub produces the same waxy, shiny leaves as the
species but they are of a rich, warm golden. In full sun the tips bleach, giving it a two-tone effect; in more
shade the protected branches maintain a spring-green tone. Clusters of creamy white flowers attract bees in
spring. Provide even summer moisture. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7. A fine pot plant.
$18
Oleaceae
Lilium lancifolium 'Flore Pleno'
double devil lily
This very old Chinese selection of a double flowered tiger lily was shared by Vader, WA nursery, A Plethora
of Primulas. Dark green foliage rises to 5 ft capped by orange many tepalled flowers in late summer. Baby
bulbils nestle in leaf axils so you may easily share this bulb with friends.. Easy in sun to part shade with
summer water where dry. USDA zone 4
$14
Liliaceae
Lindera communis
$14

Lauraceae

Liriope muscari - sport of Merrifield variegated
$12

Liliaceae

Liriope muscari 'Okina'
frosted monkey grass
Brighten a garden spot with this stunning, clumping monkey grass, to 10” tall, from China. Evergreen leaves
emerge a very eye-catching white in spring and become streaked through the season, turning all green in the
fall. Stalks of lilac flowers in late summer add to the delight of this special plant. For sun to shade. Frost
hardy in USDA zone 6.
$16
Liliaceae
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Liriope muscari 'Peedee Ingot'
golden lily turf
This golden-foliaged monkey grass, from the highlands of Kentucky, can take a bit of shade and still flower
just like the regular green one, producing purple clusters in midsummer, a great contrast with the chartreuse
foliage. Accepts half sun to full shade, growing to 12” or so. Useful as edging or in a container. Be the first on
the block with this stunner. Frost hardy to USDA zone 6.
$12
Liliaceae
Lithocarpus densiflorus var. echoinoides [Snow Camp]
Another of Cistus' growing collection of the small form of the tan oak, endemic to southern OR. Siskiyou
Mountains, reach to only 4 ft or so, as dense shrubs of blue-green leaves. In this form, the new growth, furry
and tinted pink or golden and leaf undersides particularly white. Very striking. The flowers look like those of
a chestnut, fuzzy cream-colored inflorescences and golden brown “acorns.” Tough, native mostly to
serpentine soil regions, they seem at home anywhere on the West Coast with lean soil and away from summer
garden water. Not a plant for humid summer climates. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7 possibly 6
$18
Fagaceae
Lomatia fraseri
Upright large shrub to small tree. To up to 25 ft tall and 12 ft wide over time, with long, lance-shaped leaves,
toothed on the margins. Summer flowers, white and honey-scented, are produced in frilly clusters followed by
small, winged fruit. Native to mountainous regions of Victoria and New South Wales in Australia, these plants
enjoy light shade to full shade with good drainage and plentiful summer water. Sadly not for the humid
Southeast. Frost hardy in lower USDA zone 8.
$16
Lonicera alseuosmoides
This Chinese evergreen species reaches 15 ft with glossy green leaves. Tangles of very fragrant, yellow
flowers with purple throats appear late in the season, July through September followed by blushed blue
berries. Full to part sun and regular water. Frost hardy in USDA zones 4-10. Evergreen in milder climates;
deciduous in colder regions.
$14
Caprifoliaceae
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Lonicera nitida 'Briloni'
briloni box-leaf honeysuckle
Golden leaved honeysuckle shrub for the shaded garden. Blooms sparsely in spring, the small white flowers
followed by small, bluish fruits. Slow growing, to only 3-4 ft tall and wide over time and smaller than other
golden forms, with arching branches that add texture and bright golden accents. Tolerates sun but tends
towards a more chartreuse color. Enjoys summer water but tolerates some drought once established. Frost
hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$14
Caprifoliaceae
Lonicera nitida 'Lemon Beauty'
lemon beauty box-leaf honeysuckle
If you are going to commit a horticultural faux pas, you might as well do it with this. Evergreen shrub, to 4-6
ft with tiny green leaves edged yellow, remaining so in a bit of shade; variegation becomes less distinct, more
overall yellow, in brightest light. ‘Lemon Beauty’ makes a very nice low hedge. As a single plant, it shines.
Sun to part shade with normal water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6.
$14
Caprifoliaceae
Lonicera nitida 'Silver Beauty'
Tough and useful evergreen shrub for full sun to bright shade, this with handsome, variegated foliage, light
green edged in white. Occasional small cream flowers produce purple berries. Good for a finely textured
hedge or garden specimen. Grows slowly to 6 ft or so, but easily sheared to shape. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA
zone 6.
$16
Caprifoliaceae
Lonicera nitida 'Twiggy'
dwarf box honeysuckle
Sweet version of a classic landscape plant with tiny golden leaves that hold their color well. Smaller than the
species, growing slowly to 2 ft tall and wide, dense and, indeed, twiggy, these are excellent as hedging, border
plants, or single specimens creating a bright spot in sun to part shade with average summer water. A New
Zealand introduction, evergreen to 10F, USDA zone 8, and cold hardy to -20F, zone 6.
$16
Caprifoliaceae
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Lupinus albifrons
silverbush lupine
Stunning shrub lupine from Mountains of southern Oregon, and northern California forming mounds 24-36”,
completely covered with silky silver fur. Produces great purple flowers in spring and early summer. Not for
the faint-of-heart, this lovely requires mineral soil, summer drought, and a minimum of attention. We find it
best in troughs, rock gardens, or the most forsaken part of the dry border. Worth the effort to neglect properly.
Frost hardy to 0F or so – bottom of USDA zone 7.
$15
Fabaceae
Lysionotus 'Pudding'
An easy and rewarding gesneriad, this with rounded glossy bright green leaves, to about 18”. Flowering from
spring to fall with panicles of gold-centered butter yellow tubular flowers on long stalks. A very good plant
indoors in bright indirect light, or outdoors where temperatures do not fall below the upper 20sF. We find it is
vigorous enough to make a very good pot stuffer for shady situations. Keep from the hottest of sun and place
on a saucer of damp gravel if used as an indoor plant. Frost hardy to 25F, USDA zone 9b.
$16
Gesneriaceae
Machilus thunbergii
Another favorite Avocado relative, this with a long history in elite gardens of the coastal Northwest and
Southeast. To 20-25', with flattened sprays of branches, and an upright, humble form. The 3-5" shiny, green
tinted blue and copper (especially in new growth) leaves can be seen from quite a distance. Superb small
garden tree, if provided occasional deep watering, and sun to filtered shade. Southern China. USDA zone 7.
$16
Lauraceae
Macleania insignis
$22

Ericaceae

Mahonia eurybracteata 'Cistus Silvers'
Fireworks for the shade! We've been playing around for some time selecting these platinum seedlings (now
seen as M. eurybracteata). To 5' with few branches and rosettes of 2-3' leaves emerging bronze (lots of
precious metals here). Easy for dappled shade to full sun in cooler climates, fall and winter flowers of bright
yellow blushed.. um.. copper. Occasional summer watering, excellent focal point, USDA zone 7.
$18
Berberidaceae
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Mahonia gracilipes
Peek at the brilliant white leaf undersides and fall in love. This rare, Chinese evergreen mahonia, introduced
into western horticulture in 1980 by Roy Lancaster, has graceful, blue-green, compound leaves with surprising
white undersides, and, in summer, sprays of pretty, delicate flowers with purple-red petals and ivory interiors.
Sturdy and choice. Native to shady limestone cliffs, though it’s quite happy in garden conditions in full sun
with moist soil to nearly full shade. Can reach about 6 ft high x 5 ft wide eventually. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA
zone 7.
$18
Berberidaceae
Mahonia leschenaultii
Large graceful shrub (or even small tree if lifted into shape) reaching 8' or higher with nearly equal spread.
12" leaves with multiple soft-spined leaflets make contrasting background for the autumn trusses of
cream/yellow flowers and subsequent purple blue fruit. The eventual trunks are adorned with a straw-colored
lacework of bark. Full sun to light shade, even summer water with decently drained soil. USDA zone 8a or
slightly colder.
$14
Berberidaceae
Mahonia pinnata ssp. insularis 'Shnilemoon'
From the channel islands off southern California, this form named by the fabulous University of California
Santa Cruz Arboretum. Makes a rounded shrub of upright branches with multiply-pinnate leaves, nearly round
and the brightest spring green, held on very pretty, rather gracile, deep brown stems. All this adorned with
cheery yellow flowers in late winter and spring and blue berries beyond. This is one of the most unique forms
of a species native from southern Oregon to Baja. Prefers Mediterranean conditions....sorry Florida. Frost
hardy to mid USDA zone 8. Tolerant and pleased with long periods of summer drought in either sun or shade.
$16
Berberidaceae
Maihuenia poeppigii
Dense clusters, up to 3 ft in diameter, of small, succulent nubbins with large thorns. This ground hugging
cactus from high altitudes in southern Chile appreciates lots of heat in summer and, of course, very good
drainage. Summer drought tolerant; prefers a bit of winter water along with protection from the deluge.
USDA zone 5.
$13
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Mammillaria gracilis
thimble cactus
One of Sean’s childhood plants, this is a clustering, small cactus from central Mexico that eventually produces
8” mounds covered with crystalline white spines and, in summer, pinkish flowers. Any brightly lit situation is
fine, especially those that dry out a bit in winter. A good small rock garden plant where temperatures remain
above 20F, USDA zone 9.
$12
Cactaceae
Marrubium bourgaei 'All Hallows Green'
Drought tolerant mounding evergreen shrub stays compact and dense to 18" tall spreading to about 2 ft.
Attractive quilted grey-green leaves and fuzzy spherical flowers in late spring are a nice bonus. Full sun and
with sharp drainage and only occasional summer water once established. USDA zone 7
$12
Lamiaceae
Melicytus angustifolius
From New Zealand, a slender shrub or tree, to 10 ft, that is, surprisingly, in the violet family. Leaves are small
and narrow on stiff, angular branches with sharp spines. Summer flowers are yellow tinged with purple and
fragrant followed by autumn berries that are white-stained-purple, hanging down in great abundance. Amaze
your friends-- yes! a shrubby violet. Sun to part shade with at least occasional summer water. Frost hardy to
USDA zone 8b.
$14
Violaceae
Metapanax delavayi
delavay false ginseng
A truly elegant, evergreen aralia relative from Southern China, a shrub to 8-10 ft tall and wide, with finely cut,
compound leaves and, in maturity, clusters of white flowers in late summer turning to black berries, winter
food for the birds. Best in dappled sun to partial shade in rich, moist well drianed soil. Our clone, from the
University of Washington Arboretum in Seattle, is frost hardy and undamaged in upper USDA zone 7 and
possibly lower. (Synonym: Nothopanax delavayi)
$18
Araliaceae
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Metapanax x 'Stout'
stout delavay false ginseng
A Cistus introduction. Selected from our seed grown plants, this clone of an already desirable evergreen aralia
relative, has rather thickened compound leaves, more schefflera-like than its brethren. A graceful shrub or
small tree, these have a sturdy form, maintaining an upright stance. Mature plants produce late summer
clusters of white flowers that become black berries providing winter food for the birds. Dappled sun to part
shade and rich, moist soil are best. 12ft tall. Frost hardy to upper USDA zone 7 and possibly lower. (The
species, until recently, was Nothopanax delavayi.)
$18
Araliaceae
Mimulus cardinalis
Scarlet Monkeyflower
This herbaceous perennial west coast native features downy, semi-sticky, pale green obovate leaves on
branching stems to 3' tall and wide. Bearing bright red 1-2" long tubular flowers, this scarlet monkeyflower
attracts hummingbirds and other pollinators with its blooms, from early summer through frost. These spread
by rhizomes, though also may self sow a bit in optimal conditions, prefering part shade to sun, with rich, moist
to wet soil, even standing water for periods, and do not appreciate drying out. USDA zone 7.
$12
Scrophulariaceae
Mitraria coccinea - David Mason’s Robust
chilean mitre flower
South American gesneriad, an evergreen, scrambling shrub or small, interwoven mound with small, dark
green leaves and flaming orange-red tubular flowers from late May-July. Requires protection from wind and
moist, well-drained soil, rich in humus, in bright light or part shade where roots can remain cool. Easy in
USDA zone 9 and tolerates temperatures to 10F, zone 8, in the best locations. Otherwise good in containers
with winter protection.
$12
Gesneriaceae
Myrtus communis - upright red
This, a result of our hybridizing over the years, forms a most fragrant shrub to 4-6 ft with red stems and
upturned leaves, also tinted red especially in new growth. Charming, white spring flowers lead to blue fruit.
Otherwise the same as other Myrtus, loving mineral soil, bright light and tolerating of summer drought. Frost
hardy to the bottoms of USDA zone 8.
$14
Myrtaceae
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Myrtus communis ssp. tarentina 'Variegata'
A very hardy form of myrtle. Sturdy and useful compact shrub, evergreen, to 2-3 ft, with narrow, glossy green
leaves edged white and pink-tinged white flowers followed by white berries. Best in full sun without too much
supplemental water. Leaves are very aromatic and were once considered an aphrodisiac..... Frost hardy in
USDA zone 8.
$16
Myrtaceae
Narcissus cantabricus var. foliosus
$14

Daffodil

Narcissus romieuxii ssp. romieuxii var. rifanis
This little species daffodil sports wide, pale butter yellow petunia-like blooms on 4" stalks in late winter to
early spring, rising from 6" clumps of narrow green leaves. Enjoys full sun, average water, and well-drained
soil. Hardy to USDA zone 4.
$14
Nectandra salicifolia
$14

Lauraceae

Neolepisorus fortunei
fortune's ribbon fern
A fabulous evergreen fern with a very different look than its other fern relatives. Long narrow leaves to about
18 inches form clumps up to about 3 feet wide arising from creeping rhizomes. A woodland creature it perfers
rich moist well drained soils in light to deep shade. Very attractive in the understory where its glossy leaves
shine in dappled light. Evergreen in USDA zone 8 possibly re-growing from the roots in zone 7
$18
Polypodiaceae
Nerine bowdenii
cape flower, guernsey lily
Delightful deep pink flowered amaryllis relative from eastern South Africa, adapted to dry or wet summers
provided good drainage and sun. Summer dormant; flowers emerge "nekked" in September to November
while leaves appear beginning in December and January. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8; a bit colder with
mulch.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
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Nerine bowdenii 'Isabel'
$12

Amaryllidaceae

Nerine bowdenii 'Wayne's Rose'
Delightful shell-pink to salmon flowered amaryllis relative from eastern South Africa, adapted to dry
summers, or wet, provided good drainage and sun. Summer dormant with flowers emerging "nekked" from
September through November with leaves beginning in December and January. This form was selected by the
late Wayne Roderick from the collections of the University of California Botanical Garden at Berkeley and is
one of the best. USDA zone 7; possibly a wee bit colder with mulch.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Nerine filifolia
$12

Amaryllidaceae

Nerine flexuosa 'Alba'
$12

Amaryllidaceae

Nerine humilis - deep pink
Fabulous floriferous bulbs, these amaryllis relatives from South Africa have masses of rather frilly, deep pink
flowers, somewhat more finely textured leaves than others. To 12-14" tall. Summer dormant, the flowers
emerging "nekked" September-November after which the leaves appear in December and January, remaining
through spring. Adapted to dry or wet summers, provided good drainage and sun. Should be planted with bulb
necks slightly above the ground. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8 but may lose leaves in the upper teens F. Add
mulch for winter protection. A fine container plant.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Nerine x pudica 'Strawberry Sorbet'
Another nerine cross, this between the coral-pink flowered N. sarniensis and the white N. pudica creating a
delicious flower in cheery strawberry pink with a white center. As with others in the genus, these are summer
dormant, the flowers emerging "nekked" September - November after which the leaves appear in December
and January, remaining through spring. Adapted to dry or wet summers provided good drainage and sun.
Should be planted with bulb necks slightly above the ground. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8, but may lose
leaves in the upper teens F. Add mulch for winter protection.
$14
Amaryllidaceae
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Nerium oleander 'Mrs. Roeding'
mrs. roeding oleander
Classic shrub of the Mediterranean, this one with fabulous and fragrant double flowers in salmon pink. To 4 ft
or so with a dense, upright habit in full baking sun and well-drained soil. Drought tolerant, requiring very little
summer water, but appreciates an occasional shower. Tolerates coastal conditions as well as urban pollution.
Easy. Frost hardy to 15 to 20F, mid to upper USDA zone 8.
$12
Apocynaceae
Nolina microcarpa
sacahuista, sawgrass, beargrass
Smallish clumping sotol. Three foot long narrow leaves form a dense evergreen mound. White flowers held
well above foliage in summer. Full sun, a little summer water. Good drainage.
$14
Agavaceae
Olea europaea - 11th Avenue
From a mix of olives planted on Sean's old NE Portland street or at least along side, this has sustained no
winter damage over the last 20 years or so. The fruit resembles very much the selection Piqual. To 12' in 5
years and half as wide. Average olive conditions, sun, mineral soil, and drought toward the end of the dry
season will increase hardiness. USDA Zone 8a.
$18
Oleaceae
Olea europaea 'Fruitless Endeavor'
fruitless olive
Small olive tree, to only 4-6 ft tall in five years with a rounded form, a size suitable to the small, sunny and
dry garden or as a low, evergreen hedge. This was given to us as cuttings from a many-year-old seedling with
long, blue-green weeping foliage.Easily trimmed to shape. Grown only for their ornamental value, they do
best in full sun and well-drained soil with very little summer water once established. Can also be grown
indoors in a sunny location in a pot that drains well with regular water in summer water (allowing for a bit of
drying out) and less frequent water in winter. Frost hardy in the ground to 10F, USDA zone 8. Though shared
with us and propagated under the name O. europaea 'Fruitless Dwarf', we have given it what we hope is a
more interesting moniker.
$16
Oleaceae
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Olea europaea 'Grignan'
Ancient Italian cultivar. Self-sterile so requires a friend for fruit production. Sun, well-drained soil and
occasional summer water in hot dry places for best fruiting. Quite drought tolerant once well established. For
increased hardiness to cold, best to withhold water in the late season for hardening off new growth. Frost
hardy in USDA zone 8.
$18
Oleaceae
Olea europaea 'Trayola' - D 001
$18
Olea europea 'Amphi'
$18

amphi olive
Oleaceae

Olearia 'Henry Travers'
$15

Asteraceae

Olearia hectorii
$16

Asteraceae

Olearia ilicifolia
An absolute favorite of the daisy shrubs this New Zealander makes a shrub 3 to 5ft. evergreen shrub. Silvery
bark and narrow, stupendously silver undulating leaves with small harmless spines. These are complimented
by the nearly black petioles and young stems, white flowers late spring to mid summer. Reasonably well
drained soils not lovers of extended drought, bright light. USDA zone 7b.
$15
Olearia macrodonta var. minor
new zealand holly
A shrubby daisy-on-a-stick from New Zealand, this one smaller than the species, reaching only 3 ft tall and as
wide with soft green, crinkle-textured leaves and corymbs of white flowers in the summer. Like the species,
aging bark peels in graceful strips. Full sun is best with well-drained soil and average summer water. Frost
hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8.
$14
Asteraceae
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Olearia x haastii
daisy bush
This stiff leaved New Zealand ‘daisy on a stick’ is a handsome addition to your sunny border. A shrub to 4 ft
tall x 4 ft wide, easily pruned, with fragrant, long-lasting, white flowers in summer and excellent evergreen
leaves. Tolerates coastal conditions and summer drought, though accepts regular water. Frost hardy in USDA
zone 8.
$16
Asteraceae
Olearia x mollis 'Zennorensis'
daisy bush
One of the most architectural of the olearias, this form, found at Zennor Manor in a particularly windy part of
the United Kingdom, is a 4-6 ft, layered shrub with golden, flaking bark and 3-4" leaves -- narrow, silvered,
and sharply serrated -- on dark stems. White flowers appear in summer but not in great abundance. Perfect
with such cohorts as corokia and astelia for that powdered silver garden. Prefers sun to part shade and even
moisture especially in hot summer climates. Has experienced close to 0F without serious injuries in the United
Kingdom and even resprouted from slightly lower. Frost hardy to at least mid USDA zone 7.
$16
Asteraceae
Ophiopogon 'Golden Zebra'
$12

Liliaceae / Asparagaceae

Ophiopogon clarkei
narrow-leaved monkey grass
A much more gracile form of monkey grass with green, grassy foliage up to 10” tall. This slowly spreading,
Chinese evergreen is perfect for a shady nook. White flowers blushed pink and metallic royal blue berries.
Very striking. Prefers regular summer water, but surprisingly drought tolerant as well. Frost hardy to 0F,
USDA zone 7.
$12
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Ophiopogon japonicus 'Silver Comet'
snake beard
Cheerful, evergreen mondo grass with tallish, grassy leaves, to 8" tall or so, green with fine white stripes.
Summer flowers are white, echoing the variegation, and followed by blue berries. Spreads slowly by
underground rhizomes, making small, bright clumps in part sun with regular summer water. Frost hardy to
-10F, USDA zone 6.
$14
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
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Ophiopogon planiscapus
mondo grass
This small lily relative grows only to about 10" in height, spreading to form luxuriant clumps by underground
runners if given plenty of summer moisture. The glossy, evergreen leaves and small lilac flowers make any
brightly colored object stand out and look wonderful with your. Full sun to deep shade; a bit slow growing
either way. Frost hardy in upper USDA zone 6.
$14
Asparagaceae
Ophiopogon planiscapus 'Nigrescens'
black mondo grass
In the garden, purple and black have become the new beige, dark colors being the perfect contrast and
background for just about anything. This small lily relative grows only to about 6" in height, spreading
contentedly if given plenty of moisture. The black, evergreen leaves and small lilac flowers make any brightly
colored object stand out and look wonderful with your new Goth look -- white powdered makeup not
included. Full sun to deep shade; a bit slow growing either way. Frost hardy in upper USDA zone 6.
$14
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Ophiopogon planiscapus 'Way Good Variegated'
A Cistus Introduction. Ultra fine selection of mondo grass with olive green leaves evenly pinstriped a creamy
white. Vigorous, spreading at least as fast as more common versions in damp soil. Fine in nearly full sun to
fairly dense shade with regular summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6.
$14
Ophiopogon sp.
This evergreen lily relative grows to about 10" in height, a particularly vigorous clone spreading to form
luxuriant clumps by underground runners if given plenty of summer moisture. The glossy, leaves and small
lilac flowers make any brightly colored object stand out and look wonderful as an evergreen background. Full
sun to deep shade. Frost hardy in upper USDA zone 6.
$12
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
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Opuntia 'Achy Breaky'
This complex undoubtedly three way hybrid (O. polyacantha x O. erinaceae v. columbiana x O. fragilis)
from the mountains of eastern Oregon (where everyone know things get a little wild) grows only to 6" or so in
height and about 3 ft wide, sporting white rust and deep brown spines along with chartreuse and yellow, late
spring flowers, and provides interest in both texture and compactness. As is true for one of its parents, O.
fragilis, the pads easily detach and connect to anyone or thing walking by. Good for sharing with friends; not
so great in regions prone to violent shaking. Cactus requirements -- lean soil, good drainage, and little to no
summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 4.
$15
Cactaceae
Opuntia 'Baby Rita'
baby rita prickly pear
One of the most beautifully colored forms of the frost hardy cacti, a compact prickly pear to 2 ft, with pads to
3-4" that emerge blue-green often aging to greenish yellow tinted pink -- in this case a natural occurrence that
doesn't indicate a lack of fertilizer. Late spring, ruffled flowers add to the palette. A hybrid cross between O.
santa-rita and O. basilaris, this has all the charm of O. santa-rita in a much smaller plant. Full sun with sharp
drainage. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6. Great in containers.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia 'Cyclops'
cyclops prickly pear
Though the name has been around a long time, this plant's origins are unclear We do know this is a cute little
prickly pear to 1 ft or 18" in height, probably having O. macrorhiza in its ancestry, with rounded pads of 4-6"
forming tight clusters with dark bunches of spines appearing as polka dots from a distance. Cheery yellow
flowers appear in mid to late spring. Good for container or sunny garden. And, as one would expect, very
drought tolerant though west of the Sierra or Cascades would like a drink from the hose once in a while to
spur growth. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia 'Dark Knight'
hedgehog prickly pear
This striking opuntia, a Claude Barr selection, has long white spines on distinctive pads of purple green,
becoming more purple in winter cold. Colorful and even more so in late spring to early summer when the
bright, lavender-pink flowers with golden stamens first appear. To 10" tall x 4 ft wide in sun and lean, welldrained soil. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
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Opuntia 'Golden Lion'
This natural hybrid between Opuntia davisii and O. kleinii, found in the Davis mountains of western Texas,
creates a small cholla-like shrub to 3 ft with golden spines – rather obnoxious ones at that -- and pea-green
flowers that age to yellow. Frost hardy to -20 F, USDA zone 5, and possibly lower with sharp drainage and
full sun.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia 'James Hale'
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia 'Metolius'
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia 'Peach Chiffon'
prickly pear
A wonderful new strain of prickly pear with a profusion of silky, peach colored flowers in June on very
compact plants, to under 6" tall forming clumps to 30” wide. An extremely prickly creature for full sun to
light shade in well-drained soil. Drought tolerant but happily accepts occasional water. Frost hardy to -30F,
USDA zone 4.
$15
Cactaceae
Opuntia 'Smithwick'
A Cistus favorite. A prolific bloomer, thought to be a wild hybrid between O. fragilis and O. polyacantha, this
prickly pear--a Claude Barr selection found near the city of Smithwick, South Dakota--produces very large
yellow flowers with red centers. In fact, this one produces more flowers than almost any other Height to 4-6"
and width to 2-3' over time. Cold hardy to USDA zone 5. Excellent rock garden specimen.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia 'Sunset'
sunset prickly pear
A most attractive variegated prickly pear with but few spines and striking green, cream, and yellow stripes on
each pad. The plant often tinted orange in sun or with winter frost. To about 3 x 3 feet in as many years. The
mexican origin dictates hardiness only to the bottom of zone 9, possibly 8 if super duper dry. Excellent
container plant and not particularly water sensitive.
$17
Cactaceae
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Opuntia acanthocarpa 'High Ho Silver'
Introduced by cactus maven, Sarah McCombs, this 5 ft cholla, with 2” stems clothed in brilliant, silver-white
spines, makes an outstanding garden or pot specimen especially where backlit by the sun. Extremely drought
tolerant but fastest growing with occasional summer thunderstorms… even those from hoses. Tolerates
temperatures a little below 0F with ease, upper USDA zone 6. Best not planted near helium balloons but,
otherwise, very easygoing.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia aurea 'Blueby' [Brows]
Blue tinted pads form irregularly sprawling plants to about 3' across. Slightly sunken areales are (mostly)
spineless, but the plentiful thick cladodes are the star. Beautiful in the garden or container. Well drained soil
and full sun.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia aurea 'Coombes Winter Glow'
creeping beavertail cactus
Old opuntia selection that is very hardy but, for unknown reasons, now much harder to find. We like it for the
unassuming green pads that turn dark red-purple to nearly black in cold weather. To 2 ft tall and up to 3 ft
wide with cerise flowers appearing in June. Tough and easy in lean, well-drained soil with lots of sun and
little summer water. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia basilaris 'Isabella Blue'
A Cistus Introduction: This particularly attractive beavertail with a very light golden pattern of glochids and
powdery blue stems comes from a unique spot near Lake Isabella growing among oaks and pines in more
typical California oak woodland (rather than in the Mojave Desert). That makes this plant capable of
withstanding long periods of summer drought AND a good winter soaking. Strawberry colored flowers in mid
spring. To 12-18" in height and 2-3 feet wide (wider if kicked around by cattle as in its native habitat). Careful
drainage, bright light. Zone 5.
$17
Cactaceae
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Opuntia basilaris 'Kelly's Choice'
This charming beavertail cactus hybrid from Mountain States Nursery grows to 3-4 ft with the rounded soft
pads of O. basilaris but the upright form and purple tinting of O. santa-rita. Free-flowering in a deep rose-red
in mid to late spring. These plants makes fine container specimens or they can be grown outside above USDA
zone 5 in bright light and very sharp drainage.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia basilaris 'Peachy'
beavertail cactus
This beavertail cactus, a native from the Mohave desert of California into northern Sonora, was given to us
from an old Albuquerque garden and has been one of the best performers. Attractive clumps, from 3-4 ft wide
and 18” in height, with 6” pads of powdery blue-tinted-pink, burgundy in winter, and, indeed, peachy pink
flowers in spring and early summer. Though a clone more tolerant of garden water, they still prefer welldrained, gritty soil, especially where winters are wet …and an occasional thunderstorm, artificial or not, in dry
summer climates. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia basilaris 'Sara's Compact'
beavertail cactus
One of many fabulous beavertail cactus selections, this is a lovely semi-dwarf form, reaching an eventual 18”
with soft, pinkish-gray pads covered in colorful orange-red glochids -- not to be licked! -- and deep rose
flowers. This cultivar was selected by Sara McComb. Plant in full sun in mineral soil where drainage is sharp.
Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia basilaris var. aurea 'Red Rocks'
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia basilaris var. brachyclada 'Blue Cigar'
$17

Cactaceae
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Opuntia basilaris var. brachyclada 'Mormon Rock'
A Cistus introduction from the vicinity of Mormon Rock in southern California. This tightly clumping small
form of beavertail has conical blue pads somewhat more flattened than the typical subspecies indicating a
possible hybrid. Whatever the botanical case, each pad is only about 3" wide with well-spaced, bright orange
glochids giving the whole plant a very cheery appearance. Nice medium-to-cherry-pink flowers appears in
mid spring. Not minding extra winter moisture, these are a bit easier to grow than other beavertails, enjoying
full sun. Excellent pot or rock garden plant and frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 5, probably zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia basilaris var. ramosa
beavertail cactus
This far western Mohavian form of one of our favorite beavertails was found many years ago -- possibly an
intermediate between the typical brachyclada form. Unfortunately collectors wiped out the colony seemingly
within seconds of its discovery. Though we weren't among the collectors, propagules did get around, so here it
is -- a pretty thing with each pad under 3", each one stepped atop another and each clump to about 18" tall.
Good in containers or in the dry garden. Frost hardy in USDA zone 5.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia cacanapa 'Ellisiana'
tigertongue, spineless prickly pear
Hurray for this nearly spineless, not-to-prickly, prickly pear with blue-green pads, to 6" in diameter, in clumps
to as much as 3 ft tall x 4 ft wide. Late spring flowers are bright yellow. Of probable Mexican origin, found in
cultivation in Alpine Texas, these are beautiful, architectural, fast-growing and safe to have around curious
children. Loves summer water but can fare well without. Frost hardy into the bottom of USDA zone 7. A plant
with many synonyms including O. lindheimeri var. ellisiana and O. cacanapa 'Ellisiana'.
$18
Cactaceae
Opuntia engelmannii 'O'
Preston's selection from the Texas hill country of a particularly handsome round-padded specimen to 4 to 5ft
in height and width. Symmetrically round pads showcasing a halo of short gold spines. Golden flowers with
tangerine centers with some abundance in late spring. We've found this plant easy to grow in a wide variety of
soils. Not fussy about winter wet but particularly cheerful if given occasional summer "thunder shower" in
places where they don't naturally occur. Full sun to part shade and decent drainage. USDA zone 6 possibly 5
$17
Cactaceae
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Opuntia erinacea 'Browse Cherry'
From our own desert plant-meister Tim Hanis, this Cistus introduction was collected in the Opuntia
playground of SW Utah. This probable hybrid has closely held white and pale pink spines on compact pads,
plants ranging to 12-18" in height and a couple feet in width looking actually rather furry from a distance;
they're not! The flowers are quite large, upwards of 3 inches of ruffled, saturated purple-pink and produced
freely in mid to late spring, occasionally later with some moisture. Easy to grow with bright light and full
drainage. Zone 3.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia erinacea v. ursina 'White Lightning'
This from an interesting colony of alluvial fans west of Hawthorne NV, where these shaggy plants illuminate
for miles when backlit. This all white spined creature grows to about 18" in height to about 2' in width and
adorns itself with light yellow flowers in late Spring. Excellent pot plant or outdoors in very well drained soil
and a little artificial lightning storm or two, if not naturally occurring. Full sun for best spines. USDA Zone 5
if not colder.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia erinacea x 'Pink n' White' - Emory County, UT [TH]
USDA Zone 4, pink flowers
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia fragilis - dwarf golden
dwarf brittle prickly pear
Shared with us by friend Panayoti Kelaidis of Denver, this small mat former, quickly to about 3" high x 18"
wide and eventually larger, has 1/2" pads with golden glochids and spines. Shy to flower. Very attractive in
troughs, pots, or rock gardens, anywhere a low sun angle can can make the golden spines glow. Cactus
conditions required -- sun, lean and well-drained soil, and little summer water. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA
zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
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Opuntia fragilis 'Bishop Springs'
A Cistus introduction. From a small desert oasis NE of Baker City in eastern Oregon, this colony, nearly
eradicated by highway development, is from a single clump of about 18" wide by 4" tall, with pretty hay and
mahogany colored spines and occasionally cheery yellow flowers. Not quite as fragile as others of the species.
Excellent in rock garden or container with bright light and well drained soil. USDA Zone 5, if not 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia fragilis 'Neon Gold'
A Cistus introduction. Our southern Utah collection of this probable hybrid with fragilis, golden spines, and
clumping 4 to 6" in height by 2' across in a couple of years. The most striking feature ,brightly salmon to
coral colored pads as they emerge in the spring. Excellent container plant, or rock garden subject, for bright
light, well drained soil. USDA zone 4 at least.
$18
Cactaceae
Opuntia fragilis 'Red Hill'
A Cistus introduction. From the place of the same name in Oregon's painted hills, this diminutive creature to
about 4" in height spreading to 18" or so unless getting caught in your socks, in which case further. Shiny
green pads, burnished red with drought or cold, each one looking like little beans with small golden, turning to
rust, spines. Light yellow flowers occasionally in spring. Good drainage, excellent for container or rock
garden, bright light. USDA Zone 5.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia fragilis 'Red N Black'
Very nice version of our native Opuntia, this with striking red and black spines growing to 4-6" tall by 3 ft
wide and showing off yellow flowers in late spring. Handsome in the sunny well-drained garden, with
occasional, monsoon-like summer water for best appearance. Frost hardy in USDA zone 3.
$16
Cactaceae
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Opuntia fragilis (debreczyi) 'Nearly Famous'
Our collection form SE Utah, this doubtless a love child with O. polyacantha grows to about 6" in height by
3ft. Densly held grey-green pads of only a couple of inches, slightly flattened with short spines a pleasing light
straw color. light pink flowers in some abundance mid spring. Full sun with occasional summer water and
sharp drainage, easy in rock garden or trough. USDA zone 4 if not colder.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia fragilis (debreczyi) var. denuda 'Potato'
potato cactus
This variety of the fragile prickly pear from the western Colorado plateau tends to be almost entirely nekkid,
not even having the tiny glochids we've come to enjoy. A favorite of rock and trough gardeners, these have
round pads, to under 2", that clump to at least 3 ft wide but only a few inches in height, turning purplish in
winter and producing occasional lemon-yellow flowers in mid spring. This clone shared with us by Western
Colorado's Don Campbell. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA Zone 4, possibly lower.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia fragilis [Salinas Creek]
brittle prickly pear
Another find from southern Utah by plantsman Tim Hanis, these small, round, padded clumps, to 4-5" tall and
18" wide, are adorned with cream and white spines and gold glochids. Occasional yellow flowers appear in
mid spring. Cute little pot, container, or rock garden creature for full sun. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4,
possibly colder.

$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia fragilis [Whidbey Island]
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia fragilis th.073.11 [Monticello, UT]
brittle prickly pear
From plantsman Tim Hanis, this cutie with 1", purple-blushed pads becoming even more purple in winter,
making a nice contrast with the orange and white spines. Stands out from quite a distance in the garden or
container. Another easy to grow cactus needing only sun and moderately well-drained soil. Frost hardy to
-30F, USDA zone 4. Very good in container or garden.
$16
Cactaceae
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Opuntia fragilis var. denudata 'Bronze Beauty'
marble cactus
This little beauty has small, rounded pads, to only 5" tall, that are dark green, turning reddish-bronze in bright
light and cool weather. Forms handsome and colorful clumps to 15" wide with obvious orange glochids but no
spines. In late spring to early summer, large, pale yellow flowers appear, turning peachy for their second day.
Best in full to light shade and lean, well-drained soil. Drought tolerant but occasional summer water improves
appearance. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4. Also known as A. fragilis 'Bronze Beauty.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia fragilis x erinacea 'San Juan Grey'
A Cistus Introduction. From a diverse hybrid cluster southeast of Moab UT comes this 6" by 18" mound
former, distinctly greenish grey pads adorned with short black and grey spines, warm yellow flowers mid
spring. Happy in any well drained soil, including rock garden or container if provided full sun. USDA zone
3.
$14
Opuntia fragilis x polyacantha (?) [Nyssa, Oregon]
This population, now almost gone because of nearby farming, covers the parched, alkaline shadscale-covered
hills near Nyssa, Oregon. Probably an intermediate between O. polyacantha, or O. erinacea, and O. fragilis,
the half-dome clump consisting of 3" long, bluish pads strikingly adorned with long white spines and orange
glochids. Yellow mid-spring flowers age towards pink. This, one of our more unusual collections, has been
quite easy in cultivation given bright light. Probably frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia gilvescens 'Oklahoma Pancake'
As the name implies, from a distance this little prickly pear does indeed look like a stack of pancakes. At
most, growing to about 3 feet, with yellow flowers and a halo of small golden spines. Native to the Oklahoma
panhandle and environs. Good for garden specimen or a container. For bright light and well drained soil. Zone
4.
$16
Cactaceae
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Opuntia humifusa - dwarf from Claude Barr
This early selection by Great Plains plantsman Claude Barr grows to only 5-6" in height but forms a rather
dense mat of rounded, shiny green and nearly spineless pads to about 3 ft wide. Cheery yellow flowers appear
in summer followed by reddish fruit. Fabulous for planters or as spillers and easy to grow in most soil
provided there is no standing water. Some summer water helps to push growth. Frost hardy in USDA zone 3
or 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia humifusa - North Carolina
eastern pricklypear
This coastal collection vigorously produces bright green, oval pads typical of the species and somewhat
untypical, rather heavy, warm yellow flowers and rounded, bright red fruit often holding through the year.
Very easy in the garden from dappled shade to sun in almost any drainage. Frost hardy to at least -20F, USDA
zone 5. We have used this in multiple containers as well as in rooftop plantings.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia humifusa 'Maxi Pad'
A Cistus introduction. This, the largest we've grown of the species, with possible parentage of O. macro. Each
stem to about 6" making 18" x ...well, infinite, as it clumps and spills. It's not very well coordinated. Butter
yellow flowers in spring, sometimes again in summer, followed by semi-fleshy red fruit. Say that 5 times fast!
Full sun to light dappled shade and decent drainage. USDA zone 4.
$16
cactaceae
Opuntia humifusa x macrorhiza
Visually striking, low-growing wild opuntia hybrid, staying under 6" in height but spreading to 24", with
nicely contrasting bright blue-green pads and bright yellow, slightly ruffled flowers with orange-red centers.
Full sun. Excellent container specimen in well-drained soil and little to no watering. Frost hardy to USDA
zone 6.
$16
Cactaceae
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Opuntia imbricata - Tim's purple
Cholla
Though it may never make anyone's list of street trees, this mighty little cholla collected by Tim Hanis, can
eventually reach 4-6 ft tall, rounded stem segments, or joints, to 14" long, with numerous pink-red spines.
Striking purple flowers appear in late spring to early summer followed by spineless yellow fruit that is edible.
These natives of semi-arid areas of the southwest prefer full sun, good drainage, and only occasional summer
water. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia macrocentra
One of the most attractive of our SW natives, this from an intermediate population, having some
characteristics of O. purpurea. Mounding to 4' or more, the pads a pleasant light blue turning pink in bright
sun and in Winter, topped with dark spines. Well drained soil, bright sun, keep out of excessive winter wet,
excellent in container, USDA Zone 7.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia macrocentra 'Kunzleri'
long-spined purplish pricklypear
Named for New Mexico plantsman Horst Kunzler, this short, broad form of a most beautiful prickly pear has
bluish pads tinted pink in winter -- each pad at least 6" wide and topped with dark "eyelash" spines -- and
yellow, orange-centered flower in mid to late spring. Best with sun and a dryish root run. Frost hardy to -10F,
USDA zone 6. Fab container plant.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia microdasys - Monstrose form
bunny ears cactus
This form of the bunnie ears opuntia has been in cultivation for a long time but has never become common.
Looks like something from the Flintstones; each lumpy pad is covered with golden spots of tiny glochids, the
plant occasionally to about 18” and flowering in golden yellow. Best in well-drained soil where it is dryish
outside. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8. Otherwise an excellent container plant.
$15
Cactaceae
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Opuntia microdasys 'Albuquerque'
bunny ears cactus
Another of Sean’s favorite, early childhood succulents, one that still entrances him (until violently shaken)
and can only be described as “cute” -- the opuntia that is -- with nearly perfectly round pads dressed in tiny
clusters of pale glochids -- which, by the way, are not cute, as they get in ones clothing – and yellow flowers
in summer. Though most often grown as a container plant, the species is hardy outdoors in USDA zone 8 or
above. This came from a decidedly zone 7 place, an old garden in Albuquerque, NM. Full sun or brightest
windowsill for best appearance.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia phaeacantha - St. George, UT
$16

Tulip prickly pear
Cactaceae

Opuntia phaeacantha 'Little Millard'
A Cistus introduction. One of the best opuntias for fruit, shared with us by keen-eyed plantsman Tim Hanis.
This low grower, to only about 12-18" but spreading to 4-5' has bluish pads, rusty spines, yellow flowers with
a hint of orange, and abundant dark red fruit from mid-summer through autumn. Beautiful in the garden, even
if you don't make jelly. Full sun, reasonably well-drained soil, USDA zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia polyacantha 'Browse Pink'
Also from Tim Hanis, from the diverse prickly pear population near St. George, Utah, this vigorous plant
becomes a 2-3 ft clump fairly quickly, producing a pleasing, mid-pink flower amid the, indeed, red and white,
bi-colored spines -- a very nice effect, the plant standing out from quite a distance in Tim's garden. Needs
decently drained soil and full sun. USDA zone 4, if not colder.
$16
Cactaceae
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Opuntia polyacantha 'Imnaha Blue'
A Cistus introduction. A common native of western dry lands, this clone, from northeastern Oregon's Imnaha
Canyon, was found weeping several feet off a cliff of red ryolite, the nearly spineless, gray-blue pads
appearing almost as if hanging in chains. Assuming not everyone has a cliff, these will form spreading mats to
4-12" tall and up to several feet wide. Early summer flowers are a warm, soft yellow. Ordinary cactus
requirements -- sun, lean and well-drained soil, and little or no summer water. Undoubtedly frost hardy into
USDA zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia polyacantha 'Imnaha Sunset'
A Cistus introduction. A common native of western dry lands, these found in northeastern Oregon's Imnaha
Canyon. They have round to oval pads -- from 1-4" long with dense, orange spines (polycantha means "many
thorns) up to 2" long -- and form spreading mats to 4-12" tall and up to several feet wide. Early summer
flowers are, in this selection, yellow with orange stamens and particularly abundant. Frost hardy at least into
USDA zone 4.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia polyacantha 'Peter Pan'
hedgehog prickly pear
Collected by Kelly Grummons in Colorado's Pawnee National Grasslands, this stunning, perpetually juvenile,
non-flowering form has pads of 1-3" covered in bright, white spines. Forms a spiny, white carpet to only 3"
tall and spreading slowly to up to 2 ft wide. A good selection for rock gardens or troughs in sun and welldrained soil. Drought tolerant. Frost hardy to -40F, USDA zone 3.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia polyacantha 9982
$16
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Opuntia polyacantha SBH 7505b
A Cistus introduction and a vigorous plant, growing to 15-18" tall x about 3 ft wide, with shaggy white to
straw colored spines completely obscuring the pads. In mid to late spring saturated yellow flowers appear,
each aging tangerine in time, giving a bi-colored effect. Seems to flower best when allowed to grow as it
pleases, so be lenient. Needs full sun, good drainage. Good in rock gardens, troughs, or containers. Frost hardy
to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia polyacantha SBH 9988 - Small Spreading Pale Pink
$16

Plains prickly pear
Cactaceae

Opuntia polyacantha SBH 9991 - Large White Flowers
$16

Plains Prickly pear
Cactaceae

Opuntia polyacantha x erinacea var. columbiana SBH 7524
A Cistus introduction. Our selection/collection from NE Oregon's Imnaha Canyon growing to 18" in height
by 3' in width in a short amount of time, with gray green pads adorned with twisted gold and white spines
giving it an interestingly shaggy appearance. The semi double 3 to 4" flowers open a warm apricot to yellow,
fading on the 2nd day, and centered with bright red stamens. Give excellent drainage, bright light, in
container or in the ground, USDA Zone 4.
$17
Cactaceae
Opuntia polyacantha x fragilis 'Mr. Chunky' - Dechesne, CO
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia polycantha 'Browse Cherry'
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia polycantha 'Imnaha Gold'
$17

Cactaceae
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Opuntia potsii var. montana
A wonderful little cactus from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to only 4" tall x 30" wide, with green pads and very
short spines. Summer flowers are lemon yellow, single and simple. Best in lean soil, good drainage, and bright
light, though these are more shade tolerant than most opuntias. Needs little to no summer water. Frost hardy
to -30F, USDA Zone 4.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia spinosior - highest elevation form
cane cholla
Classic and most attractive cholla, from elevations over 8100 ft in southeastern Arizona's Pinaleño mountains,
with tightly held, silver-tinted-pink spines on rounded branches and cherry red flowers in late spring on
“shrubs” to about 4 ft -- the entire plant a luscious purple in the colder months of winter with the branchlets
handing downward. A beautiful contrast to the greeny yellow fruit. Full sun, good drainage, and, where dry,
occasional summer water to boost growth. Frost hardy to -20F, zone 5, possibly a bit lower.
$16
Cactaceae
Opuntia whiplei 'Silver Spine'
$16

Cactaceae

Opuntia whipplei 'Tiny Tim'
A Cistus introduction, but we must thank Tim Hanis for finding this northernmost Utah population of O.
whipplei and particularly for this striking clone. These spiny, miniature chollas, reaching only about 6-8" in
height but spreading to 6 ft or more, are variable in color with 1-2" long "pads" covered with golden spines.
Even these small plants manage to produce a number of yellow-green flowers each spring followed by yellow
fruit. A most attractive garden "shrub" or container specimen for sun and decently drained soil. Frost hardy to
-30F, USDA zone 4.
$18
Cactaceae
Opuntia whipplei 'Wah Wah'
$17

Cactaceae

Opuntia x 'Bugsy'
$17

Cactaceae
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Opuntia x 'Upright Oblong'
A Cistus introduction. This little gem, collected from a diverse area of Opuntia hybrids near Browse, Utah,
shown to us originally by plantsman Tim Hannis, appears to have O. basilaris var. aurea and O. polyacantha in
it's genes. A dense clump, to about 12" in height by about 18" wide, with dark green tinted red nearly
spineless pads that are shaped well, upright and oblong. Pleasing pink flowers in early to mid spring.
Tolerant of most prickly pear conditions if given sharp drainage, mineral soil, good light. USDA zone 5, if
not colder.
$16
Cactaceae
Oryzopsis hymenoides
$12

indian rice grass
Poaceae

Osmanthus fragrans var. aurantiacus - Nanjing selection
Sweet Olive
Imagine warm ripe apricots on a summer evening, the scent of this ancient and extremely popular, Chinese
selection. Evergreen shrub to 12 ft or so. Fall blooming with bright orange, highly scented flowers. Best in sun
with normal water, though can tolerate quite a bit of shade. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$16
Oleaceae
Osmanthus heterophyllus 'Rotundifolius'
Slow growing and quite showy evergreen shrub with rounded, shiny, dark green foliage -- a very unlikely
sweet olive. White flowers in winter, small but intensely fragrant. Reaches 5 x 5 ft or so at maturity in sun to
part shade where the soil is rich and receives regular summer water. Can be used for a low hedge. Frost hardy
in USDA zone 7.
$16
Oleaceae
Osmanthus x fortunei 'Ninth & Polk'
fortune's osmanthus
Possibly a very mature Osmanthus x ‘San Jose’ but appears to have a more rounded form and much wider
leaves,scalloped and gently toothed. Ours are from a plant appearing to be at least 100 years old in Corvallis,
Oregon. The lovely form and quite abundant flowers in late October led us to ask permission (yes, really!) for
cuttings several years ago. A wonderful creature for small specimen tree to 12-15 ft eventually, or hedging or
screen. Drought tolerant once established. Frost hardy in upper zone 7 in bright light to dappled shade.
$16
Oleaceae
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Oxalis 'Plum Crazy'
Wow. Spectacular heat-loving wood sorrel with a splash of purple and green leaves and petite yellow flowers.
Mounded habit is perfect for the woodland garden or as a filler in mixed containers. Full sun to partial shade.
Height 6". USDA zone 8.
$7
Oxalidaceae
Oxalis articulata f. crassipes 'Alba'
$12

Oxalidaceae

Oxalis crassipes 'White Pearl'
$9

Oxalidaceae

Oxalis hirta
tropical woodsorrel
Sweet and well-behaved woodsorrel from South Africa, making low mats of bluish green leaves on 5” stems
topped, in late fall to early winter, with yellow-centered, rose-pink star flowers, a cheerful addition to a winter
day. Easily enjoying a Mediterranean climate, these are drought tolerant, dormant in summer and returning
with fall rains. For sun to part shade. Frost hardy in the upper teens F, USDA zone 8b; lower in a protected
garden spot. Can also be grown indoors in bright light where they are more floriferous if pot bound.
$11
Oxalidaceae
Oxalis oregana
$11

Oxalidaceae

Oxalis oregana - Rowdy Creek
redwood sorrel
A Cistus introduction, collected near Rowdy Creek on the Smith River almost directly on the
California/Oregon border. This form of the native redwood sorrel grows to 6-8" in height, the leaves spring,
almost lime green, and the flowers, smallish and pale pink in spring and summer. Works well in the deepest
dark, dry shade, or in dappled sun. Happy to go dormant in the summer but remains evergreen with some
water. Grows vigorously in winter. Cold hardy in USDA zone 7. An excellent small-scale groundcover.
$11
Oxalidaceae
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Pachyphytum hookeri
An adorable, tight-growing succulent, similar to echeveria, that forms a small 4-6" rosette with fat, cylindrical
leaves. Leaf color is the lightest blue-green that often appear as if dusted lightly with flour. Excellent in
containers where they can be brought inside during the winter months. Full sun is okay, but part is probably
sufficient. Slow to offset. USDA zone 9b.
$12
Crassulaceae
Paris polyphylla - Heronswood form
multi-leaf paris
A fabulous plant for the shade garden, a Nepalese trillium relation collected by intrepid plantsman, Dan
Hinkley. These have surprising flowers, green sepals in a star shape and thready golden petals, followed by
late summer fruit in shades of red-orange. The whorled leaves are handsome and provide a nice statement. To
see it is to covet it. For shade and rich soil with summer moisture. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$22
Melanthiaceae
Passiflora 'Susan Brigham'
Fast-growing passion flower with large deep pink flowers. Plant in full sun to part shade and provide summer
water for passionate entertainment. Best to overwinter a cutting or two just in case. Created by Patrick
Worley and very similar to 'Donna Brigham.'
$14
Passifloraceae
Passiflora manicata - Venezuela
Red passion flower
Vigorous perennial vine from Venezuela. While some P. manicata specimens are native to the cooler cloud
forests of South America, this selection can tolerate up to 104F as long as night temps drop 10-20F. Selected
by horticulturist Rick McCain from seeds collected by Passiflora botanist Linda Escobar in the 1970s. Have a
fence? We've got you covered... er... this guy does. This red and blue Passiflora will consume everything...
including your dog, growing 25ft or more every season. Prune in spring as the vine begins to leaf out. Make
sure soil is well-draining or somewhat protected. Lots o' sun, lots o' food, lots o' water. Self-fruitful but tastes
like corn... and not in a good way. USDA Zone 8b/9a.
$10
Passifloraceae
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Pelargonium 'Bird Dancer'
A fetching Stellar geranium, the foliage shaped like a ruffled maple leaf has bands of dark maroon color,
providing the perfect background for the pale pink "bird's foot" flowers held in dense, frilly clusters above the
dark leaves from spring to early autumn. This is a dwarf form remaining under a foot tall and wide in full sun
to part shade with summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 10 and a perfect container plant where
temperatures drop below freezing.
$14
Geraniaceae
Pelargonium sidoides
We wouldn’t care if this small evergreen pelargonium never bloomed, but gosh darn it, its dark maroon/black
flowers are fabulous. Silver, velvety foliage is scented to touch. Compact, to about 1' tall and wide. Sun or
shade. Occasional summer water. Excellent in pots. Frost hardy to USDA zone 8.
$14
Geraniaceae
Penstemon 'Riding HoodTM Red' 18950
Eye-catching beardtongue, a selection of the native Western species, with neon-red blooms atop long, slender
stems that, you guessed it, sway delicately in the summer breeze. To 24" tall and 18" wide. Plant in the
perennial border and watch them like a good movie. One of the longest blooming Penstemons around, too,
from late spring to early fall. Full sun. Well-drained soil. Extremely drought tolerant. Frost hardy to USDA
zone 5.
$12
Plantaginaceae
Penstemon azureus [6800' Placer Co. CA 2018]
$12

Plantaginaceae

Penstemon barrettiae 'Klickitat'
$14

Plantaginaceae

Penstemon fruticosus
Shrubby, evergreen native, found on slopes in the northwestern states and into western Canada. To 18'' or so
tall, a little wider with long narrow leaves and lavender to purple tubular flowers in late spring to summer.
Loves good, very good, drainage, as its natural home implies. Full sun, lean soil, and low water. Perfect in
the dry rock garden. USDA zone 6.
$13
Plantaginaceae
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red dragon fleece flower
Persicaria microcephala 'Red Dragon' PP 12062
Colorful perennial with burgundy stems adorned with purple leaves marked with darker chevrons. To 3-4 ft
tall x 4-5 ft wide, these are great fillers in the garden or in containers especially in late summer into fall when
tiny white flowers dress the stem tips. Well-behaved, these don't spread by runners but may root at tips that
touch the ground. Otherwise, rich soil and regular summer water. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5.
$14
Polygonaceae
Philodendron 'Xanandu'
Luxuriant glossy green foliage is the hallmark of this beauty. Large (12x8 inch) deeply incised leaves with a
sturdy midrib give a tropical feel to anywhere they are growing. Fast growing to about 2ft tall spreading up to
4ft. Excellent house plant or summer container plant outdoors. Regular water and rich well drained soil. Full
sun to bright indirect light and good drainage. Be sure to transition indoor plants if moving outdoors during
summer with shade to begin with. USDA zone 9b.
$18
Arecaceae
Phlomis 'Sunningdale Gold'
jerusalem sage
Always interested in fuzzy plants, we are captivated by the warm, golden indumentum that covers leaf and
stem of this evergreen shrublet. Shared with us by British plantsman John Grimshaw, it is our new favorite
phlomis. Early summer brings cheerful yellow and fuzzy flowers that lead to fuzzy seed capsules in summer
and autumn. To about 3 ft tall with a broad pyramidal growth habit. Perfect for the Mediterranean border in
any spot with sun, well-drained soil and limited summer water. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$14
Lamiaceae
Phlomis angustiflolia 'Toob'
big leaf Jerusalem sage
Shared with us by UK plantsman Nick Macer, this one of his wild collections, forms a roughly 24'-30"
rounded evergreen shrub, with silvery green leaves, folded especially with drought into an almost tube-like
structure. The lemon yellow spring flowers complement the foliage beautifully. As with other Mediterranean
plants, its best with lean soil, summer drought, bright light. USDA zone 7b.
$14
Lamiaceae
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Phlomis aurea
sinai jerusalem sage
Of the entire genus of mostly wooly-leaved, mint family perennials, this is among the finest. Native to the dry
Mediterranean, this 4 ft pyramidal, evergreen shrub holds its furry, golden leaves upright, making a
particularly lovely texture among lavenders and olives in our dry garden. Creamy yellow flowers on rounded
florets, set one over the other, add interest in spring and summer. A plant for bright light and lean soil. Loves a
bit of summer drought and temperatures that do not fall below the realm of 10F, lower USDA zone 8, though
some have been successful in zone 7. Great container plant. Makes you look younger, too.
$14
Lamiaceae
Phlomis fruticosa - compact form
Drought tolerant shrub, with furry, wooly leaves gray-blue on top and lighter and brighter beneath. This form
smaller and more compact, to only 2-3 ft tall and wide, but with the same cheerful flowers, whorls of yellow,
drapey, slightly fuzzy blossoms, on upright stems from spring through summer. Full sun to light shade with
little summer water for these natives of Mediterranean Europe. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$12
Lamiaceae
Phlomis grandiflora - NWRES Garden
$12

Jerusalem Sage
Lamiaceae

Phlomis italica
One of our favorites, mostly because we get to use one of those cool words–flocccose–to describe the yellow
thick hairy leaves. 2 foot tall by 4 ft wide or so with woolly lavender pink flowers. From the Balearic Islands.
Full sun, not much summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$14
Lamiaceae
Phlomis monocephala
jerusalem sage
Wooly leaved shrub, from Turkey and very much like its close relative P. fruticosa. To 4 ft tall and wide with
pale, blue-green, slight fuzzy leaves that take on a coppery fuzz over time and, in spring to early summer, twolipped, yellow flowers appear on upright stems. Full sun to light shade and well-drained soil with little
summer water for these natives of Mediterranean Europe. Evergreen and frost hardy to 15F, mid USDA zone
8.
$14
Lamiaceae
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Phlomis viscosa
jerusalem sage
3” clusters of yellow flowers form fuzzy spheres along branch tips late spring into summer. This hardy
evergreen native to Syria has heart-shaped leaves covered in a velvety fuzz that slowly spread to 3.5’ tall and
4-5’ wide. Spent seed heads remain attractive with a geometric vibe and provide winter interest. Deer and
drought resistant for full sun for light shade, lean well drained soil and not much summer water once
established. USDA zone 4
$14
lamiaceae
Phlomis x margaritae
Jerusalem sage
A most pleasing evergreen shrub in the Cistus Nursery garden with rounded silver/white leaves to about 3
inches on plants usually about 4 by 4ft. In spring and occasionally throughout the year, small towers of buttery
yellow flowers float like pom poms on upright stalks. Particularly attractive given little summer water full sun
and sharp drainage. We prune old seed heads once a year to tidy. This clone from French plantsman Olivier
Filippi USDA zone 8a.
$12
Lamiaceae
Phormium 'Yellow Wave'
New zealand flax
The broad, arching leaves of this classic New Zealand selection emerge with a wide, creamy yellow central
band darkening to a warm gold over the summer. To 3-4 ft tall and wide in full to half sun with regular
summer water. Great for a tropical vibe to the garden or large containers. Frost hardy into the upper teens F,
upper USDA zone 8, but should be wrapped or lifted when temperatures dip below 18F. Occasional leaves
that emerge green should be trimmed away to maintain color.
$16
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Phormium cookianum
mountain flax
Green phormium, lushly green with no stripes or color interruptions on the gracefully arching leaves, to 2.5"
wide in clumps to 4-5 ft tall. Stalks of yellow-orange flowers stand above the foliage in late spring/ early
summer, followed by fruit in the form of attractive, long, black pods. Good in sun or shade -- in sun with
regularly summer water in the inland garden, or shade with lower water requirements as in coastal sun. Not
often offered, the are lovely and gracious plants. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8 with mulch for protection
against freezing.
$15
Xanthorrhoeaceae
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Phormium cookianum 'Blondie'
New Zealand Flax
A short-growing, weeping New Zealand Flax with green margins and cream-yellow stripes. Height to 2' and
width slightly more. Due to its long slender leaves, this cultivar will often swallow its container by reaching
way past the soil level. It's a bit like Rod Stewart's hair. Plant in part to full sun; in hot areas, it may appreciate
a location in afternoon shade to avoid leaf burn. Regular summer watering. Protect from hard frost, USDA
zone 8b.
$18
Xanthorrhoeaceae
Pitcairnia ringens
$18

Bromeliaceae

Pittosporum divaricatum
This plant, on our lust list for years, is in many ways a typical New Zealand citizen, with tiny, 1/4 inch,
narrow, toothed leaves of nearly jet black, providing difficult grazing for beaky animals….all this on a densely
upright, divaricating shrub. Eventually to 8 ft or more, but easily kept at 3-4 ft, producing small, dark red
flowers and, with age, larger leaves. Striking pot or garden specimen. We suggest planting with silver foliage
plants so youngsters don’t get lost or stepped on. Prefers some summer water. Has proven hardy to 10F,
USDA zone 8.
$16
Pittosporaceae
Pittosporum sahnianum (illicoides)
A hardy pittosporum, the hardiest we know, having withstood winter rigors of -8F, lower USDA zone 6, in
North Carolina. And it's handsome, too, an evergreen shrub, to 6-8 ft tall x 4-6 ft wide, with fragrant, pale
yellow flowers in spring. Although now placed by some within P. illicioides, we know that our plant, from the
JC Raulston Arboretum, is smaller with wider leaves. Summer water in full sun to medium dappled shade and
well-drained soil. A pittosporum to enjoy with no worries about weather.
$16
Pittosporaceae
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Pittosporum tobira 'Tall n Tough'
mock orange
The hardiest of P. tobira clones, this selection is from JC Raulston Arboretum has survived temperatures to 0F
without blinking. Large, evergreen shrub to small tree, to 8 ft tall x 6 ft wide, has shiny, dark green, rounded
leaves and, in early summer, intensely fragrant, citrus-like, white flowers. Appreciates full sun to part shade,
with regular summer water until established. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$16
Pittosporaceae
Plectranthus sp. 'Variegatus'
Sometimes called Cuban oregano, this temperennial is sheer decoration in the container garden or the border.
Not in the least hardy, but a simple cutting stuck in the window over winter will save the plant for you. Easy.
Sun or shade.
$12
Lamiaceae
Poa astonii
$12

Poaceae

Poa cita
Silver tussock
!!Pobrecita!! If we had only had this in our garden before. This wonderful small grass from the tussock
grasslands of New Zealand makes fine textures with silvery blue clumps adorned with thin, golden, flowering
stalks. Easy doer in the garden if provided bright light and lean soil with decent summer water in dry places.
Ours, selected from seed, has the most richly colored forms. We divide ours in the garden every 2 to 3 years
to maintain the tightness of the clumps and, of course, to make more to share. Can be "renovated" each early
spring with a hard steel rake. Though nicely evergreen, thatch does build up and they need a good scrubbing.
USDA zone 7.
$12
Poaceae
Podocarpus alpinus 'Chocolate Box'
Oooh Podocarps! Jewel-like conifer, 3 ft of densely held, shiny, abreviated needles, glossy green in summer,
deepening to dark mahogony in winter, and in new growth. Fabulous in container or garden. Average soil
conditions; bright light best; avoid prolonged drought. Stunning with other "rusty" party-goers. Frost hardy to
0F, USDA zone 7.
$16
podocarpaceae
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Podocarpus chingianus UCSC 95-97
Related to P. chinensis, these rare podocarps grow to an eventual 20 ft tall x 6-8 ft wide. A striking
architectural feature for the garden, with "needles" of 1/2" held against the stem giving an almost tufted
appearance. Best in full sun or the light understory. Though drought tolerant, growth can be boosted by light
summer watering. Frost hardy to 10F or so, USDA zone 8, and possibly lower.
$15
Podocarpaceae
Podocarpus lawrencei 'Purple King'
Spreading shrub to small tree from New Zealand with foliage that turns a very dark purple in winter,
lightening a bit in summer. Has very nice red berries. Can be easily hedged, making it a nice alternative to
yew or other more commonly used conifers. Frost hardy in upper USDA zone 7.
$14
Podocarpaceae
Podocarpus macrophyllus 'Golden Crown'
All the virtues of this long used NW classic from Japan, to 15' or more, with generous 4" needles, these in this
case, holding forth with a burst of bright creamy almost white with each growth cycle. We have found it to be
slightly more upright growing than others, very good lighting for a darker corner of the garden. Summer
water, at least on occasion, dappled shade for best effect. USDA zone 8a.
$16
Podocarpaceae
Podocarpus nivalis x totara UCSC 90.569
The hardiest of the podocarps, this alpine totara, a Univeristy of California at Santa Cruz collection from Mt.
Ruapehu on New Zealand's North Island, is a small, bushy shrub, slow-growing to 3 ft tall and up to 6 ft wide,
with dense, needle-like, green foliage that turns an exquisite bronze in winter. Happy growing over walls or
banks -- even in containers, in sun to shade where soil is well-drained. Summer drought tolerant once
established. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$16
Podocarpaceae
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Podocarpus parlatorei - cl 1 [Cistus plant]
pine of the mountains
A beautiful and surprisingly hardy Andean podocarp shared with us by Woodlanders Nursery, reaching 15-20'
in a reasonable time with a fine scaled, somewhat weeping habit in our garden, the foliage a cheerful green
against silvery bark. Evergreen and happy in dappled shade to full sun and fairly well-drained soil with
summer water in dry climates. Seems fine as low as USDA zone 8.
$18
Podocarpaceae
Podocarpus salignus
willowleaf podocarp
One of a number of exquisite and rare conifers from southern Chile, this upright, forest dweller with weeping
branches and gracefully hanging foliage looks for all the world like the bamboo you always wanted.
Particularly beguiling as it grows in several places with the Chilean native Chusquea culeou, a combination
we observed during our first collections in Chile some years ago. Nothofagus and luma are other associates in
this moist cool maritime environment. Unlike some other rarities, it has become quite at home in cultivation,
adding a graceful subtropical effect in our courtyard and having remained undamaged in temperatures in the
low teens F in several gardens. A plant for reasonably moist soil and average fertility, bright light to dappled
shade (weeps a bit more in dappled shade). Eventually to 25-30 ft, more reasonably to 15 ft in the garden.
Frost hardy in USDA zone 8.
$16
Podocarpaceae
Polygonatum biflorum
Soloman's seal
A wonderful wildflower, native to the eastern US, with unbranched, upright stems, handsome leaves, and in
spring, the great treat -- white flowers dangling down from the arching stems. Spreads by rhizomes to form
clusters. To 1-3 ft tall in clumps to 3 ft wide in part shade to full shade with summer water for best
appearance. Dies back in winter and returns in all its glory with spring temperatures. Frost hardy in USDA
zone 8.
$14
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Polygonatum kingianum [red flowered form]
Exquisite, upright or clamoring perennial with narrow leaves and red-tinted flowers to 3' or more, spreading to
form small colonies. Flowering throughout late spring and summer. Winter deciduous. Dappled shade to full
sun in coastal climates. Rich soil with summer moist conditions, hearkening to its Asian origins. Zone 6.
$16
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Polygonatum odoratum var. pluriflorum 'Jinguji Form'
red stem solomon's seal
Upright perennial, a Japanese form of the traditional Solomon's seal, this with red stems that create a sharp
contrast with the green leaves and white spring flowers that dangle from the stem followed by black berry-like
fruit. Best in dappled to full shade, reaching 20-24" tall in clumps to 2-3 ft wide. Moist, fertile soil is best for
beautiful plants standing over a long period. Frost hardy to -30F, at least, USDA zone 4.
$15
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Polygonatum odoratum var. pluriflorum 'Jinguji'
Upright perennial, a Japanese form of the traditional Solomon's seal, this with red stems that create a sharp
contrast with the green leaves and white spring flowers that dangle from the stem followed by black berry-like
fruit. Best in dappled to full shade, reaching 20-24" tall in clumps to 2-3 ft wide. Moist, fertile soil is best for
beautiful plants standing over a long period. Frost hardy to -30F, at least, USDA zone 4.
$15
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Polylepis australis
tabaquillo
Our collection of this unusual member of the rose family, the genus making the highest woodland area in the
world. Our collection from about 12000' in Northern Argentina, to about 15' in height, evergreen with small
white flowers. The most charming feature to us humanoids is the beautiful peeling bark, setting it aglow when
backlit. Otherwise easy in cultivation given consistent moisture. Dappled shade to full sun, USDA Zone 7.
$18
Rosaceae
Polypodium sp. - narrow pinnae
A Cistus find, growing on a stony cliff in the Redwood Belt right on the Curry County/Del Norte County line
of Oregon/California. This forms a sheet with particularly long, narrow fronds, some 3" x 10" or more, and
unlike many polypodes, will stay summer green if watered and not exposed to excessive heat. Great for shady
patch in the garden or your next green wall project. Frost hardy to USDA zone 7, Shade to part sun.
$12
Polypodiaceae
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Prunus ilicifolia [Klamath]
holly leaf cherry
A cherry for the dry garden with dark-green, holly like leaves and attractive, white flowers in July followed by
late autumn fruit (more pit than cherry). A chaparral plant from Oregon's Siskiyou Mountains and southward,
this dense, evergreen shrub or small tree, to 5-10 ft, is an important wildlife habitat and food source. Best in
full sun with little summer water. Undamaged into the mid teens F, mid USDA zone 8.
$16
Rosaceae
Prunus lusitanica 'Variegata'
Variegated portuguese laurel
A very useful garden accent and an enduring evergreen in a variegated form, the shiny green foliage splashed
cream with pink winter highlights. Reddish purple new shoots add to the excitement. Early summer flowers
are white and fragrant, producing red fruit that ripens to black. Slow growing, eventually reaching 12 ft or so,
this large shrub can easily be pruned to tree form or used as a hedge. Does well in sun to part shade and
prefers regular summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$14
Rosaceae
Punica granatum 'Nana Plena'
dwarf pomegranate
Dwarf, double-flowered pomegranate, to only 3 ft tall or so, with leaves smaller than the species and small,
but spectacular, double flowers. USDA Zone 8a.
$15
Lythraceae
Pyrrosia hastata
felt fern
An evergreen fern, quite rare in cultivation as it spreads very slowly, but attractive with thick, three lobed
leaves, up to 16" long x 6-8" wide, green above and stippled with coppery felt below, on black stems to 6-12”
tall and slowly expanding into larger clumps. Found clinging to rocks and tree trunks in China, Japan, and
Korea, these are best in part shade to shade in well-drained, even rocky soil with summer water. Frost hardy to
10F, USDA zone 8, and into zone 7 with winter protection. Also does well in pots and as an indoor plant.
$18
Polypodiaceae
Pyrrosia lingua 'Eboshi' [Contorta]
contorted tongue fern
Intriguing, sloooooow-growing, tongue fern from Japan with evergreen, contorted, (possibly convulsing)
fronds, glossy above, pale brown and furry beneath. A plant for a shade rockery or special container. Keep
damp. Root hardy in upper USDA zone 7.
$16
Polypodiaceae
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Pyrrossia lingua 'Nokogiri-ba'
Tongue Fern
This slow growing, undemanding fern has crinkled, leathery fronds presented on slender, darkly colored
stalks. Fronds are covered with tan-to rust-colored felt on the undersides. Sun or part shade near the coast, part
shade inland, reasonably well drained soil, moderate watering. Useful for containers and shady spots in the
open garden. USDA Zone 8.
$18
Polypodiaceae
Quercus chrysolepis SBH 20.0100 [N Fork]
canyon live oak
An extremely handsome, evergreen native oak found in western dry country and able to withstand great
drought, these particularly vigorous with large leaves smitten with gold indumentum. Wonderfully adapted to
dry summer climates and very successful as a street tree. Fast growing when young and slowing in maturity,
these can reach 20-30 ft in your liftetime in deep soil with bright sun to part shade. Frost hardy into at least the
single digits, F., low USDA zone 7.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus chrysolepsis 20.0098 [Bowman]
An extremely handsome, evergreen native oak found in western dry country and able to withstand great
drought, these from acorns collected in the wild near lake Bowman, Oregon. Wonderfully adapted to dry
summer climates and very successful as a street tree. Fast growing when young and slowing in maturity, these
can reach 20-30 ft in your lifteime in deep soil with bright sun to part shade. Frost hardy into at least the single
digits, F, low USDA zone 7. Can be shrubby when young so encourage a strong leader.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus dumosa
California scrub oak
Shrub oak, native to California, reaching from 5-6 ft tall and as wide with evergreen, spiny leaves. They grow
much as manzanitas, in full sun and well-drained soil with little summer water once established. Frost hardy in
USDA zone 8.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus gravesii
$18

Fagaceae
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Quercus greggii - La Siberica strain
La Siberica Mexican oak
This is from our 1991 collection from high valley in Mexico's Nuevo Leon state and named for the town and
the cold climate from which it comes. In habitat these form dense 6-8 ft shrubs with undulate and glossy
fiddle-shaped leaves, deep green and ever so lightly furry above with a thick woolly coating of cream to light
orange fur beneath. OoooH! Our original seed collections have grown in our somewhat more lavish conditions
to 15 ft small trees just large enough to show off the reflective undersides of the leaves. OoooH! OooH! From
its habitat we suggest this might well be frost hardy into USDA zone 6 but we know zone 7 is a no-brainer.
Ohhhhh, ohhh, ohhh!
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus ithaburensis
$18

Fagaceae

Quercus lobata
valley oak
Probably the largest of the oaks, this California native performs outstandingly in the Pacific Northwest. Quick
growth upright but as it ages, the branch tips droop ground ward. For the huge garden or open space. Excellent
deep rooted street tree, able to withstand temporary inundation. It's spreading weeping habit a gift to future
generations. USDA zone 6, if not lower.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus mexicana
mexican live oak
One of our most coveted, evergreen garden trees. To 30 ft tall or more with a pattern of horizontal branches
adorned with 2", compact, oval leaves of leathery green all along the silvery bark. Destined to become an
important street or garden tree in western Oregon and elsewhere. Tolerant of a wide range of conditions
except for sitting in water. Frost hardy to mid to low USDA zone 7. Though evergreen, drops a portion of its
leaves in early spring so don't panic.
$18
Fagaceae
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Quercus myrsinifolia
chinese evergreen oak
One of the more handsome of the evergreen oaks, this one native to Japan and Asia, with bronze new growth
maturing to glossy green leaves that end in a curious drip tip. Grows at a medium rate to 30 ft tall as an
upright and spreading specimen. Best full to part sun with regular summer water but tolerates summer drought
once established. Makes an excellent street tree or container plant. Cold hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus phillyreoides
$18

Fagaceae

Quercus rotundifolia
From the Extremadura of Southwestern Europe, this a favorite sweet acorn loved by the local iberico pigs, but
possibly more important for us, a stunning small tree to about 25', greater in time. With rounded crown, small
evergreen very pale beneath blue tinted leaves and silvery bark. Loves summer drought, excellent street or
dryland garden tree. Bright light, well drained. USDA Zone 7.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus sadleriana - Bear Camp Summit
sadler oak
One of the handsomest of the western, evergreen oaks, this native of southwest Oregon to northern California
is a shrubby grower, to only 6-10 ft tall x 6 ft wide, with broad, shining leaves, oblong and serrated, dark
green above and paler beneath. Best in well-drained soil in understory conditions in light shade or at least
afternoon shade at lower elevations. Tolerant of summer drought as well as heavy winter rains. Frost hardy in
USDA zone 5.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus sadleriana [Kalmiopsis]
deer oak
One of the handsomest of the western, evergreen oaks, this native of southwest Oregon to northern California
is a shrubby grower, to only 6-10 ft tall x 6 ft wide, with broad, shining leaves, oblong and serrated, dark
green above and paler beneath. Best in well-drained soil in understory conditions in light shade or at least
afternoon shade at lower elevations. Tolerant of summer drought as well as heavy winter rains. Frost hardy in
USDA zone 5.
$18
Fagaceae
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Quercus sp. [Lost oak of the Pecos]
First shown the plant about about 30 years ago at the confluence of the Pecos and the Rio Grande rivers. This
tree along with Pistacia texana were most exciting to see. Native to only a couple spots in Texas and adjacent
Cohuila and clearly allied with Q. canbyi. A most attractive smaller oak to an eventual 30ft. or more with
rather glossy, shallowly-lobed leaves about 3" by 1" wide and silvery bark. The trees in our garden planted in
04' are now approaching 30 ft. While evergreen, leaves can turn bronzy or red in winter. Tough, droughthardy though prefers some summer water when none naturally occurs. Has proven cold hardy to the bottom of
USDA zone 7.
$18

Fagaceae

Quercus suber
Cork oak
The famed cork oak from the savannas of southwestern Europe, indeed used for repeated harvest of the real
thing! Coming from our mirror climate, this makes a most beautiful and useful street or garden tree, reaching
an eventual 50 ft, with thickened, orangey bark and rounded, evergreen leaves, somewhat shedding briefly in
early spring as the new leaves emerge. (By the way, pigs love the acorns...just saying.) Accepts a fair amount
of garden water but most at home with long summer drought. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus tomentella [Arroyo Grande]
Quite rare in commerce, this striking tree, to 30 ft tall or so and endemic to the islands just off the coast of
southern California, has 4" adult leaves that look very much like Lithocarpus densiflorus -- rather glossy
green, rounded ovals with most attractive pleats particularly visible on the silvery undersides. Prefers sun and
dry summers but tolerates average garden conditions as long as the drainage is good. These make good street
trees or specimens for the mid-sized garden. Frost hardy to the upper end of USDA zone 7.
$18
Fagaceae
Quercus vaccinioides 20.068 [Fiddler Peak]
$18
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Quercus wislizeni 20.0099 [N Fork]
interior live oak
Evergreen tree producing crinkled, somewhat spiny, deep green leaves, silvery bark, and attractive missileshaped acorns in late summer. To about 25 ft tall with a rounded shape, a tough species for the droughty west.
Makes a nice contrast with an olive tree of similar size. Best in full sun in very well-drained soil with only
occasional water until established. Frost hardy to 0F,USDA zone 7 and possibly lower.
$18
Fagaceae
Rhodohypoxis baurii 'Pintado'
rosy posy
Small plant, to only 5" tall, the grass-like leaves forming small clumps topped in late spring / early summer
with the palest pink flowers tipped and centered in red. Said to be the most fragrant of the species. Best
grown in full sun with summer moisture and soil that drains very well. These are winter deciduous and
happiest if entirely protected from winter rains through movable pots or troughs. Late to emerge in spring,
their spot should be well marked for safety. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$12
Hypoxidaceae
Rhodophiala bifida
oxblood lily
Lovely South American equivalent of the South African amaryllis. Flowers in late summer with deep duskyred, lily-like blooms on 1 ft stems. Grass-like, strappy leaves follow the flowers. Easy in the garden, in welldrained soil with protection from the very hottest sun. Water in their growing season. Easily grown as a
houseplant and encouraged into bloom for the holiday season. Frost hardy with mulch in upper USDA zone 6.
$12
Amaryllidaceae
Rhodophiala bifida - carmine pink
$12

oxblood lily
Amaryllidaceae

Rohdea japonica - crested
An old cultivar from Asia that we found in the San Francisco area. Slow growing for full shade outdoors or
bright indirect light indoors. Greenish cream flowers followed by long lasting bright red berries in summer.
Extremely collectable and often used in traditional pot culture in Japan. Evergreen arching leaves crested with
a folded ridge down the center, forming clumps, eventually to 12” tall. Appreciates good drainage and
occasional summer water. Cold hardy to USDA zone 7 into 6 in protected areas.
$18
Liliaceae
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Rohdea japonica - narrow leaved form
Sacred Lily
Slow growing evergreen perennial for full shade. Greenish cream flowers followed by bright red berries in
summer. Extremely collectable. Hardy outdoors.
$18
Liliaceae
Rohdea japonica 'Mini'
Indeed, a very small form, from Japan, of this most useful evergreen perennial. To about 6", producing tufts of
dark green leaves, edged and sometimes streaked white, with spring flowers, nondescript, unless you are
another rohdea, but followed by most attractive bright orange fruit from late summer into winter. Evergreen.
For deep shade. Excellent for container culture. Control for root weevils. USDA zone 7, if not 6.
$16
Rohdea japonica 'Mure-suzume'
Another lovely and variegated, miniature Rohdea with 8-12'' rosettes and diminutive deep green leaves
streaked and margined cream and white. Very slow growing. Excellent as a pot specimen or in a small space
in the woodland garden. Lovers of deep shade and even moisture for best growth. Frost hardy to USDA zone
6.
$21
Liliaceae
Rohdea japonica 'Striata' [ex. ‘Striata’]
Sacred Lily
These seedlings -- true to type from an 18”, evergreen perennial, the narrow leaves streaked with light cream
ridges -- behave much like other members of the species, providing interest in the deepest darkest corners of
the garden where nothing but Aucuba might survive. Small clusters of pale lavender to white flowers give way
to impressive clusters of orange-red berries in autumn. Summer moisture speeds growth. Frost hardy in
USDA zone 6.
$18
Liliaceae
Rosa lucieae [wichuraiana]
A curious ground hugging rose species with dark shiny foliage and fragrant white flowers with yellow centers.
Easy and carefree in the sunny border or as a ground cover. Excellent growing over a low wall or off the edge
of a large container. Sun to part shade with regular summer water where dry. USDA zone 5
$14
Rosaceae
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Rosmarinus officinalis 'Mrs. Reeds Dark Blue'
mrs reeds dark blue rosemary
A mid-sized (2-3') selection made for its dark dark blue flowers in winter. Our guess is that Mrs. Reed made a
exquisite lamb with rosemary cream sauce. Just a guess. Martha: eat your heart out... One of the hardiest of
the dark blues, having sailed through USDA zone 7 winters, indeed even zone 6.
$10
Lamiaceae
Ruschia indurata
hard ruschia
A South African succulent that is surprising cold hardy. To only 6" tall with fleshy stems and tiny gray-blue
leaves forming a prostrate mat to 2 ft wide. Lavender-purple, daisy-like flowers stand out in spring and
belong. These need excellent drainage in sun with some summer water. A wonderful bright spot in rock
gardens or over walls. Frost hardy to -10F, USDA zone 6.
$11
Aizoaceae
Ruscus aculeatus 'Wheelers Variety'
butcher's broom
A self fertile clone of butcher’s broom with stiff, upright stems and insignificant green flowers in late winter
to early spring followed by bright red berries alone or in a crowd along the branches. From the Mediterranean,
this is an extremely drought tolerant, evergreen shrub, to approximately 3 ft tall and wide. We've seen it used
in place of boxwood very effectively. Fine in sun to part shade with little summer water needed once
established. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$15
Liliaceae / Asparagaceae
Ruscus hypophyllum - cl. 1
This form from Greece, with handsome rounded leaves, a small evergreen shrub, to 2 ft, is nothing but stems,
but seems to survive quite nicely, thank you. Native from Italy to the Czech Republic, it’s often used to do
rough cleaning (beating rugs, cleaning butchering blocks, etc.). An indestructible border plant; better in the
winter when it sets berries. Best in part to full shade in rich, well-drained soil. Though drought tolerant,
growth is better with summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$15
Asparagaceae
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Ruscus hypophyllum - cl. 3
This form from Greece, with handsome rounded leaves, a small evergreen shrub, to 2 ft, is nothing but stems,
but seems to survive quite nicely, thank you. Native from Italy to the Czech Republic, it’s often used to do
rough cleaning (beating rugs, cleaning butchering blocks, etc.). An indestructible border plant; better in the
winter when it sets berries. Best in part to full shade in rich, well-drained soil. Though drought tolerant,
growth is better with summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$15
Asparagaceae
Ruta graveolens 'Variegata'
variegated rue
Already a favorite cooking herb and medicinal plant, this variegated form has handsome splashes of yellow
variegation on the bluish foliage that cools the garden. An evergreen shrub to 2 ft tall, excellent shrub for the
hot, dry Mediterranean garden in full sun with little summer water once established. Frost hardy in USDA
zone 4.
$12
Rutaceae
Sabal sp. tamaulipas
$18

Mexican scrub palm

Salvia greggii 'Playa Rosa'
Another beautiful S. greggii cultivar, this selected by Xera Plants in Portland. Lovely, light rose colored
flowers on a dense plant to 2ft x 2ft. Attracts butterflies and hummingbirds. Full sun. Provide some summer
water where dry. USDA zone 8.
$14
Lamiaceae
Salvia sonomensis 'Blue Canyon'
A Cistus introduction, this lovely western native from the selection-rich American River canyon in
California's Sierra Nevada is a particularly high elevation collection from 4100'. Spruce blue leaves smelling
about as sage-y as possible. Perfect small scale ground cover for under your favorite Manzanita or Ceanothus
and only about 5 inches tall by about 4 feet in a few years. Lean soil, sharp drainage, summer dry. USDA zone
7.
$14
Salvia sp. - nice red flower
$14

Lamiaceae
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Santolina majorica
Lovely compact evergreen shrublet from our friend Olivier Phillipi, this to only 12-18" hight and wide with
dense silver foliage and yellow flowers in spring. Great for the dry garden with mineral soil and full sun or in
container the lower the nutrients the better. We shear every other year or so to maintain form. USDA zone 7b
$11
Asteraceae
Sarcococca hookeriana var. digyna 'Purple Stem'
$15

Buxaceae

Sarcococca orientalis
Our selection of this exceedingly handsome, 4 ft, rather dense, evergreen shrub with 2" x 1" leaves set amid
the layered branches, each festooned with flowers up to 1/3" from mid-fall to through late winter.
Wonderfully fragrant. We have found this plant to be one of the most fully evergreen and rewarding of the
genus. A great addition under other shrubs in nearly full shade to bright light, but best out of hottest afternoon
sun in warm climates. Regular summer water and average fertilizing. Frost hardy in USDA zone 7.
$16
Buxaceae
Sarcococca ruscifolia var. chinensis 'Dragon Gate'
dragon gate sweet box
Discovered in 1980 by Roy Lancaster in Yunnan China, and named Dragon Gate for the temple entrance near
which it was found. With this prestigious provenance, a 4 ft, arching shrub with staunchly evergreen leaves,
looking much like Danae racemosa. Very late autumn to mid winter flowers of creamy white followed by
copious quantities of rich red berries. A wonderfully fragrant and handsome addition to the winter garden.
Tolerant of deep shade to nearly full sun in all but the hottest climates. Appreciative of some summer water
where dry. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$15
Buxaceae
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Sarcococca salicifolia
sweet box
One of the most unusual and graceful of the sarcococcas, this 4 to 5 ft shrub of equal spread possesses arching
branches and long, yes, willow-like leaves of shiny light green, appearing very much like bamboo as well. The
particularly fragrant flowers are most abundant in fall into early winter and are a creamy green-yellow
melding beautifully with the shiny leaves. Light dappled shade to full shade -- ok in sun in coastal climates -with reasonable summer water and fertile to average soil. Frost hardy to 10F, USDA zone 8, though a form
exists in the JC Raulston Arboretum in zone 7 in North Carolina suffering only occasional damage.
$15
Buxaceae
Saxifraga stolonifera
Classic pass along houseplant that is actually hardy outside

$11

strawberry begonia

Saxifragaceae

Saxifraga stolonifera 'Harvest Moon'
strawberry begonia
Just right for a carefree addition to a shaded spot, to only 3-6" tall , spreading slowly into small colonies with
golden foliage. Best with just the right amount of light to bring out the brightest of yellows while avoiding any
burn. Sprays of tiny white flowers appear in late spring to early summer. Extremely easy in well-drained soil
and summer moisture with a little dryness between waterings. Evergreen in USDA zone 8 and 9; root hardy
in USDA zone 6.
$12
Saxifragaceae
Saxifraga veitchiana
Green Strawberry Begonia
A lovely strawberry begonia shared with us by the Elizabeth C. Miller Garden in Seattle. Much like the classic
pass-along plant, but possessing smaller leaves, evergreen and deep velvety green adorned with scalloped
edges that could only be described as cute. White summer flowers appear in delicate sprays. Spreads gently by
runners. Part shade to shade in moist soil with summer water in dry areas. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7. A
very nice container plant or small scale groundcover.
$11
Saxifragaceae
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Saxifraga x 'Primuloides'
Deep green and rapidly spreading evergreen groundcover, this "london pride" is a great knitter for the garden
under shrubs and between other diminutive or clump forming plants. Attractive rosettes bare cerise 10" stalks
that carry cheery pink flowers in early summer. Can tolerate deep shade but flowers best in more sun. Sun to
shade and average moisture. USDA zone 7
$14
Saxifragaceae
Schefflera delavayi
In our never ending search for garden hardy evergreen Schefflera relatives, here's one that's actually a
Schefflera. This Himalayan species grows eventually to 6 or 8 ft and can have leaves in excess of 2 ft with an
exquisite tawny indumentum. So far has proven hardier than even Fatsia to a low USDA zone 7!! Dappled
shade is best with even moisture.
$19
Araliaceae
Schizostylis coccinea f. alba
KAFFIR LILY
Cheerful perennial with grassy leaves and, in this form, clear white, star-shaped flowers atop longish stems,
appearing mostly in fall and into winter but here and there throughout the summer. To 2 ft tall forming clumps
to 12" wide in full to part sun with regular moisture for best performance. Vigorous grower, easily kept in
bounds. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$9
Iridaceae
Sedum dendroideum
Bush Sedum
Tall sedum, earning its common names of bush sedum or tree sedum by reaching to 1-3 ft tall along rooting
stems that create a large, ground-covering clump to 3-4 ft wide. Succulent leaves and long and green; flowers
are yellow in star-shaped clusters appearing in late winter and early spring. Best in sun to part shade in the
well-drained, dry garden preferably in a protected spot. Frost hardy to the mid 20s F, USDA zone 9.
$8
Crassulaceae
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Sedum nussbaumerianum
copperstone sedum
Also called copperstone stonecrop, this sedum is low growing, to only 8" tall x 2-3 ft wide, with 1" pointed,
succulent leaves, green with rosy bronze tints. Flowers are fragrant, appearing in white umbels in late winter
to spring. Likes full sun in well-drained soil with occasional summer water and fertilizer. Does well in coastal
areas. Frost hardy in mid to upper USDA zone 9. In colder areas, a good container sedum or houseplant that
trails willingly over edges.
$9
Crassulaceae
Sedum palmeri 'Guatemala'
A cheerful trailing evergreen in light sherbet colors, blue-green tinted with orange and pink around the edges,
especially in cooler weather. Easy in part to full sun as a groundcover, planted with other succulents in
containers, or a sunny windowsill. Flowers bloom in late winter and are bright yellow pushing the color riot
over the edge. 2" rosettes of rounded leaves on trailing stems 18-24" across by only 3" tall. Hardy in USDA
zone 8a provided sharp drainage.
$9
Crassulaceae
Sedum rubrotinctum 'Aurora'
pink Pork & Beans
Very nice stonecrop for tucking into pots or for the indoor succulent collection. Grows to 6" tall and spreads
to 18-36" wide producing yellowish white flowers in the summer standing above the pink and cream flushed
foliage. In the ground needs only sun and little summer water once established. In containers requires more
regular moisture. Frost hardy in USDA zone 9.
$8
Crassulaceae
Sedum rupestre 'Aurea'
Pine leaved sedum
A vigorous spreading groundcover with golden-yellow foliage for sun to part shade. Great for rock walls,
wooded slopes, or containers. A little supplemental summer water will keep this lookng its best in very hot
situations. Yellow flowers. Frost hardy to -25F, USDA zone 5b. Said to be deer resistant.
$6
Crassulaceae
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Sedum spathulifolium var. purdyi 'Applegate Green'
purdy's stonecrop
A Cistus introduction. Another variant of this West Coast native sedum, this Oregon’s Siskiyou Mountains
growing on north slopes in the shade of evergreen oaks. Rosettes are a jade green under 1/2” and dense with
numerous offsets borne on licorice red stems. Easy in cultivation for troughs, rock gardens, or small-scale
groundcover. Tolerates sun and shade as well as drought in summer dry places. We expect frost hardiness in
USDA zone 5.
$9
Crassulaceae
Selaginella sp.
$12

Selaginellaceae

Sempervivum 'Gizmo'
Leaves are green with purplish tips and held upright in a distinctive rosette on this somewhat slow-growing
succulent that offsets and creates mats for the rock wall, outdoor container, hell strip, or random little nooks
and/or crannies. Best in sun to half shade where there is sharp drainage. Tolerates drought; grows more
quickly with summer water. Plenty hardy in USDA zone 4.
$9
Crassulaceae
Sempervivum 'Gold Nugget' PP#28284
A new twist on the classic "hen and chicks" bright spring green rosettes each up to 5" accross form a
spreading ground cover. In cooler weather the whole plant takes on a brilliant gold with each leaf tipped in
orange which is more pronounced in bright light. Great for adding color in the winter garden. Drought tolerant
for well drained soil in full sun or half shade. Excellent in containers as it is cold hardy down into USDA zone
4.
$12
Crassulaceae
Sempervivum 'Rita Jane'
Hardy succulent for the rock wall, outdoor container, hellstrip, or random little nooks and/or crannies, this
with rosettes of blue-gray leaves tinged red and gold and edged in purple. For sun to half shade in any soil that
drains well. Frost hardy in USDA zone 5.
$11
Crassulaceae
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Sempervivum heuffelii 'Gold Bug'
golden hens and chicks
A decorative, hardy succulent, also known as hens and chicks, (Jovibarba) form rosettes to 3-4" tall and wide,
offsetting quickly next to the mother plant, with succulent leaves in many colors -- in this form vivid yellowgreen as the primary color, adding red tints in colder weather. Best in sun and well-drained soil. Drought
tolerant but better with occasional summer moisture. Frost hardy to -30F, USDA zone 4.
$9
Crassulaceae
Sideritus syriaca
$11

Lamiaceae

Sinningia 'Cherrie's Jubilee'
Hardy cherry gloxinia
This fantastic hardy gloxinia, when given excellent drainage in winter, its rot, not cold that will harm this
beauty. Late Spring through fall, large tubular flowers adorn beautifully fuzzy branches and foliage,
hummingbird delight! Enjoys sun, but protect from the hottest afternoon exposure, and keep moist when its
warm out. Hardy to Zone 7
$16
Gesneriaceae
Sinningia sellovii 'Purple Rain'
$14

Gesneriaceae

Sisyrinchium 'E.K. Balls'
Blue-eyed grass
Though the foliage is grass-like, this is a small, iris relation, to less than 1 ft tall in clumps to 1 ft wide. The
late spring flowers are lavender-blue with a yellow eye and completely cover the foliage. A great sterile
hybrid, well-behaved in the garden, these tolerate winter water and can dry out in summer. Frost hardy in
USDA zone 4.
$11
Iridaceae
Solanum crispum 'Glasnevin'
chilean potato tree
This handsome and useful vine to 15 ft or so, is the semi-evergreen version of a potato vine. Clusters of dark
purple-blue flowers accented with golden-yellow stamens are very showy over a very long time in the
summer. Not self clinging, so wrap it around something in full to part sun with not much water. Much hardier
than the pure white forms and somewhat more substantial. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8 re-sprouting from the
ground down into the mid teens.
$14
Solanaceae
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Solanum jasminoides 'Aureovariegata'
Very useful vine for container or garden with its lovely green-centered, yellow-margined leaves -- as if a
small, irregular green leaf were surrounded by yellow -- and clusters of white flowers. To not more than 5 to 8
ft in a much more diminutive way than its all-green cousin. Wonderful planted among roses or at the bases of
Clematis where things get rather spindly down low, we have used it frequently in containers to contrast with
maroons or cool down flowers of tangerine or pink. Loves to be babied with regular fertilizer and moisture but
survives about anything. USDA zone 8; has survived zone 7 with a bit of mulch. In containers anywhere.
$15
Solanaceae
Soldanella villosa
A charming alpine primula relative native to the Alps and the Pyrenees Mountains this evergreen perennial
thrives in cool bright conditions where its leathery deep green round leaves form low mats to about 10 inches
wide. Early spring flowers are pale purple fringes held 8 to 10 inches above the leaves on deep purple
branched stalks. They bring to mind garden nymphs at play in the garden. Light shade to sun out of the hottest
afternoon sun, moist well drained soil. USDA zone 4
$12
Primulaceae
Sophora davidii
This tough but graceful medium-sized shrub from Western China remains rare in horticulture despite it's
hardiness and beauty. Small-textured leaves provide excellent background for the blue-tinted flowers spring
through summer. Full sun to part shade, excellent long-term, container plant, often semi-evergreen in our
climate. Deciduous, but hardy to USDA zone 5.
$15
Fabaceae
Speirantha convallarioides
false lily of the valley
Charming liliaceous evergreen ground cover, one of the myriad from south and east Asia. With bold leaves,
this one forms 12" leafy rosettes of deep green slowly spreading to form small colonies to 3 ft or so at home in
the deepest, darkest shade. The flowers are tiny trumpets, white and fragrant, appearing in spring and again in
fall. Very good for a tropical effect. Needs summer moisture. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$15
Asparagaceae
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Spiraea betulifolia var. lucida
birch leaf spireaea
A fab rose family native well suited to western landscapes. Compact to only about 2 ft tall and 3ft. wide, it
works well as a substitute for Japanese spiraea. 3 to 4" flat-topped clusters of flowers are a crisp white over
spring green leaves. Glowy fall color in shades of gold, orange and maroon. Warm orange stems maintain a
presence in winter. Great forage for native birds and pollinators. Easy in any soil including poorly drained
with occasional summer water where especially dry. Sun to part shade. USDA zone 4
$12
rosaceae
Stipa barbata
Silver feather grass
A long time, garden-tested needlegrass from southern Europe with long, feathered seedheads that curl
sinuously above the foliage, reflecting the low angled sunlight of a fall afternoon. One of the most asked about
plants in the Cistus garden when in bloom. A slow growing clumper, the blades grow to 2 ft by 2 ft, and the
inflorescence (flowering stalk) to 3 ft. Sun, sharp drainage and not much summer water when established.
Cold hardy to USDA zone 6.
$10
Poaceae
Stipa elegantissima
$14

Poaceae

Stipa gigantea
Gorgeous and refined ornamental grass, forming clumps of fine, evergreen leaves, 18” tall x 3 ft wide and, in
summer, 6 ft spikes of shimmering, golden flowers. Yum! Handsome in winter as well. Full sun and welldrained soil with only occasional summer water once established. Fits well with other plants. USDA zone 7.
$12
Poaceae
Stipa ichu
Peruvian Bunch Grass
Fine-textured bunch grass from Peru and Central America that is similar to Mexican Feather Grass (Stipa
tenuissima) but doesn't reseed as much in low water conditions. Grows to 2-3' tall and 12" wide. Great planted
in mass or as an understory planting beneath a small, ornamental tree that does not provide dense shade. Also
excellent planted near agaves, rock roses, lavender, and other heat-resistant plants that prefer rocky instead of
clay soils. Makes a good container plant. Full sun.
$14
Poaceae
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Synthyris reniformis ssp. cordata
purple figwort
This jewel of southern Oregon's great plant diversity grows to only 2-4 inches in height with shiny evergreen
leaves tinted red especially in winter. Late winter through spring, dainty violet flowers. This form growing
into small patches up to 2 ft. Perfect in the native or woodland garden under shrubs or between pavers as well
as trough or rock garden. Able to withstand extended summer drought but a little water does push it along.
USDA zone 7.
$12
Plantaginaceae
Tagetes lemmonii
Mexican marigold
Every Thanksgiving we have a bouquet of bright, lemon-yellow flowered Mexican marigolds filling the house
with their distinct aroma. Full to part sun and little summer water. An herbaceous shrub in USDA zone 8,
resprouting in spring. Height and width to 4-5 ft. Great along a pathway or grown in low pots. Evergreen in
USDA zone 8.
$14
Asteraceae
Tephrocactus articulatus var. strobiliformis
pinewood cactus
Weird and wonderful opuntia relative from northwest Argentina, this form looking for all the world like a
stack of conifer cones... or various other things the imagination might conjure. Lovers of heat, drought and
sun. Decent drainage, summer water, winter drought with frost hardiness to a little below 20F, USDA zone 9
or so. Otherwise fabo container plant to amuse friends and frighten neighbors.
$16
Cactaceae
Teucrium aroanium
creeping gray germander
Creeping silver groundcover, to 4" tall x 1 ft wide, the aromatic foliage fine-textured and the flowers showy,
with clusters of dark purple and lavender blooms from early summer through October. Sun to part shade in
lean, well-drained soil with little summer water once established. Can be sheared in early spring. Frost hardy
to 5F, mid USDA zone 7.
$12
Lamiaceae
Thalictrum ichangense [seedlings]
A shimmering herbaceous jewel to add to the shady border or woodland garden. Grows to approximately 12"
x 12" and performs best in fertile, moisture retentive soil in shade to part shade. Frost hardy to USDA zone 4.
$14
Ranunculaceae
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Trachelospermum jasminoides 'Variegatum'
star jasmine
A pretty and delicate form brought from England in 1997, this cultivar is as vigorous as the species but the
leaves, measuring about 1/2" x 2", are margined and streaked creamy white and plants show a great propensity
for climbing. Sweetly scented flowers, more white than cream, in great abundance but small. Makes a
wonderful contrast with other clinging vines with dark green leaves, e.g., creeping figs (Ficus pumila) or
climbing evergreen hydrangeas (Hydrangea seamanii). We have used this in dark courtyards with such plants
as variegated forms of Fatsia japonica and variegated aspidistra to great effect. Shade to sun, though not
likely to flower in deepest shade. Fertile, well-watered soil preferably. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$14
Apocynaceae
Trachelospermum jasminoides 'Woodlanders Yellow'
woodlanders yellow star jasmine
Another star jasmine from Bob McCartney in Aiken, South Carolina, this one very similar to T. jasminoides
'Mandianum' but, in our opinion, with more abundant and darker yellow flowers. An exceptionally durable,
hardy star jasmine, to 10-12 ft, with shiny, leathery, dark green leaves and fragrant, creamy flowers at the
yellow edge of the species’ variation. Regular summer water in full sun for most fragrant bloom. Frost hardy
to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$16
Apocynaceae
Trachelospermum sp. - Cliff Parks
star jasmine
Purchased years ago from the great nursery, Camellia Forest, this Cliff Parks collection, clearly related to T.
jasminoides, has uniquely broad, triangular leaves with a slightly ruffled surface adding a particularly lovely
texture in the garden or container. The flowers, creamy white with maybe a drop of yellow, have the typical
star jasmine fragrance with a little drop of custard. We’ve enjoyed this plant for many years but have just now
propagated it in enough numbers for you to enjoy as well. Drought tolerant, as are the other star jasmine, but
prettier with some summer moisture. Sun or shade with best flowers in sun. Has taken USDA zone 7 winters
in stride.
$16
Apocynaceae
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Tradescantia brevifolia 'Scout'
Our collection of this vigorous perennial with purple tinted leaves and delicate pink flowers. Grown in rather
harsh conditions from the mountains of West Texas. Spreads a couple of feet by 6"-12" in 3-5 years.
Evergreen to low to mid 20's, re-sprouting vigorously down to well below 0F. Full sun for best color, but
dappled shade is just fine. Decent drainage, and a summer thunderstorm or two. USDA zone 6b.
$14
Tulbaghia violacea 'Oro Verde'
Shared with us by plantsman Blair Haynes, this evergreeen onion grows to about 12-18" in height and spread,
with green, gold, or striped leaves. Summer flowers, of the same violet as the species, making for a nice
contrast. Excellent container plant for bright light, quite drought tolerant, but will of course grow more
quickly with a little additional water. Remains evergreen to the low 20's, turns to snot below that, but
resprouts anywhere Zone 8 or south, mulch the crowns just in case.
$14
Amaryllidaceae
Umbellularia californica [Bowman Lake]
An unusual collection of the ubiquitous native of western California and Oregon and possibly the highest
elevation collection in the upper most reaches of the Yuba river canyon well known for the Donner party
tragedy many years ago. in habitat these are often broken from over 50ft of snow, the tops often shorn from its
blowing. in more generous climes to 30 ft with an upright pyramidal shape with upturned narrow dark green
leaves attractively blue on the undersides. Summer drought tolerant full sun to dappled shade. possibly the
hardiest in cultivation USDA zone 6 or below
$16
Lauraceae
Uncinia rubra
red hook sedge
Ever-red, clumping sedge. Slow growing, to 12" tall x 15" wide and best used in the garden in combination
with yellow or light green foliaged plants. For full sun to part shade with regular water in summer. Seed heads
can get caught in fur -- both animal and people -- and are best removed. Frost hardy in USDA zone 8.
$12
Cyperaceae
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Vancouveria hexandra 'Winchuck'
inside out flower
A 2020 Cistus Nursery introduction. This low drama western ground cover to only about 8-10" in height and
slowly spreading into generous clumps. The semi-evergreen leaves emerge a bright spring green, slowly
darkening giving a nice velvet effect. The flowers, white in mid to late spring, nodding in the slightest breeze
and looking very much like an inverted parasol from which the common name comes. This attractive selection
from redwood forest in Curry Co. Oregon is hardy into USDA zone 7. Able to withstand summer drought,
useful at the base of shrubs or (giant trees) in dappled shade.
$16
Berberidaceae
Viburnum farreri 'Candidissimum'
fragrant viburnum
A winter blooming deciduous shrub to 8 ft or so with an upright fountain shape to abot 6ft wide. Begins
blooming as early as November and continues with clusters of sweetly fragrant white flowers often into April.
3 to 4 inch leaves are deeply veined and about half as wide. Attractive in a mixed planting for winter interest
or backed by deep greens where the white winter flowers shine. Tolerant of a wide range of conditions notably
poor drainage, provided moderate summer irrigation. Sun to dappled shade. Cold hardy USDA zone 6
$14
Caprifoliaceae / Adoxaceae
Viburnum utile
Evergreen shrub to 5' with profuse and dense white fragrant spring flowers. Handsome foliage throughout the
year. Full to half sun. USDA Zone 7.
$14
Caprifoliaceae / Adoxaceae
Viola sempervirens
One of the most charming of western natives, this redwood violet makes a very nice small scale groundcover,
spreading to about 18" in a couple years, the evergreen leaves are round, shiny, and only about 1/2", with
johnny jump up yellow spring flowers. Excellent in the native garden, dappled or full shade. We grow ours
between native iris. Decent drainage, ok with a little summer water. USDA Zone 6.
$12
Violaceae
x Mangave 'Lavender Lady' PP29194
UNAUTHORIZED PROPAGATION PROHIBITED
$18
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X Mangave 'Macho Mocha'
Possibly a hybrid between Manfreda jaliscana and Agave scabra, this nearly 2 ft plant, from the semi-desert
canyons just over the mountains from Monterey, Mexico, boasts deep purple leaves with, indeed, coffeecolored polka dots over the entire plant. For sun, good drainage, and average summer water. Evergreen to 20F
and root hardy into the low teens, USDA zone 8.
$14
Agavaceae
x Mangave 'Moonglow' PP29195
Another otherworldly hybrid from plant breeder Hans Hansen. This stunning succulent 2' wide rosette 6" tall
of narrow silvery-blue leaves splotched with large deep purple spots, reminiscent of Pandoran flora. Tolerates
part sun but more sun = more intense color. Tolerates drought but better with occasional summer water.
Newly introduced so guessing cold hardiness in zone 9 possibly lower. Great fast growing patio plant where
not hardy.
$18
Asparagaceae
x Mangave 'Navajo Princess'
Pleasing pastel blue-green leaves perfectly edged in creamy white. Long narrow leaves with soft rubbery teeth
quickly form a tidy looking 12-16"x 2ft. rosette. Best color in full sun but can grow in light shade. Allow to
dry between watering in summer, occasional fertilizer. Gritty well-drained soil and winter protection when
temps below 20 threaten. USDA zone 9 Excellent in a container. Unauthorized Propagation Prohibited.
$18
Asparagaceae
x Mangave 'Purple People Eater' PP29949
An intergenaric cross, eye popping lavender leaves are mottled with deeper purple and edged in colorful rusty
brown teeth. Grows to a tidy looking 12-16"x 2ft. rosette. Best color in full sun but can grow in light shade.
Gritty well drained soil and winter protection when temps below 20 threaten. USDA zone 9 Excellent in a
container. Unauthorized Propagation Prohibited.
$18
Asparagaceae
Xyris capensis
$14

Xyridaceae
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Yucca 'Bright Star' PPAF/COPF
This mutant, an offspring of Y. gloriosa 'Variegata', has olive green and delightful, warm cream leaves, their
variegation covering most of the leaf. Not as fast growing as its parent, but vigorous nonetheless. To about
18”, enjoying partial shade to full sun ... mostly shade in extremely hot summer climates. A definite bright
spot in the garden or in container, it has been unfazed by temperatures of 14F and will probably go to about
10F, the bottom of USDA zone 8. Drought tolerant as with most yuccas but would enjoy occasional summer
water to speed growth.
$16
Agavaceae
Yucca angustissima [San Juan Co, UT]
A diminutive relative of Y. elata. Tim Hannis' collection, from San Juan Co. Utah, is a small “tree” to about 3
ft with compact, symmetric heads of leaves adorned with silver filifers. Eventually offsets forming a small
colony. Good for repetition or container specimen. Easier than its larger cousin. Beautiful with the foliage
backlit. Drought tolerant but summer water can speed growth. Frost hardy in USDA zone 5.
$18
Agavaceae
Yucca angustissima [Tim Hannis]
A diminutive relative of Y. elata. Tim Hannis' collection, from San Juan Co. Utah, is a small “tree” to about 3
ft with compact, symmetric heads of leaves adorned with silver filifers. Eventually offsets forming a small
colony. Good for repetition or container specimen. Easier than its larger cousin. Beautiful with the foliage
backlit. Drought tolerant but summer water can speed growth. Frost hardy in USDA zone 5.
$18
Agavaceae
Yucca baccata [from T. Hannis. San Juan Co, UT]
This trunk-forming yucca is a knockout in the landscape with curving trunks -- up to 10 per plant -- that snake
out and stand up to 8 ft tall. Green leaves are stiff and decorated with longish filifers. Very architectural! In
early summer, short flower stalks carry abundant white flowers. Full sun with excellent drainage, and, for best
appearance, occasional summer water. Frost hardy to -20F, USDA zone 5 and possibly colder.
$16
Agavaceae
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Yucca carnerosana
tree yucca
Large single-trunk forming yucca often up to 10 feet tall with 3-5 ft diameter ring of stiff leaves. Flowering
stalk short holding numerous greenish white fragrant flowers. Full sun. Frost hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7, or
less.
$18
Agavaceae
Yucca constricta
$18

Agavaceae

Yucca elata var. utahensis [Wa. Co, UT]
As close to ‘It’ from the Adams Family as you can find in nature, a single-trunked and multi-branched yucca,
to 10 ft tall and more, with long, hanging leaves and "gobs" of white flowers on tall stalks in summer. What's
not to love? Sun, well-drained soil, and occasional summer water for best growth and appearance. Frost hardy
to -10F, USDA zone 6, or lower.
$18
Agavaceae
Yucca linearifolia 'Dusky Blue'
One of the most beautiful yucca species, related to Y. rostrata. The 3 ft rosettes atop an eventual 3-8' trunk
resemble the Australian grass trees, Xanthorrhoea, or a dim version of Dasylirion quadrangularis. Flattened
somewhat triangular leaves of spring green to nearly turquoise and white flowers to 3' or so above the rosette.
From only a few scattered localities, these from north of Galleana, NL, Mexico, in a most diverse habitat. This
form is particularly blue and quite vigorous adding 6-8" of trunk each year. Our plant often elicits comments
from garden visitors. The southern habitat of the species would indicate lack of frost tolerance but plants have
so far withstood 5F, mid USDA zone 7. Full sun to partial shade and summer water with, as always, welldrained soil.
$18
Agavaceae
Yucca pallida
blue soapwort
Native from Waco, Texas south, this clay-tolerant yucca has no trunk, but offsets rather nicely forming an
evenly spaced ‘grove’. Translucent leaf edges on glaucous blue, long leaves are an excellent late afternoon
cheap thrill. Each clump 2 ft tall and wide. Best where it receives a bit of water in the summer. Blooms best
after a fire. Cold hardy to 0F, USDA zone 7.
$16
Agavaceae
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Yucca rostrata 'Sapphire Skies'
A Cistus introduction. Although Yucca rostrata is one of the most gorgeous species available, and definitely
one of our top 500 favorite plants, it is exceedingly slow to reproduce from offsets, seed is difficult to come
by, and seedlings vary as to their...blue-osity. Yucca rostrata 'Sapphire Skies' is a selection from one of our
collections in the early 90s in northern Mexico, out of a seed batch of stunning blue-leaved plants. Through
the magic of tissue culture, we now have a reliable source. These vigorous young plants quickly form a 3 ft,
multi-leaved rosette of nearly jade-blue, forming 3 to 4 ft plants in 7 or 8 years under good conditions,
eventually to 10 ft or more. Excellent container plants, providing fine architecture, or repeated in the dry
garden and looking of dusty blue fireworks from a distance. Particularly beautiful reflected in late
afternoon/evening light. Full sun to dappled shade. Not particular about soil, excepting standing water. Some
supplemental irrigation in dry summer places. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6 and has been successful in zone 5
$18
Agavaceae
Yucca rupicola
twist leaf yucca
This large textured species from the Texas hill country consists of slowly clumping, undulant leaves, 1 to 2"
wide, of deepest green. Particularly striking when planted with silver-blues such as festuccas or other blue
tinted, rosette-forming plants. An easy care creature if provided well-drained soil, supplemental summer water
in exceedingly dry places, and bright light, though at home in dappled shade if leaves do not collect in its
crown. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6.
$16
Agavaceae
Yucca torreyi [Black Gap]
Picturesque, very large yucca with leaves in excess of 4 ft, eventually forming a large shrub or small tree,
usually single trunked, to 10 ft and taller with great age. Mature plants produce white bell flowers on 4 ft
spikes, usually in spring but not every spring. Native from southwestern Texas to the mountains of Coahuila,
Nuevo Leon, Mexico, this represents a form from Black Gap, Texas. Best with lean soil and good drainage in
full sun or very light shade. Drought tolerant but faster growing with occasional summer water. Frost hardy to
0F, USDA zone 7.
$16
Agavaceae
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Zantedeschia aethiopica - super dwarf form
A very cute calla lily, given to us many years ago by Western Hills Nursery's Marshall Olbrich, and a very
small, indeed, as the name suggests. To only about 20" tall and quickly clumping, with shiny green leaves that
are only 4-5" across as are the typical white flowers. Easy among other perennials. Enjoying sun and welldrained soil, these are drought or standing water in the summer (only the summer!) tolerant. Evergreen to 20F
or so, USDA zone 9; root hardy to below 0F, into zone 6 if well mulched.
$15
Araceae
Zantedeschia aethiopica 'Green Goddess'
big green calla lily
Tired of those cliché, pure white calla lilies? These beautiful, green-tipped callas grow bigger and more
robustly than your average ‘I don’t know where they came from; they were here when we bought the house’
plants. Striking flowers are truly green with white centers, appearing in mid to late summer on plant to 2-3 ft
tall. Full to part sun with regular summer water. Frost hardy in USDA zone 6.
$12
Araceae
Zingiber 'White Feather'
Dense clumps of long, handsome, green leaves edged in creamy white. This is the reverse variegation pattern
of Z. mioga 'Dancing Crane.' This variegated form reaches 3ft tall and multiplies quickly to form a clump to 5
ft wide. Small, creamy white flowers appear at the base of the stalks in late summer and early fall. Best to
avoid the hot afternoon sun and provide plentiful summer water. Easy and frost hardy to at least 0F, USDA
zone 7 and possibly colder.
$15
Zingiberaceae
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